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U.S. PATENT NO. 5,809,336 

CLAIM 6 
 

6.  A microprocessor system comprising: 

a central processing unit disposed upon an integrated 
circuit substrate, said central processing unit operating 
at a processing frequency and being constructed of a 
first plurality of electronic devices; 

an entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit 
substrate and connected to said central processing unit, 
said oscillator clocking said central processing unit at a 
clock rate and being constructed of a second plurality of 
electronic devices, thus varying the processing 
frequency of said first plurality of electronic devices and 
the clock rate of said second plurality of electronic 
devices in the same way as a function of parameter 
variation in one or more fabrication or operational 
parameters associated with said integrated circuit 
substrate, thereby enabling said processing frequency to 
track said clock rate in response to said parameter 
variation; 

an on-chip input/output interface, connected between said 
central processing unit and an external memory bus, for 
facilitating exchanging coupling control signals, 
addresses and data with said central processing unit; and 

an off-chip external clock, independent of said oscillator, 
connected to said input/output interface wherein said 
off-chip external clock is operative at a frequency 
independent of a clock frequency of said oscillator and 
wherein a clock signal from said off-chip external clock 
originates from a source other than said oscillator. 
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CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL OMITTED 

 An excerpt from an architecture diagram for a Qualcomm 45nm HF PLL 

was omitted from page 28.  The document from which this diagram was excerpted 

was designated as confidential by Defendants-Appellees in the underlying 

proceedings and was filed under seal pursuant to an order in the district court 

(Docket No. 146 in Case No. 3:12-cv-3865-VC). 
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ix 

STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES 

The present appeal arises out of a summary judgment ruling which granted 

summary judgment of non-infringement of U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336 (“the ’336 

Patent”) in these five Northern District of California cases: 

 No. 3:12-cv-03865-VC, Technology Properties Limited LLC, et al. v. 
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., et al.; 

 No. 3:12-cv-03876-VC, Technology Properties Limited LLC, et al. v. 
ZTE Corporation, et al.; 

 No. 3:12-cv-03877-VC, Technology Properties Limited LLC, et al. v. 
Samsung Electronics, Co., Ltd., et al.;  

 No. 3:12-cv-03880-VC, Technology Properties Limited LLC, et al. v. LG 
Electronics, Inc., et al.; and 

 No. 3:12-cv-03881-VC, Technology Properties Limited LLC, et al. v. 
Nintendo Co., Ltd., et al. 

Notices of Appeal were filed in these district court cases on January 5, 2018. 

The appeals were docketed on January 22, 2018, and consolidated when docketed; 

the Huawei case (No. 18-1439) was designated as the lead appeal: 

 No. 18-1439, Technology Properties Limited v. Huawei Technologies 
Co., Ltd.; 

 No. 18-1440, Technology Properties Limited v. ZTE Corporation; 

 No. 18-1441, Technology Properties Limited v. Samsung Electronic Co., 
Ltd.; 

 No. 18-1444, Technology Properties Limited v. LG Electronics, Inc.; and 

 No. 18-1445, Technology Properties Limited v. Nintendo Co., Ltd. 
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x 

These civil actions were previously the subject of appeals filed in this Court 

following the district court’s issuance of a claim construction order and associated 

stipulated judgements of non-infringement in view of that order: 

 No. 16-1306, Technology Properties Limited LLC, et al. v. Huawei 
Technologies Co., Ltd., et al.; 

 No. 16-1307, Technology Properties Limited LLC, et al. v. ZTE 
Corporation, et al.; 

 No. 16-1309, Technology Properties Limited LLC, et al. v. Samsung 
Electronics, Co., Ltd., et al.; 

 No. 16-1310, Technology Properties Limited LLC, et al. v. LG 
Electronics, Inc., et al.; and 

 No. 16-1311, Technology Properties Limited LLC, et al. v. Nintendo Co., 
Ltd., et al. 

These prior appeals were consolidated on December 16, 2015, and the 

Huawei case (No. 16-1306) was designated as the lead appeal.  Because the district 

court erred in a portion of its construction of “entire oscillator,” this Court vacated 

and remanded in its decision dated March 3, 2017 in an opinion authored by Judge 

Moore (with Judges Wallach and Chen). 
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1 

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

This consolidated appeal arises from the civil actions for patent infringement 

of U.S. Patent No. 5,809,336 (“the ’336 Patent”) filed by Plaintiffs-Appellants 

against Defendants-Appellees in the U.S. District Court actions identified above.  

The district court had subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 

1338(a).   

The district court entered an order granting Defendants’ Motion for 

Summary Judgment, finding that the accused products did not infringe Claims 6, 7, 

9, 13, 14, and 15 (the “Asserted Claims”) of the ’336 Patent and entered Judgment 

in favor of Defendants on December 13, 2017.  Appellants appeal the district 

court’s Order and Judgment.  Appellants represent that the Judgment is final. 

Appellants’ Notice of Appeal was timely filed on January 5, 2018 pursuant 

to Fed. R. App. 4(a)(1)(A).   

This Court has jurisdiction over the appeals pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1295.   
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2 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

1. Whether the claimed ring oscillator disclosed in the ’336 Patent 

specification was properly found to be disclaimed under Supreme Court authority? 

2. Whether the district court erred by importing functional limitations 

into the asserted apparatus claims? 

3. Whether the district court erred in holding that the asserted apparatus 

claims were not infringed where there were, at a minimum, disputed questions of 

fact regarding whether the accused ring oscillators meet the “entire oscillator” 

limitation?  

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This is a case about the manner in which the judicially created doctrine of 

“prosecution disclaimer” has morphed to reach a result that was neither intended 

nor contemplated in the advent of disclaimer jurisprudence:  a summary finding of 

noninfringement as to products that fall squarely within the language of the issued 

apparatus claims, based on statements in the prosecution history that relate to a 

proposed combination that did not result in an issued claim.  Remarkably, the 

alleged disclaimers have been used to reach the conclusion that the accused “ring 

oscillator” does not meet the “entire oscillator” limitation of the asserted apparatus 

claims even though a “ring oscillator” is exactly the structure disclosed in the 
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patent as the claimed “entire oscillator,” and a “ring oscillator” is the very 

structure Applicants were arguing was allowable over the prior art.  The doctrine 

has expanded too far beyond Supreme Court precedent.  The district court’s 

judgment should be reversed. 

This case came before this Court last year after Appellants challenged the 

district court’s claim construction order, which included a disclaimer finding.  This 

Court:  found that the district court erred in its disclaimer findings; applied its 

precedent to alter the scope of the disclaimer based on Applicants’ discussions of 

the prior art (even though “[t]he patentee’s disclaimer may not have been 

necessary” to distinguish the prior art); and remanded.  On remand this Court’s 

construction was applied in a manner that goes well beyond Supreme Court 

precedent.1   

The doctrine of “disclaimer” traces its origins to at least as early as 1880 in 

Goodyear Dental Vulcanite Co. v. Davis.2  At the time of Goodyear Dental, 

applicants could amend the patent specification during prosecution to provide the 

public with clear notice of the scope of their inventions.  In Goodyear Dental, the 

Supreme Court held that a clear and unambiguous “disclaimer” occurred if a 

                                     
1 As explained infra, this Court can revisit this issue on appeal, and the issue is 

of such importance that it should be considered. 
2 Goodyear Dental Vulcanite Co. v. Davis, 102 U.S. 222 (1880). 
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patentee amended the patent specification to say:  “I do not claim x.”  In view of 

such a clear and unequivocal statement (which in Goodyear Dental was 

accompanied by claim amendments commensurate in scope with the disclaimer), 

the Supreme Court determined in its infringement analysis that the patentee’s 

disclaimer precluded a finding of infringement.  In essence, the Supreme Court 

held that patentee could not reclaim, through an accusation of infringement, an 

embodiment that it expressly disclaimed via amendment to obtain the patent.   

As initially applied and adopted by the Supreme Court, the limits of the 

disclaimer doctrine were clear and consistent with the public notice function of the 

patent grant:  to provide public notice of the metes and bounds of the patentee’s 

monopoly.  Supreme Court authority is in accord with the clear rule that only an 

amendment to the patent itself (in either the specification or the claims) can qualify 

as a disclaimer.3  Consistent with this authority, in the seminal en banc decision of 

Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., this Court quoted Goodyear Dental when 

                                     
3  Later, the Patent Act changed such that it was no longer possible to amend the 

specification; instead, only claim amendments were allowed.  Consistent with this 
change, the Supreme Court held that disclaimer applied to changes made to the 
claims during prosecution.  Schriber-Schroth Co. v. Cleveland Tr. Co., 311 U.S. 
211, 217–18 (1940) (“Where the patentee in the course of his application in the 
patent office has, by amendment, cancelled or surrendered claims, those which are 
allowed are to be read in the light of those abandoned and an abandoned claim 
cannot be revived and restored . . .”). 
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it reiterated that the prosecution history may provide insight into claim meaning, 

but cannot be used to “enlarge, diminish, or vary” their scope.4   

Over time, the disclaimer doctrine has been greatly expanded by appellate 

and district courts, but not by the Supreme Court.  Unlike the parallel doctrine of 

“prosecution history estoppel,” which is applied during the doctrine of equivalents 

infringement analysis, an accused infringer is now able to invoke the disclaimer 

doctrine during claim construction—regardless of whether there is any alleged 

ambiguity in a claim or whether the accused infringer (or anyone) has ever relied 

on the prosecution statements.  And now, amendments are no longer the hallmark 

of disclaimer, but instead an array of statements can qualify as a disclaimer.  

Statements made by an applicant during prosecution can now be found to be a 

disclaimer regardless of whether they have any impact on the examiner’s decision 

to allow the patent claims, or whether they are made to overcome a prior art 

rejection.  Now, as occurred here, disclaimer is applied as a means to graft 

additional limitations into the claims, including negative limitations.  That the 

doctrine has expanded too far is evident in this case:  an accused oscillator that is 

structurally identical to the oscillator disclosed in the specification has been 

                                     
4 Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 52 F.3d 967, 980 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en 

banc), aff’d, 517 U.S. 370 (1996) (quoting Goodyear Dental Vulcanite Co. v. 
Davis, 102 U.S. 222, 227 (1880)). 
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summarily adjudicated to be non-infringing because the district court found that 

the oscillator did not function as the court believed was required when it imposed 

functional limitations not required by the claimed structural elements based on the 

negative limitations imposed by this Court.   

Under Supreme Court authority, Appellants assert that the only clear 

disavowal of claim scope occurred by amendment when Applicants intentionally 

limited their claims:  from a broad claim that required only a central processing 

unit (“CPU”) and a ring oscillator to clock the CPU on the same integrated circuit; 

to a more limited claim that requires a CPU and a ring oscillator to clock the CPU 

on the same integrated circuit and (1) an input/output interface (“I/O interface”) 

and (2) a second clock, external to the integrated circuit, to separately clock I/O 

interface.  In fact, the “entire oscillator” limitation was never amended to reflect 

the disclaimers applied here, but was allowed as written when Applicants 

narrowed the claims to also require the I/O interface and the second clock.  

Appellants, represented by new counsel in this appeal, acknowledge that for the 

Court to reach this result, it must revisit its prior claim construction, but Appellants 

contend that important legal considerations and the potential for injustice warrant 

doing so. 

Even if this Court does not revisit disclaimer, the district court’s entry of 

judgment should still be reversed.  It is a well-settled maxim that “apparatus claims 
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cover what a device is, not what a device does.”5  Notwithstanding this principle, 

the district court misapplied this Court’s construction to import functional 

limitations into apparatus claims, and entered judgment based on its 

understanding of how the accused products work.6  The district court’s approach 

was wrong as a matter of law.  But at a minimum, there are disputed questions of 

fact that preclude entry of summary judgment.  The district court improperly 

ignored conflicting expert testimony regarding whether the accused structures meet 

the limitations of the asserted apparatus claims.     

Accordingly, Appellants respectfully request that this Court reverse and 

remand.   

II. THE ’336 INVENTIONS  

It is August of 1989.  The personal computer market is nascent.  IBM 

compatible personal computers with 80386 processors (CPUs) operating at a speed 

of about 25 megahertz are the state of the art.  There is a race amongst chip 

manufacturers to release faster and faster CPUs.  Engineers Charles H. Moore and 

Russell Fish, the inventors of the ’336 Patent, are developing next-generation 

microprocessors and are active participants in this race.  Mr. Moore, already 

                                     
5 Hewlett–Packard Co. v. Bausch & Lomb, Inc., 909 F.2d 1464, 1468 (Fed. Cir. 

1990) (holding operational differences inconsequential for apparatus; “apparatus 
claims cover what a device is, not what a device does.”). 

6 Appx4-5. 
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known for inventing the Forth programming language, turned his attention to 

designing high performance CPUs.  He and Mr. Fish ultimately develop the “Sh-

boom” microprocessor, which was later inducted into the I.E.E.E. Chip Hall of 

Fame because of its advanced architecture.  Appellants would go on to sell 

millions of dollars’ worth of embodying products.7   

As shown in Figure 1 of the ’336 Patent, the invention at issue here was 

borne out of the “Sh-boom” microprocessor development efforts.8  On August 3, 

1989, Moore and Fish filed a 

comprehensive patent application 

describing many improvements to 

microprocessor architecture; seven 

patents ultimately issued from this 

application.  Two distinct portions of the 

specification are significant here.  The 

first describes only a single clock and a 

microprocessor and is entitled “Optimal 

CPU Clock Scheme,” described in cols. 

                                     
7 Appx5391. 
8 Appx64.   
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16:43-17:10 of the ’336 Patent.9  The second portion describes a microprocessor 

and two clocks and is entitled “Asynchronous/Synchronous CPU,” described in 

col. 17:11-37.10   

The originally filed independent claims required only the combination of a 

microprocessor and a ring oscillator on the same chip.  As detailed below, the 

Examiner repeatedly rejected these claims based on two references, Sheets and 

Magar, that are single-clock references.  Every statement that has been found to be 

a disclaimer in this case was made in Applicants’ efforts to convince the Examiner 

to issue broad claims that required only the combination of a microprocessor and a 

single clock.        

Ultimately, Applicants were unable to persuade the Examiner to issue the 

claims requiring only the Optimal CPU Clock Scheme, so they changed course, 

and amended the independent claims to also require a second (off-chip) clock and 

an I/O interface.  The claims, including Claim 6 at issue here, were then allowed.    

                                     
9 Appx90-91.   
10 Appx91.   
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A. Optimal CPU Clock Scheme11 

The specification describes an “Optimal CPU Clock Scheme” as one in 

which the clock is a “familiar ring oscillator” and “is fabricated on the same silicon 

chip as the rest of the microprocessor 50 [depicted above].”12  The patent describes 

the advantages as follows:  “The ring oscillator 430 is useful as a system clock … 

because its performance tracks the parameters which similarly affect all other 

transistors on the same silicon die.”13  Applicants described one advantage of 

manufacturing the CPU’s clock and the CPU on the same chip:  “For example, if 

the processing of a particular die is not good resulting in slow transistors, the 

latches and gates on the microprocessor 50 will operate slower than normal.  Since 

the microprocessor 50 ring oscillator clock 430 is made from the same transistors 

on the same die as the latches and gates, it too will operate slower (oscillating at a 

lower frequency), providing compensation which allows the rest of the chip’s logic 

to operate properly.”14 

                                     
11 Relevant background information about the underlying technologies is found 

in Appellants’ prior opening brief to this Court at Appx6703-6709, and the 
declaration of Appellants’ expert, Dr. Oklobdzija at Appx6528-6541. 

12 Appx90 at 16:56-58.  “CPU” and “microprocessor” are used interchangeably 
in the ’336 Patent and in this brief.  

13 Appx90 at 16:63-67. 
14 Appx91 at 17:2-10. 
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B. Asynchronous/Synchronous CPU 

In addition to the improvement of the Optimal CPU Clock Scheme, the 

inventors realized that existing microprocessor architecture suffered from another 

significant limitation:  most microprocessors derived all system timing from a 

single clock.  As a result, different parts of the system could slow all other 

operations.15  For example, to communicate with an output device (such as a 

printer), the entire microprocessor speed would slow down to match the printer’s 

communication speed on the I/O interface.16  To ensure that the microprocessor 

remained in synchronization with the I/O interface and external devices, a single 

external crystal oscillator was historically employed to handle clocking.17   

The inventors made a pathbreaking decision—they decoupled the system 

clock used for the microprocessor from the clock used for input-output (“I/O”) 

operations.18  Moore and Fish called this ground-breaking improvement 

“Asynchronous/Synchronous CPU.”19  This asynchronous dual-clock scheme 

allowed for the use of the “Optimal CPU Clock Scheme” with the use of a 

                                     
15 Appx91 at 17:12-14.   
16 Appx91 at 17:14-17.    
17 Appx91 at 17:32-34. 
18 E.g., Appx91 at 17:12-14, 17:32-34; see also Appx84 at 3:26-35. 
19 Appx91 at 17:11.   
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conventional crystal clock for I/O features.20  Decoupling the system clock from 

the clock used for I/O features allowed for optimal microprocessor speeds even 

during slower I/O operations.21   

Claims 6, 7, 9, and 13-15 of the ’336 Patent were asserted in this case; each 

is an apparatus claim.22  Claim 6, directed to the asynchronous dual-clock 

architecture, is representative: 

6.  A microprocessor system comprising: 

a central processing unit disposed upon an integrated 
circuit substrate, said central processing unit operating at 
a processing frequency and being constructed of a first 
plurality of electronic devices; 

an entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit 
substrate and connected to said central processing unit, 
said oscillator clocking said central processing unit at a 
clock rate and being constructed of a second plurality of 
electronic devices, thus varying the processing frequency 
of said first plurality of electronic devices and the clock 
rate of said second plurality of electronic devices in the 
same way as a function of parameter variation in one or 
more fabrication or operational parameters associated with 
said integrated circuit substrate, thereby enabling said 
processing frequency to track said clock rate in response 
to said parameter variation; 

an on-chip input/output interface, connected between said 
central processing unit and an off-chip external memory 

                                     
20 Appx91 at 17:14-21; see also Appx90 at 16:54-67.   
21 Appx91 at 17:32-33. 
22 Appx112-113.   
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bus, for facilitating exchanging coupling control signals, 
addresses and data with said central processing unit; and 

an off-chip external clock, independent of said oscillator, 
connected to said input/output interface wherein said off-
chip external clock is operative at a frequency independent 
of a clock frequency of said oscillator and wherein a clock 
signal from said off-chip external clock originates from a 
source other than said oscillator.23 

III. THE FILE HISTORY 

A. The Original Independent Claims Attempted to Claim Only the 
“Optimal CPU Clock Scheme” 

All of the independent claims in the initial application required only a CPU 

and a single clock: 

19.  A microprocessor system, comprising a central 
processing unit and a ring counter variable speed system 
clock connected to said central processing unit, said 
central processing unit and said ring counter variable 
speed system clock being provided in a single integrated 
circuit.24   

With reference to Figure 17 below, the original independent claims required only 

the combination (circled in blue) of a CPU (70) and a “ring oscillator variable 

speed clock” 430 in the same integrated circuit:25 

                                     
23 Appx112 (italics indicate language added in subsequent ex parte 

reexamination).  Six examination requests targeted the ’336 Patent: two were 
denied; four were instituted, resulting in two in reexamination certificates. 

24 See Appx2110-2119 at Appx2111 (reproduced without annotated 
amendments).   

25 Appx79. 
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The application also included dependent claims that added the structures and 

connections in the rest of Figure 17, including, notably, a second clock: 

20.  The microprocessor system of claim 19 additionally 
comprising an input/output interface connected to 
exchange coupling control signals, address and data with 
said input/output interface, and a second clock 
independent of said ring counter variable speed system 
clock connected to said input/output interface.26 

B. Applicants’ First Arguments to Overcome Sheets  

The Examiner rejected the independent claims on the basis of 35 U.S.C. 

Section 112.27  In response, Applicants amended the independent claims to add that 

(1) the CPU and clock were in a single integrated circuit; (2) that the claimed clock 

                                     
26 Appx2111 (reproduced without annotated amendments) (emphasis added). 
27 See Appx2115. 
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was for clocking the CPU; and (3) that the CPU and the clock were made of 

electronic devices of like type.28   

The Examiner also rejected the independent claims, 19 and 65, based on 

U.S. Patent No. 4,670,837 (“Sheets”).29  Sheets disclosed a microprocessor with a 

single variable-frequency clock, wherein the CPU was timed by an off-chip 

voltage-controlled oscillator (“VCO”).30  The CPU in Sheets monitored its own 

processing load and computed an appropriate operating frequency; the CPU then 

communicated the desired clock speed to the off-chip VCO by sending that 

information as a digital word across a data bus.31  The Examiner also rejected 

dependent claim 20, which added the second clock, based on a combination of 

Sheets in view of Schaire.32 

Applicants attempted to persuade the Examiner to issue the single-clock 

independent claims (including newly added claim 73, which matured into claim 6 

                                     
28 Appx2111-2112. 
29 Appx2116 (“The Examiner has rejected claims 19 and 65 under 35 U.S.C. 

§ 103 as being unpatentable over Sheets.”). 
30 Appx3496-3503. 
31 Appx3497 (fig.1), Appx3500 at 1:45-54, 2:57-68; Appx2127.   
32 Appx2124-2118 at Appx2118. 
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at issue in this case) over Sheets,33 arguing that Sheets differed from the ring 

oscillator of then-pending claims because it relied on an external clock:  

The present invention does not similarly rely upon 
provision of frequency control information to an external 
clock, but instead contemplates providing a ring oscillator 
clock and the microprocessor within the same integrated 
circuit. The placement of these elements within the same 
integrated circuit obviates the need for provision of the 
type of frequency control information described by Sheets, 
since the microprocessor and clock will naturally tend to 
vary commensurately in speed as a function of various 
parameters (e.g., temperature) affecting circuit 
performance. Sheets’ system for providing clock control 
signals to an external clock is thus seen to be unrelated to 
the integral microprocessor/clock system of the present 
invention.34  

As to dependent claim 20, which already recited the second clock, Applicants 

responded that the combination of Sheets in view of Schaire did not teach the 

second clock:  “Schaire fails to teach the claimed provision of separate, 

independent clock signals to an input/output interface buffer and 

microprocessor.”35 

                                     
33 See Appx2110-2119 at Appx2112-2113, Appx2115-2117. 
34 Appx2117 (emphasis added). 
35 Appx2118. 
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C. Applicants Overcame the Sheets Rejection  

The Examiner issued a Final Rejection on July 8, 1996.  The Examiner and 

Applicants conducted telephone interviews in January 1997.  Applicants 

summarized the conclusion of those calls:   

The above changes to the claims are based on the 
discussion in the interview.  Proposed changes to claims 
19, 65, and 73 were sent by facsimile to the Examiner on 
January 7 to facilitate the further discussion on January 8.  
On January 8, the Examiner agreed that these changes 
merited further consideration of the application and 
appeared to overcome the prior art of record. 36  

The referenced “changes” to claim 73 (issued claim 6) were as follows: 

73.  (Amended).  A microprocessor system comprising: 

a central processing unit disposed upon [a] an integrated 
circuit substrate, said central processing unit operating at 
a processing frequency and [including] constructed of a 
first plurality of [transistors] electronic devices; 

an oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit 
substrate and connected to said central processing unit, 
said oscillator clocking said central processing unit at a 
clock rate and including a second plurality of [transistors] 
electronic devices, thus varying the [designed such that] 
operating characteristics of said first plurality and said 
second plurality of transistors [vary] in the same way as a 
function of parameter variation in one or more fabrication 
or operational parameters associated with said integrated 
circuit substrate, thereby enabling said processing 

                                     
36 Appx2124-2128 at Appx2126. 
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frequency to track said clock rate in response to said 
parameter variation. 37 

Applicants explained:  “Applicants are aware of no prior art teaching or suggesting 

a variable speed oscillator in the same integrated circuit with a microprocessor and 

clocking the microprocessor with a clock speed that varies correspondingly with 

changes in operating characteristics of electronic devices making up the 

microprocessor, as a result of being in the same integrated circuit as the 

microprocessor, as claimed.”38  In this same response, without conceding their 

single integrated circuit argument, Applicants made one of the statements this 

Court found to be a disclaimer (underlined below):  

Even if the Examiner is correct that the variable clock in 
Sheets is in the same integrated circuit as the 
microprocessor of system 100, that still does not give [sic] 
the claimed subject matter. In Sheets, a command input is 
required to change the clock speed. In the present 
invention, the clock speed varies correspondingly to 
variations in operating parameters of the electronic 
devices of the microprocessor because both the variable 
speed clock and the microprocessor are fabricated together 
in the same integrated circuit. No command input is 
necessary to change the clock frequency.39  

                                     
37 Appx2125.  These amendments are not pertinent to the disclaimer at issue 

here. 
38 Appx2127 (emphasis added). 
39 Appx2127 (emphasis added; disclaimer underlined). 
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D. The Examiner Cites New Art:  Magar 

In April 1997, the Examiner again rejected the claims, but this time based on 

a new reference, U.S. Patent No. 4,503,500 (“Magar”) as follows:40   

Shortly before issuing the Office Action, the Examiner had 
called to indicate that certain claims were allowable over 
the prior art, but when the undersigned attorney returned 
the Examiner’s call, it was indicated that new prior art had 
been found and that a new office action would be 
forthcoming.   It is assumed that the Magar reference relied 
on is the new prior art.41 

Magar discloses a basic microprocessor that includes circuitry labeled 

“CLOCK GEN” on the same silicon substrate as the CPU.  However, that CLOCK 

GEN circuity does not include any oscillator, and is itself incapable of frequency 

generation.42  Instead, the CLOCK GEN circuitry in Magar has to be connected to 

an external oscillator, such as a crystal or other generator.43  Applicants explained 

that “it is clear that the element in Fig. 17 missing from 2a in Magar is the ring 

counter variable speed clock 430, and that Magar is merely representative of ‘most 

microprocessors’ acknowledged as prior art in the above description from the 

present application, which prior art microprocessors use a ‘conventional crystal 

                                     
40 Appx2042-2074. 
41 Appx2090-2097 at Appx2091. 
42 Appx2044 (fig.2a), Appx2067 at 15:23-41.   
43 Appx2067 at 15:26-28. 
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clock.’”44 Applicants explained why their pending claims should be allowed over 

Magar: 

Because the variable speed clock is a primary point of 
departure from the prior art, independent claims 19, 65, 73 
and 78 all recite a system including a variable speed clock 
or method including using a variable speed clock.  In light 
of the prior art, of which Magar is a good example, 
Applicants are entitled to claims of this scope.  Dependent 
claims 20, 66, 74, and 79 further recite a second clock, 
exemplified by the crystal clock 434 in Figure 17.45 

Applicants also distinguished Magar’s reliance on an external crystal for 

frequency generation: 

[O]ne of ordinary skill in the art should readily recognize 
that the speed of the cpu [sic] and the clock do not vary 
together due to manufacturing variation, operating voltage 
and temperature of the [integrated circuit] in the Magar 
microprocessor, as taught in the above quotation from the 
reference. This is simply because the Magar 
microprocessor clock is frequency controlled by a crystal 
which is also external to the microprocessor.46 

Indeed, Applicants explained that the crystal in Magar must be located off-chip: 

“Because of the cutting and trimming required, and that the crystal slice is 

typically suspended by two wires to allow it to freely oscillate, crystal oscillators 

                                     
44 Appx2092. 
45 Appx2092. 
46 Appx2092-2093. 
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have never, to Applicants’ knowledge, been fabricated on a single silicon 

substrate with a CPU, for instance.”47  

E. To Overcome Magar, Applicants Clarified That the “Entire 
Oscillator” Is on the Same Substrate as the CPU  

The Examiner again rejected the claims based on Magar, this time in view of 

Pelgrom.48  In response, Applicants and the Examiner again had a telephonic 

discussion.  Applicants summarized this their explanation to the Examiner in this 

call as follows: “Magar’s clock generator relies on an external crystal connected 

to terminals X1 and X2 to oscillate, as is conventional in microprocessor designs.  

It is not an entire oscillator in itself.”49  It was at this time that Applicants changed 

“an oscillator” in the independent claims to “an entire oscillator.”50 

Applicants, however, never obtained claims that required only the 

combination of a microprocessor and a single clock in the same chip. 

F. The Claims Were Allowed When the Patentee Narrowed the 
Claims  

The independent claims at issue issued when Applicants narrowed the 

claims to require all the elements on Figure 17.  Regarding Claim 6, Applicants 

                                     
47 Appx2093 (emphasis added). 
48 Appx2099-2106 at Appx2101. 
49 Appx2101 (emphasis added). 
50 Appx2100. 
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added the limitations of then-pending dependent claim 74 into then-pending base 

claim 73 (73 and 74 are parallel to application claims 19 and 20 set forth above).51  

After the dependent limitations of claim 74 were incorporated into claim 73, the 

claim was allowed as Claim 6. 

G. Other Portions of the File History Corroborate that Narrowing 
the Claims Resulted in Allowance52 

After Applicants then pointed out in response to the Magar rejection that 

“[d]ependent claims 20, 66, 74 and 79 further recite a second clock, exemplified by 

the crystal clock 434 in Fig. 17,”53 the Examiner responded as follows: 

Applicants states that Figure 17 of the instant application 
shows two clocks and that Magar’s clock corresponds to 
applicant’s I/O interface clock and therefore Mager [sic] 
does not show another clock 430 as shown in the 
drawing…. Note also that the claims do not call for two 
clock system.  Magar’s clock clearly meets the claim 
limitation.54   

                                     
51 Appx2100; Appx2124-2128 at Appx2126. 
52 This section cites four file history excerpts that were not before the district 

court; Appellants request that this Court take Judicial Notice of them in its Motion 
for Judicial Notice (“MFJN”), filed herewith.  That these amendments were the 
reason for allowance can be ascertained by comparing claim 73 in Paper 15 
(Appx2099-2106) to the issued claims; the additional papers provide 
corroboration. 

53 Appx2092. 
54 MFJN004 (10/16/97 Office Action at 3 (Paper No 13)).    
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While the Examiner did not accept Applicants’ arguments as to the 

patentability of the combination microprocessor and on-chip oscillator alone, 

during a telephonic interview, the Examiner “indicated that placing the limitations 

of dependent claims 20, 66, 75 and 79 into their respective parent claims would 

place the application in condition for allowance.”55  The Examiner subsequently 

allowed the revised claims—that cover the “Asynchronous/Synchronous CPU” 

that utilizes the “Optimal CPU Clock Scheme”—without further substantive 

amendment.56   

IV. PRIOR CLAIM CONSTRUCTION AND STIPULATION 

The ’336 Patent has been the subject of multiple proceedings and ensuing 

claim construction opinions.  Indeed, the “an entire oscillator disposed upon said 

integrated circuit substrate …” limitation found in Claim 6 (or variants thereof) has 

been interpreted (differently) many times.57 

During claim construction proceedings in the underlying litigation, the 

district court initially construed the “entire oscillator” phrase to mean:  “an 

[oscillator] located entirely on the same semiconductor substrate as the [central 

                                     
55 MFJN008 (4/29/98 Supplemental Amendment at 3 (Paper No. 16); MFJN009 

(4/23/98 Examiner Interview Summary (Paper No 17)). 
56 MFJN010-012 (5/13/98 Notice of Allowability (Paper No. 18)) (the 

Examiner included “cleanup” amendments with the Notice of Allowability). 
57 Appx6718-6719. 
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processing unit] that [1] does not require a control signal and [2] whose frequency 

is not fixed by any external crystal.”58  

The newly imposed limitations narrowed the claims far beyond the scope of 

any statement made during prosecution.  For example, the court rendered its 

pronouncement that that the entire oscillator “does not require a control signal” in 

the abstract, excluding the presence of any control signal whatsoever.  Indeed, this 

construction was based on the finding that “unlike ‘all cited references,’ the 

claimed oscillator is completely free of inputs and extra components.”59   

The blanket exclusion of any control signal (or any other input or 

component) from the oscillator arguably precluded any real-world application of 

the invention.  To avoid the unnecessary expenditure of time or resources by the 

court or the parties, Appellants stipulated to non-infringement and entry of 

judgment to allow for immediate appellate review.60      

V. THE PRIOR APPEAL  

On a prior appeal, this Court held that “[t]he district court erred by holding 

that the patentee disclaimed any use of a command signal by the entire oscillator” 

                                     
58 Appx206-217 at Appx207 (emphasis added). 
59 Appx211(emphasis added). 
60 Appx4469-4471. 
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based on Sheets.61  Rather, this Court found that Applicants argued that Sheets was 

different because its off-chip oscillator required “a command input ... to change 

the clock speed.”62  This Court went on to observe that in contrast, the patentees 

emphasized the benefits of their invention:  “by placing the CPU and CPU clock 

on the same silicon substrate, the frequencies of both ‘automatically vary 

together,’”  but do “not require manual or programmed inputs or external or extra 

components to do so.”63  Thus, this Court held that “an ‘entire oscillator’ is one 

‘that does not require a command input to change the clock frequency.’”64   

When this Court affirmed the district court’s imposition of the Magar-based 

disclaimer, it emphasized the reasoning behind that disclosure:  “Throughout the 

prosecution history, the patentee argued Magar was distinguishable for two 

specific reasons: (1) it discloses a fixed-frequency crystal rather than a variable-

frequency ring oscillator, and (2) it requires an external (off-chip) generator.”65  

This Court concluded that Appellants surrendered two specific areas.  “The first 

aspect of the patentee’s disclaimer is that the ‘entire oscillator’ cannot be a fixed-

                                     
61 Tech. Properties Ltd. LLC v. Huawei Techs. Co., 849 F.3d 1349, 1359 (Fed. 

Cir. 2017).   
62 Id. (quoting Appx2127).   
63 Id. at 1359-60 (emphasis added).   
64 Id. at 1360 (emphasis added). 
65 Id. at 1358.   
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frequency crystal oscillator.”66  As such, “the ‘entire oscillator’ must be a variable 

frequency oscillator rather than a fixed-frequency crystal.”67  Second, “the ‘entire 

oscillator’ cannot require an external crystal or frequency generator.”68  Whereas 

“Magar’s clock generator relies on an external crystal … to oscillate,” “the ’336 

patent’s entire oscillator was novel because ‘it oscillates without external 

components (unlike the Magar reference).’”69  

VI. THE ACCUSED PRODUCTS MEET THE STRUCTURAL 
LIMITATIONS OF THE ASSERTED APPARATUS CLAIMS 

Each of the accused products includes a microprocessor that meets the 

structural limitations of asserted representative Claim 6—they have two clocks, a 

CPU, an I/O interface, and the required connections between these elements.70   

The claimed “oscillator” is described in the specification as the “familiar 

ring oscillator … whose frequency is determined by temperature, voltage and 

process [(“PVT”)].”71   As depicted in Figure 17, the claimed oscillator is also 

                                     
66 Id.  
67 Id. 
68 Id. at 1359. 
69 Id. (quoting Appx2102) (emphasis added). 
70 Appellants identified representative examples of the accused products’ 

architecture and associated components.  See Appx5250-5252. 
71 Appx90 at 16:56-60. 
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described as a “ring oscillator variable speed clock.”72  Claim 6 requires that it be 

fabricated on the same chip as the CPU, connected to the CPU and clock the 

CPU.73 

It is undisputed that each accused product includes a variable speed ring 

oscillator (which is either a voltage-controlled oscillator (“VCO”) or a current-

controlled oscillator (“ISO”) and interchangeably referred to herein as either the 

accused ring oscillator or VCO).  

It is also undisputed that the accused VCOs operate at variable speeds.  The 

accused VCOs are designed to output a range of frequencies.74  

 As depicted in Figure 18 of the patent (left) and the accused products (right), 

the claimed ring oscillator and the accused products have the same structure (an 

odd number of inversions in a loop): 

 

 

                                     
72 Appx79. 
73 Appx112 at 2:18-34 (Claim 6); see also Appx113 at 3:34-46 (Claim 13). 
74 Appx5299-300 ¶¶16, 18-19; see also, e.g., Appx5592, Appx5600; Appx5694-

5695; Appx5535-5538; Appx5551-5557; Appx5331 ¶50. 
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VII. THE ACCUSED PRODUCTS ALSO INCLUDE A PLL THAT 
COMPENSATES FOR THE RING OSCILLATORS’ VARIATIONS  

Because the accused ring oscillators in the accused products vary with 

fluctuations in PVT, the accused products include a structure known as a phase-

locked loop or PLL to compensate for such variations.  Indeed, Appellees’ expert 

has admitted that the PLL compensates for variations in PVT:  “Thus, the PLL 

Feedback Loop compensates for fabrication process, operational supply voltage 

and operational temperature (“PVT”) variations to lock the VCO output 

frequency to a multiple of the fixed-frequency reference signal from the crystal 

oscillator.”80  Appellees’ expert even analogized the PLL to the cruise control in a 

car, speeding up the car as needed based on conditions, such as going uphill (or in 

this case if the VCO slows based on conditions); or slowing the car down, for 

example as it goes downhill and begins to pick up speed.81   

The parties agree that the basic structure of the accused devices, including 

the accused ring oscillator (circled in red) and the PLL, is as depicted below:82 

                                     
80 Appx5326 (emphasis added). 
81 Appx5332-5333. 
82 Appx5325-5327; Appx5251; Appx6508-6509. 
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VIII. SUMMARY JUDGMENT PROCEEDINGS 

A. Appellees’ Argument Based on the Sheets Disclaimer 

Pursuant to the portion of this Court’s claim construction relating to the 

Sheets disclaimer, the accused oscillator must be “an oscillator located entirely on 

the same semiconductor substrate as the central processing unit that does not 

require a command input to change the clock frequency.”83   

Under the heading “[t]he accused oscillators require a command input to 

change frequency,” the Appellees first argued that the accused products do not 

infringe because “the PLL is the antithesis of a variable speed clock.  By its very 

nature and design, a PLL outputs a very stable fixed frequency.”84 

                                     
83 TPL, 849 F.3d at 1360 (emphasis added). 
84 Appx5259 (citing Dr. Subramanian’s ITC testimony, Appx5434 at 1213:5-

10) (emphasis added). 
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Appellees next argued that “[e]mpirical evidence confirms that the PLL’s 

frequency is fixed,” relying on tests overseen by its expert while the accused 

products were operating.  “The[] measurements confirm that the PLLs in the 

accused products do not vary as a function of PVT parameters, but rather output a 

stable fixed frequency.”85 

Finally, Appellees argued that “[a] ‘command input’ is required to change 

the output frequency value of the PLL in the accused products.”86  Appellees 

asserted: “The programmable divisors can be programmed to change the frequency 

of the PLL.  However, contrary to the Federal Circuit’s construction, the PLL 

requires a command input to do so.”87   

Nowhere in Appellees’ argument or supporting evidence did Appellees or 

their Declarants assert that the accused VCOs require a command input to change 

the clock frequency.  Indeed, Appellees never even addressed the structure of the 

accused VCOs or their attributes; instead Appellees’ expert simply asserted “the 

VCO in a PLL is not a free-running oscillator, rather it is an oscillator whose 

frequency is tightly controlled by the PLL.”88  

                                     
85 Appx5260 (emphasis added). 
86 Appx5264 (emphasis added). 
87 Appx5264-5265 (emphasis added). 
88 Appx5329 (emphasis added). 
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B. Appellees’ Argument Based on the Magar Disclaimer 

Pursuant to the portion of this Court’s claim construction relating to the 

Magar disclaimer, the accused oscillator must be “an oscillator located entirely on 

the same semiconductor substrate as the central processing unit whose frequency is 

not fixed by any external crystal.”89 

Appellees argued “the undisputed operation of PLLs generally and the 

empirical evidence of the operation of the PLLs in the accused products both 

confirm that the alleged ‘entire oscillators’ – i.e, the VCOs within the PLLs in the 

accused products – output a stable fixed frequency.”90   

As Appellees’ expert explained, the PLL in the accused products relies on an 

external crystal as a “reference signal,” not to generate or fix the frequency:  

A “phase detector” inside the PLL Control Circuit block 
compares the phase of the feedback signal from the 
Feedback Loop and phase of the reference signal from the 
crystal oscillator.  Specifically, the phase detector checks 
whether the feedback signal and the reference signal are 
in-phase with each other.  If the two signals are not in-
phase and the feedback signal’s phase lags behind the 
reference signal’s, the detector produces an output that 
instructs the VCO inside the PLL to go ‘faster’ in order to 
catch up.  If the feedback signal’s phase is ahead of the 
reference signal’s phase, the detector’s output will instruct 
the VCO to “slow down.”91 

                                     
89 TPL, 849 F.3d at 1360 (emphasis added). 
90 Appx5274 (emphasis added). 
91 Appx5326. 
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Appellees argued that the accused products do not infringe because “PLL control 

circuitry compensates for variations in PVT parameters to ensure that the VCO 

output frequency is ‘locked’ to a fixed multiple of the reference signal from the 

crystal oscillator.”92  Notably, Appellees concede that the output of the PLL is not 

fixed but instead changes between a number of different frequencies.93 

C. Appellants’ Responses To Appellees’ Summary Judgment Motion 

Appellants first pointed out that the Appellees’ arguments were flawed 

because the accused “entire oscillator” is the ring oscillator in the accused 

products, not the PLL.94   

Appellants also argued that the accused VCOs met the “entire oscillator” 

limitation.  Appellants’ expert explained:  “The addition of PLL circuitry to an on-

chip ring oscillator does not change the ring oscillator’s fundamental 

characteristics, which are the features determined by physics and nature—that its 

frequency varies based on fabrication or operational parameters, including process, 

temperature and voltage.”95  While Appellees’ expert, Dr. Subramanian, never 

even made reference to this Court’s construction,96 Appellants’ expert opined: 

                                     
92 Appx5274. 
93 Appx5253; Appx5293-5299 ¶16. 
94 Appx6497, Appx6508-6509.  
95 Appx6541 ¶38. 
96 See generally Appx5306-5309; Appx129, Appx132-133. 
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It is my opinion that the ring oscillators in the accused 
products meet the Federal Circuit’s definition of “entire 
oscillator.”  The frequencies generated by an on-chip ring 
oscillator in a PLL System necessarily depend on 
fabrication and operation parameters, such as process, 
voltage and temperature.  Indeed, the PLL is employed in 
the accused products to manage the VCO because of its 
inherent variability to PVT — that is its purpose.  
Notwithstanding the presence of added PLL circuitry, the 
ring oscillator (VCO) will oscillate as soon as power is 
applied, and its frequencies vary based on fabrication and 
operational parameters….97 

Appellants’ expert explained that the crystal in the PLL is not used to generate a 

frequency (clock) for the CPU, but is instead only used as reference signal:  “To be 

clear, the fixed external crystal reference, Freference does not produce the system 

clock, nor can this signal pass through the PLL circuitry.  It is merely a sample to 

provide a basis for comparison.  Likewise, the on-chip components do not rely on 

the off-chip crystal to generate a clock signal.”98  Appellees’ expert confirmed that 

the crystal is used only as a reference signal.99  Moreover, Appellees’ expert and 

declarant concede that the accused VCOs oscillate to supply the clock for the 

CPU.100  

                                     
97 Appx6539 ¶33. 
98 Appx6539-6540 ¶34. 
99 Appx5326 ¶39. 
100 See, e.g., Appx5327 ¶43 (“The output of the VCO is used to drive the 

CPU.”); Appx5298-5300 ¶¶16-17. 
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IX. THE DISTRICT COURT’S SUMMARY JUDGMENT ORDER 

The district court’s analysis and reasoning are set forth in a five-page 

opinion, that begins:   

The plaintiffs (“TPL”) stipulated to non-infringement 
under this Court’s prior construction of the phrase “an 
entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit 
substrate” as used in the asserted claims of Patent No. 
5,809,336.  The Federal Circuit then made a “minor 
modification” to that claim construction, holding that the 
proper construction of the disputed claim term is: “an 
oscillator located entirely on the same semiconductor 
substrate as the central processing unit that does not 
require a command input to change the clock frequency 
and whose frequency is not fixed by any external crystal.” 
In doing so, the Federal Circuit noted that its change to the 
prior construction “likely does not affect the outcome in 
this case.”  The Federal Circuit’s prediction was correct.101  

In assessing whether the entire oscillators in the accused products required a 

“command input” to change their frequencies (i.e., the Sheets-based disclaimer), 

the district court focused on the PLL, not the accused entire oscillator.102  Relying 

on Appellees’ tests showing how the accused devices operate, the district court 

                                     
101 Appx4 (citations omitted). 
102 The district court’s order suggested that Appellants “disavow[ed] at oral 

argument” a non-infringement position that the accused oscillators should be 
considered “in isolation.”  See Appx7.  But, to the contrary, Appellants repeatedly 
clarified that the focus must be on the accused VCO, and that notwithstanding the 
presence of PLL circuitry, the accused VCO meets the claim limitation.  See, e.g., 
Appx136 ll.2-8.   
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analyzed how the PLL impacts the operation of the accused VCO and ultimately 

concluded that the ’336 Patent required “free running oscillators,” and that 

stabilizing effects of the added PLL circuitry therefore rendered the accused 

products non-infringing.103   

Although the parties briefed the “fixed by an external crystal” limitation, the 

district court chose not to analyze or address those arguments—but nonetheless 

opted to speculate that “TPL would lose on that question as well.”104   

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

It is well-settled in patent law that the claims specifically point out and 

define the scope of the patentee’s invention.  The origin of the disclaimer doctrine 

involved amendments to the specification or claims that would place the public on 

notice of the scope of patentee’s invention.  These amendments were specific, 

explicit statements that made clear to the public what a patentee was not claiming:  

“I do not claim x” or a change in actual claims via amendment.  

Consistent with those Supreme Court precedents, this Court’s Markman 

decision reiterated that the prosecution history, while it may provide insight into 

the meaning of a claim, should not be used to alter the scope of issued claims.  But 

despite that guidance, disclaimer doctrine has expanded to a degree that results in 

                                     
103 Appx8. 
104 Appx8. 
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inconsistent and unpredictable decisions about claim scope, conflicting with the 

public’s ability to rely on issued claims and thereby undercutting the vital public 

notice function of issued patent claims.  

This case exemplifies how far the disclaimer doctrine has strayed from its 

origins.  Here, the doctrine of “prosecution disclaimer” has resulted in summary 

finding of noninfringement based on products that fall squarely within the 

language of the issued apparatus claims.  The “disclaiming” statements were made 

to distinguish over the prior art on the grounds that the prior art did not disclose the 

claimed oscillator.  Relying on those statements, this Court imposed negative 

limitations on the asserted claims.  As a result of that construction, the accused 

oscillators—which are structurally identical to the oscillator described in the 

specification and that Applicant argued to the Examiner was not found in the prior 

art—have been deemed non-infringing.  

Moreover, the accused oscillators have been summarily adjudicated to be 

non-infringing (of the asserted apparatus claims) because the district court found 

that the accused oscillators did not function as the district court believed was 

required under this Court’s claim construction.   The district court’s approach was 

wrong as a matter of law.  However, even absent the district court’s improper focus 

on operation in its infringement analysis of apparatus claims, there are disputed 

questions of fact that preclude entry of summary judgment.  The district court 
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improperly ignored conflicting expert testimony regarding whether the accused 

structures meet the limitations of the asserted apparatus claims.  Even Appellees’ 

own expert and witness declarations preclude summary judgment of 

noninfringement because they demonstrate that the accused devices meet the 

claimed structural limitations.  Accordingly, Appellants respectfully request that 

this Court reverse and remand.   

ARGUMENT 

I. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

A district court’s grant of summary judgment is reviewed de novo.105  

Summary judgment is proper when all reasonable inferences have been drawn in 

favor of the non-movant and no genuine issue of material fact exists.106  A district 

court reviewing summary judgment “is not ‘to weigh the evidence and determine 

the truth of the matter but to determine whether there is a genuine issue for 

trial.’”107  A district court’s decision must draw all reasonable inferences in favor 

of the non-movant, even when “such inferences may create disputes regarding 

                                     
105 Skedco, Inc. v. Strategic Operations, Inc., 685 F. App’x 956, 958 (Fed. Cir. 

2017); Mavrix Photographs, LLC v. Livejournal, Inc., 873 F.3d 1045, 1051 (9th 
Cir. 2017). 

106 Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c); Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248, 
255 (1986).   

107 Tolan v. Cotton, 134 S. Ct. 1861, 1866 (2014) (citing Anderson, 477 U.S. at 
249). 
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basic facts or regarding facts to be inferred from such facts.”108  When a reasonable 

jury examining the evidence of record can resolve a disputed fact in favor of either 

party, summary judgment cannot lie.109 

Infringement determinations require two steps:  (1) construing the claims for 

scope and meaning, and (2) comparing properly construed claims to the accused 

product.110  A claim construction promulgated by this Court is considered the law 

of the case.111  “[A] district court is without choice in obeying the mandate of the 

appellate court.”112  An appellate court, however, is empowered to revisit its own 

decisions; as Justice Holmes observed, the law of the case doctrine “merely 

expresses the practice of courts generally to refuse to reopen what has been 

decided, not a limit to their power.”113  This Court has recognized its authority to 

depart from the law of the case, including when a prior decision is “clearly 

                                     
108 Absolute Software, Inc. v. Stealth Signal, Inc., 659 F.3d 1121, 1133 (Fed. 

Cir. 2011).   
109 Id.  
110 Id. 
111 Ethicon Endo–Surgery, Inc. v. U.S. Surgical Corp., 149 F.3d 1309, 1315 

(Fed. Cir. 1998). 
112 In re Roberts, 846 F.2d 1360, 1363 (Fed. Cir. 1988). 
113 Messenger v. Anderson, 225 U.S. 436, 444 (1912) (Holmes, J.); see also S. 

Ry. Co. v. Clift, 260 U.S. 316, 319 (1922).  
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incorrect and its preservation would work a manifest injustice.”114  

The second step of the infringement analysis is a question of fact.115  A 

finding of infringement is warranted when each claimed element is found in an 

accused device.116  “If a claim reads merely on a part of an accused device, that is 

enough for infringement.”117  “[I]n determining whether a product claim is 

infringed, … an accused device may be found to infringe if it is reasonably capable 

of satisfying the claim limitations, even though it may also be capable of non-

infringing modes of operation.”118   

“On appeal from a grant of summary judgment of non-infringement, [this 

Court] determine[s] whether, after resolving reasonable factual inferences in favor 

of the patentee, the district court correctly concluded that no reasonable jury could 

find infringement.”119   

                                     
114 Intergraph Corp. v. Intel Corp., 253 F.3d 695, 698 (Fed. Cir. 2001); see also 

Gindes v. United States, 740 F.2d 947, 950 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (applying a “stringent 
standard” requiring more than a mere suspicion of error).   

115 Ethicon Endo-Surgery, 149 F.3d at 1315. 
116 See, e.g., Cross Med. Prod. Inc. v. Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Inc., 424 F.3d 

1293, 1310 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (citations omitted). 
117 SunTiger, Inc. v. Sci. Research Funding Grp., 189 F.3d 1327, 1336 (Fed. 

Cir. 1999) (citing A.B. Dick).   
118 Hilgraeve Corp. v. Symantec Corp., 265 F.3d 1336, 1343 (Fed. Cir. 2001) 

(citing Intel Corp. v. United States Int’l Trade Comm’n, 946 F.2d 821, 832 (Fed. 
Cir. 1991). 

119 Absolute Software, 659 F.3d at 1130. 
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II. JUDGMENT OF NONINFRINGEMENT BASED ON 
“PROSECUTION DISCLAIMERS” SHOULD BE REVERSED  

A. The Claims and Specification Define the Limited Monopoly 
Granted to Inventors 

“The patent law confers on the patentee a limited monopoly, the right or 

power to exclude all others from manufacturing, using or selling his invention. The 

claims of the patent control the metes and bounds of the limited monopoly.  As the 

Supreme Court explained in 1877, 

Since the act of 1836, the patent laws require that an 
applicant for a patent shall not only, by a specification in 
writing, fully explain his invention, but that he ‘shall 
particularly specify and point out the part, improvement, 
or combination which he claims as his own invention or 
discovery.’ This provision was inserted in the law for the 
purpose of relieving the courts from the duty of 
ascertaining the exact invention of the patentee by 
inference and conjecture, derived from a laborious 
examination of previous inventions, and a comparison 
thereof with that claimed by him. This duty is now cast 
upon the Patent Office. There his claim is, or is supposed 
to be, examined, scrutinized, limited, and made to conform 
to what he is entitled to.120 

Consistent with this long-standing authority, “[i]t is a ‘bedrock principle’ of patent 

law that ‘the claims of a patent define the invention to which the patentee is 

entitled the right to exclude.’121 

                                     
120 Keystone Bridge Co. v. Phoenix Iron Co., 95 U.S. 274, 278 (1877). 
121 Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1312 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (citing 

Innova/Pure Water, Inc. v. Safari Water Filtration Sys., Inc., 381 F.3d 1111, 1115 
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B. The Origins of Disclaimer Law 

 The doctrine that is now understood as a “prosecution disclaimer” traces its 

origins to at least as early as a case decided well over 100 years ago:  Goodyear 

Dental.122  Goodyear Dental dealt with a specific type of amendment to the 

specification, one in which the applicant literally wrote into the specification “I do 

not claim x”:  

I do not claim the use of gutta-percha, or of any material 
which is merely rendered plastic by heat and hardened by 
cooling, in the manufacture of sets of artificial teeth; but 
what I do claim as my invention, and desire to have 
secured to me by letters-patent, is the improvement in the 
manufacture of sets of mineral or other artificial teeth, 
which consists in combining them with a rubber plate and 
gums, which (after the insertion of the teeth) are 
vulcanized by Goodyear's process, or any other process. 
123 

Concurrent with these statements, the applicant amended his claims (additions 

underlined, deletions struck-through) commensurate in scope with the disclaimer 

                                     
(Fed. Cir. 2004);  Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1582 (Fed. 
Cir. 1996) (“[W]e look to the words of the claims themselves … to define the 
scope of the patented invention”); Markman v. Westview Instruments, 52 F.3d 967, 
980 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en banc), aff’d, 517 U.S. 370 (1996) (“The written 
description part of the specification itself does not delimit the right to exclude.  
That is the function and purpose of claims.”)). 

122 See generally, Goodyear Dental Vulcanite Co. v. Davis, 102 U.S. 222, 227 
(1880) (accused dental plates did not infringe because applicant gave up certain 
subject matter based on “I do not claim” statements in the specification). 

123 Id. at 227 (emphasis added).  
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statement: “forming the plate and gums in which the teeth are inserted in one piece 

of hard rubber, or other vulcanite, i.e. an elastic material.” 

In its infringement analysis, the Supreme Court looked to the claims, and 

then to the applicant’s statements to determine whether an accused product 

infringed.  Though the patent is controlling, the Supreme Court indicated that it 

was permissible to consider whether the prosecution history confirmed an apparent 

disavowal, but cautioned against use of the prosecution history to alter a patent:  

We do not mean to be understood as asserting that any 
correspondence between the applicant for a patent and the 
Commissioner of Patents can be allowed to enlarge, 
diminish, or vary the language of a patent afterwards 
issued.124    

Recognizing that the issued patent is intended to reflect the final memorial of the 

applicants’ exchange with the Patent Office, Judge Learned Hand noted that under 

settled precedent, courts were not “to go through all that was said in the endless 

communications between applicant and Examiners to gather piecemeal the intent 

of the grant . . . .”125  

Later, the Patent Act was amended and the practice of amending the 

specification was no longer allowed.  Thereafter, the Supreme Court focused on 

                                     
124 Goodyear Dental, 102 U.S. at 227 (emphasis added).   
125 Campbell Metal Window Corp. v. S.H. Pomeroy & Co., 300 F. 872, 873-74 

(S.D.N.Y. 1924) (Hand, J.) (citing Goodyear Dental, 102 U.S. 222). 
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amendment of claims during prosecution:  “Where the patentee in the course of his 

application in the patent office has, by amendment, cancelled or surrendered 

claims, those which are allowed are to be read in the light of those abandoned and 

an abandoned claim cannot be revived and restored to the patent by reading it by 

construction into the claims which are allowed.”126  The general rule was that 

“[c]laims may not be construed one way in order to obtain their allowance and in a 

different way against accused infringers.”127   

In 1995, this Court established the modern claim construction process in 

Markman v. Westview Instruments.128  The claim construction inquiry begins with 

the claim language itself, followed by the specification in light of which the claims 

are read; if necessary, the prosecution history could be considered as a final form 

of intrinsic evidence.129  And while the Markman Court permitted consultation of 

                                     
126 Schriber-Schroth Co. v. Cleveland Tr. Co., 311 U.S. 211, 217-18 (1940); see 

also Graham v. John Deere Co. of Kansas City, 383 U.S. 1, 33 (1966) (“It is, of 
course, well settled that an invention is construed not only in the light of the 
claims, but also with reference to the file wrapper or prosecution history.  Claims 
as allowed must be read and interpreted with reference to rejected ones and to the 
state of the prior art ….” (internal citation omitted)). 

127 See, e.g., Southwall Techs., Inc. v. Cardinal IG Co.,, 54 F.3d 1570, 1576‐77 
(Fed. Cir. 1995) (citing Unique Concepts, Inc. v. Brown, 939 F.2d 1558, 1562 
(Fed. Cir. 1991)). 

128 52 F.3d 967 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en banc), aff’d, 517 U.S. 370 (1996). 
129 Markman, 52 F.3d at 979. 
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the file history, it repeated the Supreme Court’s century-old admonishment:  

“Although the prosecution history can and should be used to understand the 

language used in the claims, it too cannot ‘enlarge, diminish, or vary’ the 

limitations in the claims.”130 

C. Disclaimer No Longer Requires Amendment  

By the early 2000’s, the disclaimer doctrine had expanded such that it was 

no longer limited to claim amendments, but instead included “repeated statements” 

during prosecution when they (a) place the “public on notice of the invention’s 

crucial feature” and (b) distinguish the claimed invention from the prior art to the 

extent that “it is not suitable to multiple interpretations.”131  A decade later, the 

doctrine had expanded such that disclaimer “analysis focuses on what the applicant 

said, not on whether the representation was necessary or persuasive.”132  It is now 

that case that an alleged “disclaimer” need not even be a statement that resulted in 

the patent grant, and “patentees may surrender more than necessary.”133 

                                     
130 Id. at 980 (quoting Goodyear Dental, 102 U.S. at 227). 
131 Omega Eng’g, Inc, v. Raytek Corp., 334 F.3d 1314, 1326-27 (Fed. Cir. 

2003). 
132 Uship Intellectual Properties, LLC v. United States, 714 F.3d 1311, 1315 

(Fed. Cir. 2013). 
133 Tech. Properties Ltd. LLC v. Huawei Techs. Co., 849 F.3d 1349, 1359 (Fed. 

Cir. 2017). 
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D. Current Disclaimer Law Produces Inconsistent and 
Unpredictable Results 

The consequences of departure from this clear rule are real.  In the last two 

decades, the prosecution disclaimer opinions from varying panels of this Court 

have expressed divergent views and applications of the disclaimer doctrine, 

notwithstanding the repeated refrain that disclaimer applies only where the 

applicant’s disavowal of claim scope must be clear and unambiguous.  In some 

cases, for example, disclaimer may be inferred from a single statement concerning 

the prior art.134  But in other cases, what appeared to be a disclaiming statement 

could be disregarded in view of the prosecution history as a whole.135  In another 

case, the disclaimer turned on the interpretation of the “i.e.” in the applicant’s 

remarks to mean “for example” to find no prosecution disclaimer.136 And in some 

cases, this Court has carefully analyzed whether the applicant’s discussion of the 

prior art raised a point of distinction rather than one of claim scope, while in 

                                     
134 See Vehicle IP, LLC v. Gen. Motors Corp., 306 F. App’x 574, 578 (Fed. Cir. 

2009) (inferring that “[i]f the location of the mobile unit must be determined 
independently of the notification coordinate, then the notification coordinate 
necessarily must provide an absolute location,” to find prosecution disclaimer). 

135 See Elbex Video, Ltd. v. Sensormatic Elecs. Corp., 508 F.3d 1366, 1372-
1373 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (court found that though “read in isolation, the statement in 
the prosecution history” could be a disclaimer, the whole file history must be 
considered when evaluating prosecution disclaimer). 

136 See Toshiba Corp. v. Imation Corp., 681 F.3d 1358, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 2012). 
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others, statements about the contents of the prior art alone were sufficient 

constitute disclaimer.137  Indeed, current disclaimer law resulted in multiple 

different constructions of the very term at issue here.138 

E. Applicants Did Not Disclaim the Accused “Ring Oscillator” 

When examined in the context of the full prosecution history, the 

disclaimers adopted in this case evidence the problems inherent in a court relying 

on statements in the prosecution history to try to assess the intentions of an 

applicant an and examiner, particularly when the record is incomplete.  For 

example, here there were numerous telephone discussions between the Examiner 

and Applicants over a period of several years.  The calls are not transcribed, and 

there are no examiner summaries.  Thus, the record is at least partially obscured 

and unknown. 

Across the span of several rejections and several years, Applicants and the 

Examiner had an on-going dialogue.  A review of the entire dialogue, an arduous 

                                     
137 Compare Shire Dev., LLC v. Watson Pharm., Inc., 787 F.3d 1359, 1366 

(Fed. Cir. 2015) (no disclaimer when “Shire carefully characterized the prior art as 
not having separate matrices but never actually stated that the claimed invention 
does have separate matrices.”), with Krippelz v. Ford Motor Co., 667 F.3d 1261, 
1266-67 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (applicant argued that prior art reference lacked a “light 
bulb at or near the focal point of a reflector” and therefore “disclaimed lamps 
lacking these limitations, and the limitations therefore became part of the properly 
construed claims.”) 

138 Appx6718-6719. 
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task fraught with the risk of hindsight revision, reveals a different result than was 

reached here.  Before Magar was cited, Applicants and Examiner had reached 

agreement that the independent claims, as amended, overcame Sheets, thus calling 

into question the imposition of an additional disclaimer based on Sheets.  The same 

is true with regard to Magar.  Notably, “entire” was not added to the claims until 

after the statements that have been found to be disclaimers were made.  By 

applying additional negative limitations beyond the amendments to the claims, the 

Court simply supplanted its judgment for that of the Examiner.   

Even more importantly, however, every statement found to be a disclaimer 

in this case related solely to Applicants’ unsuccessful efforts to obtain broad 

independent claims that required only the microprocessor and a single clock (the 

“Optimal CPU Clock Scheme”) over single-clock prior art.  At the suggestion of 

the Examiner, Applicants agreed to restrict the independent claims to require all of 

the elements of Claim 6 at issue in this case, including a second external clock.  

Put in plain language, the Examiner effectively said:  “Look, let’s agree to disagree 

about whether you are entitled to the broad claim with just a microprocessor and an 

integrated clock, but I will give you what you are asking for (the claimed clock on 

the same circuit with the CPU) as long as your further limit the claim—and add 

another clock and the other elements of Figure 17 from the dependent claims!”  

Notably, the Examiner never required Applicants to amend to add anything like the 
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two disclaimers found in this case.  Applicants and the Examiner reached 

equilibrium that none the prior art disclosed the combination of the Optimal CPU 

Clock Scheme with the Asynchronous/Synchronous CPU—and thus, the Examiner 

granted Claim 6.  Under the Supreme Court disclaimer jurisprudence, the only 

disclaimer that occurred in this case was the disclaimer of a claim only requiring 

two elements. 

But this Court decided that Applicants disclaimed subject matter and 

imposed two negative limitations.  The consequences of adopting these limitations 

could not have been anticipated.  The negative limitations have now been applied 

find that the very structure disclosed as the “entire oscillator” in the specification 

that the applicant was arguing should be allowed over the prior art is non-

infringing.  But this is a nonsensical result.   

Nothing in the file history suggests that Applicants intended to disclaim the 

disclosed oscillator.  Indeed, Applicants explained in each excerpt of the file 

history relied on to adopt a negative limitation why the “variable speed ring 

oscillator” in the specification and the claims was allowable over the cited 

references.  For both references, Applicants essentially explained the basic 

characteristics of a ring oscillator and the advantages of having it on the same chip 

as the CPU.  The claimed combination meant that the oscillator could supply the 
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clock for the CPU without the need for an external crystal and did not require a 

command input.  It is that simple. 

But now, based on these negative limitations, a variable speed ring oscillator 

has been summarily adjudicated to be non-infringing.  Appellees have used the 

negative limitations to argue that the addition of the PLL takes the variable speed 

ring oscillator outside the scope of the claims.  This result is wrong.  

F. Adopting Limitations Based on Statements Other Than 
Amendments Has Other Unintended Results 

Unintended, unpredictable, and inconsistent results are not the only problem 

with the manner in which disclaimer law has evolved.  As occurred here, courts 

now can and do adopt claim limitations that are not grounded in the language of 

the specification, but instead solely in attorney argument in the prosecution history.  

Here, the Court added limitations that include the phrases “command input” and 

“fixed by an external oscillator” that appear nowhere in the claims or specification.  

This has effectively multiplied the proceedings here as no consensus on the 

purported scope of the disclaimers has been reached even now.   

Notably, in summary judgment briefing, both parties again argued different 

positions on the Sheets and Magar notwithstanding the fact that these issues had 

already purportedly been resolved.  And there can be no question that meaning of 

“fixed” and “command input” remain in dispute.  In addition to arguing the scope 

of Sheets in their summary judgment brief, Appellees even submitted dictionary 
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definitions for both “command” and “input.”139  With regard to “fixed,” as 

described in detail below, Appellees advocate a definition of fixed that takes it well 

outside of the scope of the purported disclaimer. 

G. Simplifying Disclaimer Law Promotes the Public Notice Function 
of the Patent 

Adhering to Supreme Court precedent, which (1) allows only clear and 

unequivocal statements of disavowal based only on amendments to the claims, 

amendments to the specification, or statements that “I do not claim X,” (and not 

merely attorney arguments as to why prior art was distinguishable) and (2) 

analyzes disclaimer in the context of infringement analysis, would restore needed 

predictability to patent claim interpretation.  Such adherence would eliminate the 

need for courts to reinterpret what the patent examiner “intended” or “would have 

intended” or “likely intended” in allowing claims.  Given the inconsistent results 

and the manner in which courts struggle to divine what an applicant and examiner 

intended by various statements—as is demonstrated by how multiple tribunals 

have given different interpretations of the patent at issue here—the expansive view 

of disclaimer adopted in more recent lower and appellate court decisional law 

actually undermines the public notice nature of the patent that these cases claim to 

promote.     

                                     
139 Appx5476-5479; see also Appx5253. 
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Under current non-Supreme Court jurisprudence, courts add limitations to 

claims through a process of tasseography based on an after-the-fact analysis of an 

applicant’s statements contained in an incomplete record of what transpired (such 

as the interview summaries).  It is unreasonable to think that the public could 

reasonably rely on such statements.  Indeed, there is no evidence in this case that 

Appellees referred to, relied on or even considered the file history in making any 

decisions when they designed the products at issue, or chose to continue using 

them after they learned of the patent.  Instead, as is most often the case today, 

disclaimer law is used by infringers after the fact to try to avoid what would 

otherwise be a clear case of infringement (as is the case here), forcing courts and 

counsel to spend countless hours delving into vague, lengthy, and cumbersome 

patent prosecution history.  

Efforts to re-interpret claims after issuance inevitably leads to, and here did 

lead to, exactly what the Supreme Court in Goodyear cautioned against: use of 

“correspondence between the applicant … and the Commissioner … to enlarge, 

diminish, or vary the language of a patent afterwards issued.140  Thus, Appellants 

assert that disclaimer is a judicially created doctrine that is best served by a return 

to its roots within the parameters authorized by the Supreme Court.  This is not to 

                                     
140 Goodyear Dental, 102 U.S. at 227 (emphasis added).   
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say that, consistent with Markman, the prosecution history should not be consulted 

for the meaning of claims terms, but absent an “I disclaim x” statement, 

amendments to the patent claims should control the inquiry on disclaimer.   

Analyzing the facts of this case with reference to Supreme Court disclaimer 

jurisprudence, Appellants contend the finding of disclaimer should be vacated.  

Contrary to this Court’s prior claim construction, the oscillator—as claimed, and 

without any negative limitations—was actually allowed, albeit in combination of 

the other elements of the Asynchronous/Synchronous CPU.  Appellants 

respectfully request that this Court:  revise its prior claim; vacate the summary 

judgment order; and reverse and remand the case for further proceedings. 

III. THE DISTRICT COURT IMPROPERLY IMPORTED 
FUNCTIONAL LIMITATIONS INTO APPARATUS CLAIMS  

That the disclaimer found in this case creates much confusion about the 

scope of the claims is perhaps best evidenced by the district court’s Summary 

Judgment Order. 

The asserted claims are apparatus claims.  Infringement of an apparatus 

claim is found when an accused device meets the structural limitations of the 

claims.  Notwithstanding the well-settled maxim that “apparatus claims cover what 

a device is, not what a device does,” the district court applied this Court’s claim 

construction to impart functional requirements on the entire oscillator and granted 
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summary judgment of non-infringement based on the purported behavior of the 

accused devices.141  The district court’s approach was wrong as a matter of law.  

The district court’s opinion granting summary judgment reveals that the 

Court misapplied this Court’s claim construction and imposed (at Appellees’ 

urging) a restrictive functional requirement not found in the claims, nor within the 

ambit of any disclaimer by the patentee.  Indeed, the district court’s summary 

judgment order confirms this: “The record shows that, unlike the free-running 

oscillators described in the patent, the accused oscillators are situated within PLLs 

that hold their frequencies essentially steady until they are changed by a new 

command input.”142  Neither the claims nor the prior claim construction of this 

Court requires that the oscillators operate in a “free running” mode but that is 

exactly the basis under which the district granted summary judgment of non-

infringement.   

The district court imparted functional limitations akin to those found in a 

method claim rather than applying the structural limitations of the claims as 

construed.  Yet, despite the district court’s apparent finding that the accused ring 

oscillators are variable, and do, in fact, vary in response to PVT parameters, it 

                                     
141 Hewlett–Packard Co. v. Bausch & Lomb, Inc., 909 F.2d 1464, 1468 

(Fed.Cir.1990) 
142 Appx8 (emphasis added).   
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decided that they did not vary enough: “these minor fluctuations do not constitute 

the changes in clock frequency contemplated by the Federal Circuit’s claim 

construction.”143  

But this Court’s prior claim construction did not speak in degrees, nor 

impose a minimum fluctuation.  The district court’s confusion may stem from the 

Appellees’ assertion that assessment of whether the “entire oscillator” is variable 

should be evaluated by comparison of its output during operation with the output 

of a crystal oscillator.144  Accepting that premise, the district court concluded that 

there is “no reason to consider any minor frequency variations occurring within a 

locked PLL to be a change in clock frequency identified in the Federal Circuit’s 

claim construction.”145  In other words, the court concluded that because the 

reference crystal is fixed, the PLL system’s output is fixed, and thus the accused 

products did not infringe.  This conclusion is based on a fundamental 

misapplication of this Court’s claim construction, and by amalgamating the two 

disclaimers in a manner unsupported by the record.  The district court’s decision to 

                                     
143 Appx5; see also Appx6 (“PLLs inhibit frequency changes of any 

significance” (emphasis added)); Appx7 (“changes resulting in frequency resulting 
from operational parameters are all but imperceptible”). 

144 See Appx5 (“The record shows that, within a PLL, the accused oscillators 
operate at frequencies comparably stable to those of crystal oscillators.”).   

145 Appx5.   
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impart the separate “fixed by any external crystal” limitation into its “command 

input” analysis improperly ignores the context giving rise to the separate 

disclaimers and occurred even though the district court chose not to discuss or 

analyze the “fixed crystal” portion of the disclaimer.146   

On the basis of the District Court’s misapplication of the claim construction 

order alone, this case should be reversed and remanded. 

IV. SUMMARY JUDGMENT SHOULD BE VACATED BECAUSE THE 
APPELLEES FAILED TO NEGATE AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT 
AND THERE ARE DISPUTED QUESTIONS OF FACT 

A. Appellees’ Motion Was Directed Only to Whether A PLL Met 
The “Entire Oscillator” Limitation 

When moving for summary judgment, “the moving party must produce 

evidence negating an essential element of the nonmoving party’s claim or defense 

or show that the nonmoving party does not have enough evidence of an essential 

element to carry its ultimate burden of persuasion at trial,” and if the “moving 

party fails to carry its initial burden of production,” “the nonmoving party may 

defeat the motion for summary judgment without producing anything.”147  Here, 

Appellees misdirect their arguments, failing to address whether the accused 

                                     
146 See Appx8; see also Massachusetts Inst. of Tech. v. Shire Pharm., Inc., 839 

F.3d 1111, 1119-1124 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (separately analyzing each term).    

147 See, e.g., Nissan Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v. Fritz Companies, Inc., 210 F.3d 
1099, 1102–03 (9th Cir. 2000). 
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structure meets this Court’s construction, and have therefore failed to meet their 

initial burden.   

In this case, the “entire oscillator” has been interpreted to be “an oscillator 

located entirely on the same semiconductor substrate as the central processing unit 

that does not require a command input to change the clock frequency and whose 

frequency is not fixed by any external crystal.”148  In accord with this definition, 

Appellants identified the ring oscillator in the accused products as the structure that 

met this apparatus claim limitation.  Appellees did not challenge that the ring 

oscillator meets the structural limitations of this claim element.  Instead, Appellees 

argued only that the PLL fails to meet this limitation.  For example, Appellees 

argue (1) that the PLL produces a fixed frequency output (e.g., Appx5259-5260); 

(2) that the PLL requires a command input (e.g., Appx5264-5266); and (3) that the 

PLL uses a crystal as a reference point (e.g., Appx5274-5275).   

Appellants contend that these arguments about the PLL fail as a matter of 

law.  But nonetheless, there is no question that the district court’s decision 

improperly accepted this strawman argument, and for this reason as well, the 

district court’s decision should be reversed.   

                                     
148 Tech. Properties Ltd. LLC v. Huawei Techs. Co., 849 F.3d 1349, 1360 (Fed. 

Cir. 2017). 
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B. The Addition of PLL Circuitry Does Not Defeat Infringement 

The addition of circuitry beyond the identified ring oscillators does not 

defeat infringement, nor does it alter the ring oscillator’s structure or 

characteristics.  Appellees’ arguments that the PLL system’s response to and 

attempts to mitigate the inherent variations in the ring oscillators defeats 

infringement contradicts long-standing precedent—one cannot defeat infringement 

by merely adding unclaimed elements: 

It is fundamental that one cannot avoid infringement 
merely by adding elements if each element recited in the 
claims is found in the accused device. For example, a 
pencil structurally infringing a patent claim would not 
become noninfringing when incorporated into a complex 
machine that limits or controls what the pencil can write.  
Neither would infringement be negated simply because the 
patentee failed to contemplate use of the pencil in that 
environment.149 

Like the pencil in A.B. Dick, the accused ring oscillator is incorporated into a 

more complex arrangement (the PLL system)150 that the district court found limits 

or controls what the ring oscillator can output.151  Also like the pencil, the ring 

oscillator is the structurally infringing element to which additional structure is 

                                     
149 A.B. Dick Co. v. Burroughs Corp., 713 F.2d 700, 703 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. 

denied, 464 U.S. 1042 (1984) (citing Temco Elec. Motor Co. v. Apco Mfg. Co., 275 
U.S. 319, 328 (1928)) (emphasis added).  

150 E.g., Appx5298 ¶14 (“The operation of the PLLs in the Accused Samsung 
Processors is complex.”).    

151 Appx4, Appx6.  
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added in effort to control its output (i.e., what the pencil can write).  Importantly, 

the structure and fundamental characteristics of the ring oscillator remain 

unchanged even when the PLL system is added around it—notwithstanding the 

addition of the PLL, the ring oscillator remains a variable frequency oscillator 

whose output frequency will vary based on a processing parameter (how it is 

manufactured) or an operating parameter (temperature or voltage), as claimed.152  

Appellees acknowledge this.153  The district court thus incorrectly found that the 

addition of the PLL renders the accused products non-infringing.  

This Court recently clarified in Skedco, Inc. v. Strategic Operations, Inc., 

that a structural component of a device will not lose its inherent qualities just 

because another structural component adjusts its output.154  In Skedco, the asserted 

claims required, amongst other structures, a pump, a valve, and a controller.  The 

district court held that the accused device, which combined a pump, valve, and 

associated controls within a single housing, did not infringe because the recited 

structures had to be separate.  This Court overturned that holding and clarified that 

                                     
152 Appx6541.   
153 See, e.g., Appx5259 (“Like a cruise control, the PLL compensates for any 

PVT effects on its transistors and circuitry ....” (emphasis added)).   
154 Skedco, Inc. v. Strategic Operations, Inc., 685 F. App’x 956, 959 (Fed. Cir. 

2017). 
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placing the pump within a housing did not alter the pump’s status as a pump:  “We 

see no reason why a device that moves fluid cannot contain another device that 

regulates flow within it. A pump does not cease moving fluid—i.e., being a 

‘pump’—just because an internal valve adjusts fluid flow.”155  Like the pump in 

Skedco, the ring oscillator does not cease being a variable-speed oscillator whose 

clock speed varies depends on processing or operational parameters just because 

the PLL circuitry (like the valve in Skedco) adjusts the oscillator’s frequency 

afterwards.   

C. The District Court Improperly Rejected A.B. Dick  

The district court’s rejection of the long-standing A.B. Dick precedent 

appears to flow from its injection of the functional limitations and quantitative 

requirements for the assessing variability based on PVT variations, and its 

conclusion that the accused devices would need to be altered to satisfy them.156  

But that holding is divorced from the structural requirement that the relevant 

oscillators vary together with the CPU because they are located on the same 

semiconductor substrate.157  These structural features are unchanged by the 

addition of PLL circuitry. 

                                     
155 Id.   
156 See Appx7. 
157 TPL, 849 F.3d at 1360.   
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The cases the district court cited are inapposite and do not change the 

outcome here.  The facts and holding in Outside the Box Innovations, LLC v. 

Travel Caddy, Inc.,158 cited by the district court, are inapplicable here, and do not 

usurp the application of A.B. Dick.  In Outside the Box, the claims required a 

“flexible fabric” panel, but the accused devices included a fabric-covered plywood 

panel—materially different from the claimed structure.159  There is no material 

change in the structure of the claimed oscillators in the present case; the PLL may 

adjust the frequency of the on-chip ring oscillator, but the on-chip ring oscillator’s 

structure is unchanged.    

Nor is any change or alteration to the accused products necessary to 

demonstrate infringement—they infringe “as is” because they meet the structural 

limitations of the asserted apparatus claims.  For this reason, High Tech Med. 

Instrumentation, Inc. v. New Image Indus., Inc.,160 is also inapplicable.     

D. There Are, At a Minimum, Disputed Questions of Fact That 
Preclude Entry of Summary Judgment  

Even if the disclaimers are applied as written, the record provides sufficient 

evidence that the accused oscillators satisfy the “entire oscillator” limitation, and 

                                     
158 695 F.3d 1285, 1305 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (per curiam). 
159 Id.   
160 49 F.3d 1551, 1555 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (“The original and intended operating 

configuration of the device must be altered—by loosening the set screws—in order 
for the camera to rotate.”). 
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thus, there are disputed questions of fact that should have precluded summary 

judgment.   

In fact, a jury determined as much in the prior HTC v. TPL trial, where 

representative products with the same representative architectures were found to 

infringe the asserted claims, based on testimony from Qualcomm and Texas 

Instruments corporate witnesses, in addition to both of the parties’ experts, all of 

whom testified that the on-chip variable speed ring oscillators generate the system 

clock for the CPU.161   

1. The Ring Oscillators in the Accused Devices Do Not 
“Require a Command Input” 

Under this Court’s prior construction, the entire oscillator “does not require 

a command input to change the clock frequency.”162  Appellants’ expert opined 

that the accused VCOs meet this limitation: 

It is my opinion that the ring oscillators in the accused 
products meet the Federal Circuit’s definition of “entire 
oscillator.”  The frequencies generated by an on-chip ring 
oscillator in a PLL System necessarily depend on 
fabrication and operation parameters, such as process, 
voltage and temperature.  Indeed, the PLL is employed in 

                                     
161 Appx1815, Appx1824-1825 (on-chip ring oscillators generate the system 

clock; the added PLL uses an external crystal as a reference signal).  Applicability 
of the HTC findings are underscored because some of the same processors are at 
issue here.  Compare Appx1764 (MSM7x30 in accused HTC devices), with 
Appx5027 (MSM7230 in accused Huawei devices). 

162 TPL, 849 F.3d at 1359-60 (emphasis added). 
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the accused products to manage the VCO because of its 
inherent variability to PVT—that is its purpose.  
Notwithstanding the presence of added PLL circuitry, the 
ring oscillator (VCO) will oscillate as soon as power is 
applied, and its frequencies vary based on fabrication and 
operational parameters….163   

 This salient feature of ring oscillators is a matter of physics.  Temperature changes 

and voltage changes will change the frequency of the on-chip oscillators—no 

command inputs required.164   

Even Appellees’ motion and expert declaration tacitly admit that the clock 

frequencies of the identified ring oscillators (VCOs) vary in response to PVT.  

Appellees assert that the PLL circuitry acts like a cruise control, constantly 

stepping in to counteract the ring oscillators’ natural responses to PVT:  “Like a 

cruise control, the PLL compensates for any PVT effects on its transistors and 

circuitry ….”165  Appellees therefore admit that PVT effects change the ring 

oscillators’ clock frequencies.  Put another way, if the frequency did not vary 

based on PVT, there would be no need for constant intervention by the PLL “cruise 

control” to correct them.  

                                     
163 Appx6539 ¶33. 
164 See Appx6541 ¶38; see also Appx5017 (citing HTC trial testimony); 

Appx5254 (“the PLL feedback loop compensates for PVT variations”). 
165 Appx5259 (emphasis added). 
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2. The Ring Oscillators in the Accused Devices Are Not “Fixed 
By Any External Crystal”  

The district court chose not to analyze or address Appellees’ second basis 

for seeking summary judgment of non-infringement (Appellees’ assertion that the 

accused devices are fixed by an external crystal).  Out of abundance of caution and 

to avoid assertions of waiver, Appellants nonetheless address this issue. 

Whether the VCOs in the accused devices are “fixed by an external crystal” 

at least remains a disputed question of material fact for at least three reasons: 

(1) the output frequencies of the VCOs are not fixed at all; (2) properly applying 

the “Magar” disclaimer, the VCOs are not fixed because their frequencies are not 

generated by any external crystal; and (3) the external crystal merely provides a 

reference frequency that is used by a comparator in the PLL circuitry, and thus 

does not “fix” the VCO output frequency.166 

First, by definition and according to their structure, the output frequencies of 

the accused VCOs are “variable,” and are therefore not fixed (much less by an 

external crystal).167  Indeed, the variability of the accused VCOs necessitates 

stabilization by the PLL circuitry.  But even then, there are still variations in VCO 

                                     
166 Appellants maintain that there was no disclaimer, but infringement may be 

shown even if disclaimer applies.  
167 Appx5328-5329, Appx5333; Appx6540-6542.    
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output frequency.168  In addition, even Appellees’ expert and declarant admit that 

the accused VCOs are designed to operate within a range of frequencies and are set 

to one of a number of frequencies.169  Each of these reasons raise disputed 

questions of fact that preclude summary determination. 

Second, the VCOs are not “fixed” under a proper application of this Court’s 

claim construction, because “fixed by an external crystal” in the context of the 

alleged disclaimer means that the external crystal actually generates the clock 

signal.  But that is not the case in the accused products (where the ring oscillator 

generates the clock signal, and the external crystal merely provides a reference 

frequency that is never communicated to the ring oscillator).170 

The accused VCOs are “variable-speed ring oscillators.”  The accused VCOs 

generate the oscillations that form the system clock; they do not depend on an off-

chip crystal to oscillate.171  Appellants’ expert opined that the accused VCOs are 

                                     
168 E.g., Appx1781 (addressing variations in HTC matter). 
169 Appx5299-5300 ¶¶16, 18-19; see also, e.g., Appx5592, Appx5600; 

Appx5694-5695; Appx5535-5538; Appx5551-5557; Appx5331 ¶50. 
170 See TPL, 849 F.3d at 1358-59 (citing Appx2092-2093, Appx2101-2102); 

Appx2101 (“Magar’s clock generator relies on an external crystal … to 
oscillate…”).   

171 See Appx6539 ¶¶33-34, Appx6540-6541 ¶¶36-37; Appx1815, Appx1820-
1821, Appx1824-1825.   
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responsible for the generating the clock frequencies for the CPUs in the accused 

devices.172  Appellees’ expert admitted this as well.173 

Third, it is undisputed that the off-chip crystal in any accused device merely 

furnishes a reference signal that is used by a comparator (or “phase detector”) in 

the PLL to assess the difference between the frequency generated by the VCO and 

the reference.174  The off-chip crystal is not even an input to the VCO—nor can it 

be, because the off-chip crystal outputs a frequency, while the VCO’s input must 

be a voltage.175  This evidence that the off-chip crystal only provides a reference 

for use by circuitry in the PLL, and the crystal’s signal never even reaches the 

VCO, at minimum raises a dispute of fact as to whether the reference crystal could 

“fix” the VCO.   

In sum, because the off-chip reference crystal does not generate the clock for 

the on-chip ring oscillator, the reference crystal is not connected to the ring 

oscillator, and the signal from the reference crystal is never communicated to the 

ring oscillator, there is ample evidence from which a reasonable jury could 

                                     
172 Appx6539-6541 ¶¶34, 38; see also Appx1818. 
173 See, e.g., Appx5327 ¶43 (“The output of the VCO is used to drive the 

CPU.”); Appx5298-5300 ¶¶16-17. 
174 See Appx6539-6541 ¶¶34-36; Appx5299 ¶16; Appx5326-5327; Appx1824-

1825.   
175 E.g., Appx6539-6541 ¶¶34-38.   
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conclude that the accused on-chip ring oscillators (VCOs) are not “fixed by any 

external crystal.”   

V. CONCLUSION 

For these reasons, Appellants respectfully request that this Court vacate the 

district court’s summary judgment order and entry of judgment and remand this 

case for further proceedings. 

Respectfully Submitted,  
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The Court, having granted the defendants' motions for summary judgment, now enters 

judgment in favor of the defendants and against the plaintiffs in each of the above five cases.  

The Clerk of Court is directed to close these cases.  

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: December 13, 2017 

______________________________________ 
VINCE CHHABRIA 
United States District Judge 
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The defendants' motions for summary judgment of non-infringement are granted.   

The plaintiffs ("TPL") stipulated to non-infringement under this Court's prior 

construction of the phrase "an entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit substrate" as 

used in the asserted claims of Patent No. 5,809,336.  The Federal Circuit then made a "minor 

modification" to that claim construction, holding that the proper construction of the disputed 

claim term is: "an oscillator located entirely on the same semiconductor substrate as the central 

processing unit that does not require a command input to change the clock frequency and whose 

frequency is not fixed by any external crystal."  Tech. Props. Ltd. LLC v. Huawei Techs. Co., 849 

F.3d 1349, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2017).  In doing so, the Federal Circuit noted that its change to the 

prior construction "likely does not affect the outcome in this case."  Id. The Federal Circuit's 

prediction was correct.   

The parties do not dispute that the oscillators within the accused products operate as part 

of "phase-locked loop" systems ("PLLs").  The parties agree that, in practice, these PLLs limit 

the frequencies at which the oscillators at issue oscillate.  See, e.g., Decl. of Dr. Vivek 

Subramanian at 21, Dkt. No. 139-3; Decl. of Dr. Vojin Oklobdzija at 9-10, Dkt. No. 142-1.  The 

parties also essentially agree on how PLLs work: PLLs use a reference frequency, generally 
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provided by an off-chip crystal oscillator, along with a programmable divisor to set the 

frequency of the on-chip system clock.  As a result, within a functioning PLL, the frequency at 

which the on-chip oscillator oscillates is a multiple of the off-chip reference frequency.  See 

Subramanian Decl. at 17-20; Oklobdzija Decl. at 10; id. at 14 ("A PLL proportionally tracks the 

reference frequency as closely as possible").   

TPL argues that, even within the PLL, the accused oscillators infringe because they 

experience frequency variations resulting from process, voltage, and temperature parameters for 

which the PLL must correct.  See TPL Opp'n Br. at 23-26, 30-31, Dkt. No. 142.  Because the 

oscillators are inherently responsive to these parameters, TPL contends, the accused oscillators 

do not "require a command input to change the clock frequency."  But, assuming that some small 

frequency variations occur while the PLL is operating, these minor fluctuations do not constitute 

the changes in clock frequency contemplated by the Federal Circuit's claim construction.   

The record shows that, within a PLL, the accused oscillators operate at frequencies 

comparably stable to those of crystal oscillators.  See Subramanian Decl. at 28-33; Decl. of Erik 

Fuehrer, Ex. 6 at 1217-26, 1480-83, Dkt. No. 138-16; see also TPL Opp'n Br. at 24 ("At most, 

Defendants' testing shows that PLLs stabilize the output of on-chip oscillators . . . and that those 

stabilized outputs are roughly similar in stability to a frequency output by a hypothetical 

crystal.").  TPL characterizes crystal oscillators as "fixed."  See TPL Opp'n Br. at 2 ("A clock 

signal generated from a crystal is a fixed-frequency signal that does not meaningfully vary based 

on environmental conditions."); Fuehrer Decl., Ex. 2 at 4, Dkt. No. 139-6, ("Crystals are by 

design fixed-frequency devices whose oscillation speed is designed to be tightly controlled and 

to vary minimally due to variations in manufacturing, operating voltage and temperature").  

There is thus no reason to consider any minor frequency variations occurring within a locked 

PLL to be the changes in clock frequency identified in the Federal Circuit's claim construction.  

See Tech. Props. Ltd., 849 F.3d at 1360.1

1 There is also no reason to think that the Federal Circuit intended to refer to differences between 
the maximum frequency capabilities of one processor versus another in crafting the limitation 

Case 3:12-cv-03865-VC   Document 145   Filed 12/13/17   Page 3 of 6
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4

The record further shows that the frequency of the on-chip oscillator within the PLL will 

remain stable, in the sense discussed above, unless and until it is changed by a command input, 

namely, a change to the crystal that sets the reference frequency or to the value of a 

programmable divisor within the PLL.  See Subramanian Decl. at 20; Decl. of Marzio Pedrali-

Noy at 3-4, Dkt. No. 138-12; Decl. of Dr. Jaegon Lee at 6, 11, Dkt. No. 138-10.  TPL has 

provided no evidence to the contrary, nor has it provided a definition of "command input" that 

would exclude inputs of these kinds.  Cf. Oklobdzija Decl. at 12 (pointing only to the oscillator's 

"fundamental characteristics . . . determined by physics and nature" as support for the notion that 

no command input is required to change the clock frequency).  

It's worth noting that, because PLLs inhibit frequency changes of any significance in the 

absence of a command input, PLLs prevent the oscillators in the accused devices from acting in 

the advantageous manner touted in the relevant part of the patent and recognized by the Federal 

Circuit.  The proposed benefit of locating the claimed oscillator on the same substrate as the 

CPU is that the clock and the CPU can "automatically vary together," without requiring a 

command input to change the clock frequency.  Tech. Props. Ltd., 849 F.3d at 1360 (citation 

omitted); Fuehrer Decl., Ex. 3 at 7, Dkt. No. 139-7 ("[T]he operational speed of the 

microprocessor and ring oscillator clock are designed to vary similarly as a function of variation 

in temperature, processing and other parameters affecting circuit performance"); see also 

Oklobdzija Decl. at 7.  The effectively simultaneous, corresponding changes in the frequencies 

of the clock and CPU allow the CPU to run "at the maximum frequency possible, but never too 

fast" given the process, voltage, and temperature conditions affecting the CPU.  '336 Patent at 

17:1-2, Dkt. No. 139-5; see also Fuehrer Decl., Ex. 3 at 7-9.  Rather than allow the frequency of 

the oscillator to vary freely with process, voltage, and temperature parameters as in the claimed 

                                                                                                                                                            
regarding command inputs and changes in clock frequency.  Therefore, to the extent TPL 
contends that the practice of "binning," in which manufacturers sort processors based on their 
performance capabilities, is evidence that the accused oscillators can change frequency as a 
result of fabrication process parameters, not just command inputs, the argument is not 
persuasive. 

Case 3:12-cv-03865-VC   Document 145   Filed 12/13/17   Page 4 of 6
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invention, the PLL controls the frequency at which its component oscillator oscillates so that its

frequency does not track changes in these parameters.  And, as mentioned, the undisputed 

evidence shows that the PLL does so very effectively, such that any changes in frequency 

resulting from operational parameters are all but imperceptible.   

In its papers and through its experts, TPL makes an alternative argument (although 

counsel for TPL seemed – wisely – to disavow it at oral argument).  The argument is that what 

matters is not how the accused oscillators operate within a PLL, but whether the accused 

oscillators in isolation meet all the claim limitations.  See, e.g., Oklobdzija Decl. at 13 (stating 

that the relevant testing to determine infringement "would need to measure the [voltage-

controlled oscillator's] frequencies with PLL circuitry disabled so that the VCO frequency 

changes in response to temperature were not masked by PLL intervention.").  But the accused 

oscillators don't operate in isolation in the accused devices, they operate within the tightly 

controlled framework of the PLL.  Given the claim limitations at issue and the construction 

provided by the Federal Circuit, TPL cannot defeat the defendants' summary judgment motions 

simply by asserting that the accused devices hypothetically could infringe if altered.  In other 

words, that the accused products all situate the on-chip oscillator within a PLL matters for 

purposes of determining whether those products infringe, because the PLLs affect how the on-

chip oscillator's frequency is determined; the PLL circuitry is not simply an extra element added 

on to an infringing device.  See Outside the Box Innovations, LLC v. Travel Caddy, Inc., 695 

F.3d 1285, 1305 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (per curiam) (concluding that the addition of plywood to a

fabric panel was not merely a feature added on to an infringing device but a "material change" 

such that the accused product did not infringe the claimed "flexible fabric . . . panel"); High Tech 

Med. Instrumentation, Inc. v. New Image Indus., Inc., 49 F.3d 1551, 1555 (Fed. Cir. 1995) 

(holding that a patentee was unlikely to succeed in proving infringement where, to infringe, 

"[t]he original and intended operating configuration of the device must be altered" by loosening 

screws fixing the accused camera in place); see also Accent Packaging, Inc. v. Leggett & Platt, 

Inc., 707 F.3d 1318, 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2013).  The question is not whether the accused oscillators 

Case 3:12-cv-03865-VC   Document 145   Filed 12/13/17   Page 5 of 6
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could infringe in theory, but whether there is any dispute about whether they do in fact.   

In sum, TPL has not put forth evidence sufficient to raise a question about whether the 

oscillators in the accused products require a command input to change the frequencies at which 

they oscillate.  The record shows that, unlike the free-running oscillators described in the patent, 

the accused oscillators are situated within PLLs that hold their frequencies effectively steady 

until they are changed by a command input.  Because it is clear that the accused devices require a 

command input to change the clock frequency, they do not meet "each and every limitation" of 

the asserted claims.  Cross Med. Prod., Inc. v. Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Inc., 424 F.3d 1293, 

1310 (Fed. Cir. 2005).  Summary judgment for the defendants is appropriate, and there's no need 

to discuss whether the accused oscillators are "fixed by any external crystal," although it seems 

likely that TPL would lose on that question as well.  Tech. Props. Ltd., 849 F.3d at 1360.   

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Dated: December 13, 2017 
______________________________________ 
VINCE CHHABRIA 
United States District Judge 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE MICROPROCESSOR 
HAVI NG VAUllA BLE SPEED SYSTEM 

C LOCK 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLlCArJONS 

This application is a division of U.S. applica tion Ser. No. 
07/389,334, filed Aug. 3, 1989, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,44-0, 
749. 

BACKGROUND OF TIIE INVENTION 

I. Field of the Invent ion 

'lbe present invention relates generally to a simplified, 
reduced instruction set computer (RISC) microprocessor. 
More particularly, it relates to such a microprocessor wbicb 
is capable of performance levels of, for example, 20 million 
ins tructions per second (MIPS) at a price of, for example, 20 
dollars. 

2. Description of tbe Prior Art 

Since the invention of the microprocessor, improvements 
in its design have taken 1wo different approaches. lo the first 
approach, a brute force gain in performance bas been 
achieved through tbe provision of greater numbers of faster 
transistors in the microprocessor integrated circui t and an 
instruction set of increased complexity. This approach is 
exemplified by the Motorola 68000 and lotel SOX86 micro
processor families. Tbc lrend in tbis approach is to larger die 
sizes and packages, with hundreds of pinouts. 

More recently, ii bas been perceived that performance 
gains can be achieved tbrougb comparative simplicity, both 
in the microprocessor integrated c ircuit itself and in its 
instruction set. Tbis second approach provides RISC 
microprocessors, and is exemplified by the Sun SPARC and 
the Inte l 8960 microprocessors. However, even with this 
approach as conventionally practiced, the packages for the 
microprocessor arc large, in order to accommodate tbe large 
number of pinouts that continue to be employed. A need 
therefore remafos for further sicnpliJicatioo of high pcr[or
maoce microprocessors. 

2 
It is a further object of the invention to provide a high 

performance microprocessor in which OMA does no! 
req uire use of tbe main CPU during OMA requests and 
responses and which provides very rapid OMA response 

s wich predictable response times. 

The auainment of these and related objects may be 
achieved through use of the novel high performance, low 
cost microprocessor herein disclosed. lo accordance with 
one aspect of the invention, a microprocessor system io 

10 accordance witb tbis invention bas a ceo1ral processing unit, 
a dynamic random access memory and a bus connecting the 
cen tral processing uni t to the dynamic random access 
memory. There is a multiplexing means oo the bus between 
the centra l proccs.sing unit and the dynamic random access 

15 memory. The multiplexing means is connected and config
ured to provide row addresses, column addresses and data oo 
the bus. 

lo accordance witb ano1her aspect of the invent ion, the 
microprocessor system bas a means coooected lo tbe bus for 

20 fetching instructions for the central processing unit oo tbe 
bus. The means for fetching instructions is configured to 
fetch multiple sequential instructions io a single memory 
cycle. In a variation of this aspect of the invention, a 

25 i~~g;:~~~b~~::!~~yu~~~~r~~~~~:~~n7~n~~:~~~~;.~~ 
means for fetching instructions includes means for assem
bling a plu rality of instructions from the programmable read 
only memory and storing the plurality of instruct ions in the 

30 
dynamic random access memory. 

In another aspect of tbe invention, tbe microprocessor 
system inc ludes a centra l proccs.sing uni!, a d irect memory 
access processing unit aod a memory connected by a bus. 
The direct memory access processing unit includes means 

35 
for fetching instructions for tbe ceo1ral processing unit and 
for fetching instructions for the direct memory access pro
cessing unit on the bus. 

In a further aspect of the inven tion, the microprocessor 
system, including the memory, is con tained in an integrated 

4-0 circuit. 1'be memory is a dynamic random access memory, 
aod the means for fetching multiple instructions includes a 
column la1c h for receiving the multiple ins tructions. With conventional high performance microprocessors, 

fast s1atic memories are required for direct connection to the 
microprocessors in order to allow memory accesses tbat are 
fast enough to keep up with tbe microprocessors. Slower 45 

dynamic random access memories (DRAMs) arc used with 
s uch microprocessors only in a hie rarch ical memory 
arraogcmcot, with the static memories acting as a buffer 
between the microprocessors and the DRAMS. The neces
sity to use static memories increases cost of the resu lling 50 

systems. 

In still another aspect of the invention, the microprocessor 
system additionally includes ao instruct ion register for tbc 
multiple instructions connected to the means for fctchiog 
instructions. A means is connect.eel to Lbe instruction register 
for supplying the mu lt ip le instructions in succession from 
the ins1ruct ion register. A counter is connected to contro l the 
means for s upplying the multiple instruc1ions to supply the 
multiple instructions in succession. A means for decoding 
the multiple instructions is connected 10 receive the multiple 

Convent ional microprocessors provide d irect memory 
accesses (DMA) for system peripheral units through OMA 
controllers, wbicb may be located on tbe microprocessor 
integrated circu it , or provided separately. Such DMA con
trollers can provide rou1ine hand ling or OMA reques1s and 
responses, but some processing by tbe main cen tral process
ing unit (CPU) of the microprocessor is required. 

SUMMARY OF TH£ INVENTION 

Accord ingly, it is an object or this invention to provide a 
microprocessor with a reduced pin count and cost compared 
10 cooveotiooal microprocessors. 

It is another object of the invention to provide a high 
performance microprocessor that can be directly connected 
to DRAMs without sacrificing microprocessor speed. 

instructions in succession from the means for supplying the 
multiple ins1ructioos. The counter is connected to said 
means for decoding to rece ive i.ocremcoting and reset coo-

55 trot signals from the means for decoding. The means for 
decoding is configured to supply tbe rese\ control signal to 
the counter and to supply a control s ignal to the means for 
fetching instructions io response to a SKIP instruction in tile 
mult iple instructions. Io a modifica tion of tbis aspect of the 

60 invention, the microprocessor system additiona ll y has a loop 
counter connected to receive a decrement control signal 
from tile means for decoding. 'l'be means for decoding is 
configured to supply tbe reset control signal to the counter 
and tbe decrement control signal to tbe loop counter in 

65 response to a MICROLOOP instruction in the mult iple 
instructions. In a Further modification to this aspect of the 
invention, tbe means for decoding is configured to control 
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the counter in response to an instruc1ioo utilizing a variable 
width operand. A means is connected to the counter 10 selec1 
1he variable wid1b operand in response to the couo1er. 

lo a s1ill further aspecl of 1be invention, the microproces
sor ~ysiem includes an arithmetic logic uni1. A firs1 push s 
down slack i;,connec1ed 10 the arithmetic logic unit. The firs! 
push down slack includes meaos for storing a 1op ilem 
conncc1ed 10 a ftrsl input of the arithmetic logic uni1 and 
meani. for Moring a next i1em connecled 10 a second iopul of 
!he ari1hme1ic logic unit. The ari1bme1ic logic unit bas an 10 
ou1pu1 conncc1ed 10 the means for sloring a top item. The 
means for s1oring a top item is conncc1ed 10 provide an inpul 

4 
connec1cd 10 receive a Marting polynomial value. An outpu1 
of 1he second register is connected to a second shifler. A leas1 
significanl bit of 1be second regisier is connected to The 
ari1hmc1ic logic unit. A lhird register is connected 10 supply 
feedback lcrms of a polynomial 10 the arithmetic logic unit. 
A down cou n1er, for counting down a number corresponding 
to digits of a polynomial to be generated, is connected to the 
ari1hme1ic logic unit. The arithmelic logic uni1 is responsive 
to a polynomial ins1ruc1ion 10 carry out an exclusive OR of 
the con1cn1s of 1he first rcgis1cr with the contents of the 1hird 
regisler if 1he leas1 signilicanl bil of 1he second register is a 
.. ONE" and 10 pass lhc contents of lbe first register unaltered 
if1hc leas1 s ignifican1 bit of the second register is a ·'ZERO", 
unt il 1hc down countercompleles a count The polynomial 10 

10 a regis1cr file. The rcgis1er file desirably is a second push 
down s lack, and lhe means for s1oring a 1op i1em and the 
regis1er file arc bid ircc1iona lly conncc1cd. 15 be generated results in said first register. 

In another aspect of 1hc inven1ion, a data processing 
system has a microprocessor including a sensing circu i1 and 

In s1ill ano1her aspccl of th<.: invention, a rcsllll regis1cr is 
conncc1ed 10 supply a firsl inpu1 to 1he arithmetic logic uai1. 
/\ lirsl, left shifling shiflcr is connec1ed belweeo an ou1pu1 of 
the ari1hme1ic logic unit and tbe result register. A mul1iplier 

u driver circui1, a memory, and an outpu1 enable line 
connected between 1be memory, tbe sensing circuit and 1be 
driver circuit. 11Je sensing circuj1 is configured to provide a 
ready signal when lhc ou1pu1 enable line reaches a predc-
1ermined electrical level , such as a vollage. The micropro
cessor is configured so that the driver circui1 provides an 
enabling signal on 1he ou1pu1 enable line responsive to 1he 
ready signal. 

20 rcgis1cr is conncclcd to receive a nmlliplicr in bil reversed 
form. An ou1pu1 of tbe mulliplier register is connec1cd to a 
scoond, righ1 shif1i11g shifter. /\ least significanl bit of the 
multiplier register is connected to 1he ari1hme1ic logic uni1. 
/\ 1hird register is connec1ed 10 :,upply a multiplicand to said 

25 arithmc1 ic logic unil. /\down counter, for counting down a 
number corrc.<;ponding to one less lhan 1he number of digits 
of 1he muhiplier. il> connecled 10 1be arithmetic logic unil. 
The ari1hmetic logic unil is responsive to a multiply instruc-

In a further aspecl of 1he inveo1ion, the microprocessor 
i.ys1cm has a ring coun1er variable speed system clock 
connec1ed to the central processing unit. The cemral pro
cc.'>Sing unil and 1be ring coun1er variable speed sys1em 

30 
clock arc provided in a single integrated circuit. An input 
ou1pu1 in1crface is connec1cd to exchange coupling conirol 
signals, addresses and da1a with the inpul/output interface. A 
second clock independent of the ring counter variable speed 
sys1cm clock il> conncc1cd 10 1be inpul/oulput in1erface. 

1 ion to add lhe contenb of 1he result regis1er with the 
con1ents of 1he 1hird register, when 1he least significanl bit of 
1hc multiplier register is a .. ONE" and to pass the contents 
of lhc rc!>uh regislcr unahcred, until 1he down coun1er 
'-'<>mpletc.<; a count. The product re:,ults in 1he resuh register. 

·1be anainmcnt of 1be foregoing and related objects, 

In yc1 ano1her ru,pect of 1he invention, a push down slack 
is connec1ed 10 1bc ari1bme1ic logic uni1. The push down 
stack includes means for storing a 1op item connected 10 a 
first input of lhc ari1hmc.:1ic logic unit and means for s1oring 

35 advan1agcs and feature.<; of the inven1ion should be more 
readily apparent 10 those :,killed in 1he arl, after review of the 
following more dciailcd description of lhe invention, taken 
toge1her wi1h lhe drawings, in which: 

a nex1 i1em connec1ed to a second inpul of the ari1bmetic 40 
logic unit. The ari1hme1ic logic unit bas an ou1pu1 conncc1cd 
10 the means for s1oring a 1op i1em. The push down siack has 
a first plura l i1y of stack e lemc111s configured as latches and 
a second plu rali1y of stack clcmcnls configured as a random 
access memory. The firs1 and second plurality o r Slack 45 
clements and 1he cen1ra I processing uoi1 are provided in a 
single in1cgra1cd circui1. /\third plurality of siack elcmcn1s 
is configured as a random access memory external 10 the 
single in1egra1ecl circuit. Lo ibis aspecl of the inven1ion, 
de!>irably a first poinicr is conncclcd 10 1he firs1 plurali1y of 50 
Slack clements, a second poimer connec1ed to the second 
plurali1y of Slack clcmeats, and a third pointer is connected 
10 1he 1hird plurality of stack elements. The central process
ing unil is connecled to pop i1ems from 1be first plurali1y of 
Slack clements. lbc firsl stack pointer is coancc1cd 10 1he 55 
second slack pointer to pop a firs! plurality of items from 1hc 
second plurality of slack elements when the first plurality of 
s1ack elements arc empty from successive pop operations by 
the central procc.-;sing unil. The second stack poialer is 
connected 10 lhc third stack poin1er 10 pop a second plurali1y 60 
of i1ems from the third plurali1y of stack elements when the 
i.ccond plurality of Mack clemems are emp1y from succes
sive pop opera1ions by the central processing uni1. 

In another ru,pecl of 1he invention, a firs1 regis1er is 
conncc1ed 10 supply a first input 10 the ari1hmctic logic uni1. ~s 

/\ lir~I ~hiflcr is connected be1ween an outpul of the arith
mc1ic logic unil and the firsl regisler. A second regisler is 

URlcF OESCRIP110N OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is an ex1crnal, plan view of an in1egra1ed circuj1 
package incorporating a microprocessor in accordance wi1h 
1hc invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a mjcroprocessor ia accor
dance wi1h !he ioveo1io11. 

FIG. 3 is a b lock diagram of a portion of a data processing 
sys1em incorpora ting 1he microprocessor of FIGS. 1 and 2. 

PIG. 4 is a more de1niled b lock diagram of a por1ioo of the 
microprocessor shown in FIG. 2. 

FIG. 5 is a more de1ailcd block diagram of another portion 
of the microprocc.<.sor shown in FIG. 2. 

HG. 6 is a block diagram of ano1ber portion of the data 
processing sysicm shown in part in FIG. 3 and incorporating 
1hc microproceSM>r of FIGS. 1-2 and 4-5. 

FIGS. 7 and 8 are layou1 diagrams for 1be data processing 
sys1em shown in part ia FIGS. 3 and 6. 

rIG. 9 is a layou1 diagram of a second embodiment of a 
micropmcc.'l.'iOr in accordance wi1h 1he inven1ion in a data 
processing sysiem on a single in1cgra1ed circuit. 

FIG. 10 is a more detailed block diagram of a portion of 
1he da1a processing :.ys1cm of FIGS. 7 and 8. 

FIG. II il. a liming diagram useful for undcrs1aadiag 
operation of the syslem portion shown in FIG. 12. 

FIG. 12 is another more detailed block diagram of a 
run her portion of 1hc data processing system of FIGS. 7 and 
8. 
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FIG. 13 is a more detailed block cLi agram of a portion of 
the microprocessor s hown in FIG. 2 . 

FIG. 14 is a more de1ailed block and schematic diagram 
of a portion of tbe system sbown in FIGS. 3 and 7-8. 

6 
that it operates directly w ith dynamic random access memo
ries (DRAMs), as shown by row address strobe ( RAS) and 
column address strobe (CAS) 1/0 pins 54. 'The other 1/0 pins 

FIG. 15 is a graph useful for understanding operation of 5 

the system portion shown in FIG. 14. 

for the microprocessor 50 include Y 00 pins56, V88 pins 58, 
output enable pin 60, write pin 62, clock pin 64 aocl reset pin 
66. 

All bigb speed computers require bigb speed and expen
sive memory to keep up. The bigbesl s peed s tatic RA M 
memories cost as much as ten times as much as slower 
dynamic RAMs. This microprocessor has been optimized to 
use low-cost dynamic RAM in high-speed page-mode. 

FIG. 16 is a more detailed block diagram showing part of 
tbe system portion sbown in FIG. 4. 

FIG. 17 is a more detailed block diagram of a port ion of 1o 
lhc microprocessor shown in FIG. 2. 

Page-mode dynamic RAMs offer static RAM performance 
w ithout the cost penalty. For example, low-cost 85 nscc. 
dynamic RAMs access at 25 nsec when operated in fast 

FIG. 18 is a more detailed block diagram of part of tbe 
microprocessor port ion shown in FIG. 17. 

FIG. 19 is a set o f waveform diagrams useful for under
s tanding operation of the part o f the microprocessor port ion 15 
s bowo in FIG. 18. 

page-mode. Integrated fast page-mode control on the micro
processor c hip simplifies system interfacing and results in a 
faster system. 

FIG. 20 is a more detailed block diagram showing another 
part of the system portion shown in FIG. 4. 

FIG. 21 is a more detailed block diagram showing another 
part of tbe system portion sbown in FIG. 4 . 

FIGS. 22 and 23 are more detailed block diagrams show
ing another part of tbe system portion sbown in FlG. 4. 

Overveiw 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ' fl-IE 
INVENTION 

The microprocessor of this invention is desirably imple-
mented as a 32-bit microprocessor optimized for: 

HIGH EXECUTION SPEED, and 
LOW SYSTEM COST. 
In tbis embodiment, tbc microprocessor can be thought of 

as 20 MlPS for 20 dollars. Important d istinguishing fea tures 
of tbc microprocessor a-re: 

Uses low-cost commodity DYNAMIC RAMS to run 20 
MIPS 

4 instruction fetch pe r memory cycle 
On-chip fast page-mode memory management 
Runs fast without external cache 
Requires few interfacing chips 
Crams 32-bit CPU in 44 pin SOJ package 
The instruction set is organized so that most opera tions 

can be specified with 8 -bit instructions. Two positive prod
ucts of tbis pbilosopby .are: 

Programs are smaller, 
Programs can execute mucb faster. 
lhe bouleneck in most computer systems is thi; memory 

bus. The bus is used to fetch instructions and fe tc h and s tore 
data. The ability lo fetcb four instructions in a single 
memory bus cycle significan tly increases the bus ava ilabi lity 
to handle da ta. 

Turning now to the drawings, more particularly to FIG. 1, 
there is shown a packaged 32-bit microprocessor 50 in a 
44-pin plastic leadless chip ca rrier, shown approximately 
100 times its actual size of about 0.8 iacb on a side. Tbe fact 
that the m icroprocessor 50 is provided as a 44-pin package 
represents a substan tial departu re from typical microproces
sor packages, which us ually bave about 200 input/output 
(I/O) pins. The microprocessor 50 is rated at 20 million 
ins tructions per second (MIPS). Address and data lines 52, 
also labelled 00-031, arc s hared for addresses and data 
without speed penalty as a result of the manner in which the 
microproce.5sor 50 operates, as will be explained below. 
DYNAMIC RAM 

In adcLition 10 the low cost 44-pin package, another 
unusual aspect of the high performance microprocessor 50 is 

Details of the microprocessor 50 are s hown in FIG. 2. The 
microprocessor 50 includes a main central processing unit 
(CPU) 70 and a separate direct memory access (DMA) CPU 

20 72 in a single integrated circuit making up the micropro
cessor 50. The main CPU 70 has a first 16 deep push clown 
stack 74, wh ich has a top item register 76 and a next item 
register 78, respectively connected 10 provide inpu ts 10 an 
arithmetic logic uoit (ALU) 80 by lines 82 and 84. Ao output 

25 of the ALU 80 is connected to tbe top item registe r 76 by line 
86. TI1e out put o f the top item register at 82 is also connected 
by line 88 to an internal data bus 90. 

A loop coun te r 92 is connected to a decrcmcntcr 94 by 
lines 96 and 98. The loop counter 92 is bidirectionally 

30 connected 10 the internal data bus 90 by line 100. S tack 
pointer 102, return stack po inter 104, mode register 106 and 
instru.c tion register 108 are also connected 10 tbe interna l 
data bus 90 by lines 110, ill, 114 and 116, respectively. The 
interna l da1a bus 90 is connected 10 memory contro ller 118 

35 and lo gate 120. TI1e gate 120 provides inpu1s on lines 122, 
124, and 126 to X register 128, program counter 130 and Y 
register 132 of retu rn push down stack 134. 111c X register 
128, program counter 130 and Y register 132 provide 
outputs to internal address bus 136 on li nes 138, 140 and 

4-0 142. The interna l address bus provides inputs 10 the memory 
controller 118 and to an iocrementer 144. Tbe incremea ter 
144 provides inpu ts to tbe X register, program counter and 
Y register via lines 146, 122, 124 and 126. The OMA CPU 
72 provides inputs 10 tbe memory controller US on line 148. 

45 The memory con troller 118 is connected to a RAM (not 
shown) by address/data bus 150 aod conlrol lines 152. 

FIG. 2 s hows tba t tbc micropro<..-essor 50 has a simple 
architc.cture. Prior art RISC microprocessors are substan
tially more complex in design. For example, the SPARC 

50 RISC microprocessor bas three times tbe gates of the 
microprocessor 50, and the Intel 8960 RISC microprocessor 
bas 20 times the gates of the microprocessor 50. The speed 
of this microprocessor is in substan tial part due to this 
simpl icity. The archi tecture incorporates pusb down stacks 

55 and register write 10 achieve ib is simplicity. 
Tbe microprocessor 50 incorporates an 1/0 tbat bas been 

tuned to make heavy use o f resources prov ided on the 
integrated circui t chip. On chip latches allow use of the same 
1/0 circu its 10 band le tbree different things: column 

60 addressing, row addressing and data, with a slight 10 non
ex;s1en1 speed penally. This triple bus multiplexing re.~ults in 
fewer buffers to expand, fewer iotercoonection lines, fewer 
1/0 pins and fewer internal buffers. 

The provision o f on-chip DRAM cont ro l gives a perfor-
65 mancc equal to that obtained w ith the use of static RAMs. 

A5 a resul t, memory is provided at V. thc system cost of s tatic 
RA M used in most RISC systems. 
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Details of the DMA CPU 72 arc provided in FIG. 5. 
Internal data bus 90 is connected to memory contro ller 118 
and lo OMA instruction register 210. Tbe OMA instruction 
register 210 is connected 10 DMA program counter 212 by 
bus 214, 10 transfer size counter 216 by bus 218 and 10 timed 
transfer interval counter 220 by bus 222. lbe OMA instruc-
tion register 210 is also connected lo DMA 1/0 and RAM 
address register 224 by line 226. Tbc OMA 1/0 and RAM 
address register 224 is connected 10 the memory controller 

"Ille m icroproccssor 5'0 fetches 4 ins truct ions per memory 
cycle; the ins1ruc1ions arc in an 8-bit formal, and 1his is a 
32-bii microprocessor. System speed is therefore 4 limes the 
memory bus bandwidth. This ab il i1 y enables the micropro
cessor to break the Von Neumann bottleocck of the speed of 5 
getting the next ins truct ion. This mode of opera tion is 
possible because of tbe use of a push dowo stack and register 
array. The push down s tack allows the use of implied 
addresses, rather tilan 1he prior art technique of C>.']llicii 
addresses for two sources and a destination. 

10 llS by memory cycle request line 228 and bus 230. The 
OMA program counter 212 is connected to tbe internal 
address bus 136 by bus 232. 'Jbe transfer size counter 216 is 
connected to a DMA instruction done decrementcr 234 by 
lines 236 and 23S. Tht: decrementer 234 receives a contro l 

Most ins1ructions execute in 20 nanoseconds in 1he micro
proces.50r 50. The microprocessor can therefore execute 
instructions at 50 peak MIPS withou1 pipeline delays. This 
is a function of the small number of gates in the micropro
cessor 50 a.ad the high degree of parallelism in the archi
tecture of the microprocessor. 15 input on memory cycle acknowledge line 240. When trans

fer size counter 216 bas completed its count, it provides a 
control signal to OMA program counter 212 on line 242. 
Timed transfer interval counter 220 is connected 10 decre
mentcr 244 by lines 246 and 248. The decremcnter 244 

FIG. 3 shows bow column and row addresses are multi
plexed on lines D8-D 14 of the microprocessor 50 for 
addressing DRAM 150 from 1/0 pins 52. The DRAM 150 is 
one of eight, but only o.ne DRAM 150 has been s bown for 
clarity. As shown, the lines Dll-DlS are respective ly con
nected to row address .inputs AO-AS of tbe DRAM 150. 
Additionally, lines D12- D15 arc connected to the data 
inputs DQl-DQ4 o( the DRAM l50. The ou1pu1 enable, 
write and column address strobe pins 54 are respectively 
connected to the ou1pul enable, write and column address 25 

s trobe inputs of the DRAM 150 by lines 152. 111e row 
address strobe pin 54 is connected through row address 
s trobe decode logic 154 to the row address strobe input of 
the DRAM 150 by lines 156 aad 15S. 

20 receives a con tro l input from a microprocessor system clock 
on line 250. 

The !)MA CPU 72 controls itself and has the ab ility 10 

fetch and execute instructions. It operates as a co-proccs.sor 
to tbe main CPU 70 (FIG. 2) for Lime specific processing. 

Fl G. 6 s hows how the microprocei;sor 50 is connected to 
an electrically programmable read only memory (EPROM) 
260 by reconfiguring the data lines 52 so that some of the 
data lines 52 arc input lines and some of them arc output 
lines. Data lines 52 D0-07 provide data to and from 

00-07 pins 52 (FIG. 1) are idle wben the microprocessor 
50 is outpulling multiplexed row and column addresses o n 
0 11-DlS pins 52. Tbe DO-D7 pins 52 can therefore simul
taneously be used for l/O wben rigbt justified l/O is desired. 
Simultaneous addres.sing and l/O can therefore be carried 
ou t. 

FIG. 4 shows bow the microprocessor 50 is able to 
achieve performance equal 10 the use of s tatic RAMS with 
DRAMs tb rougb mult iple instructioo fetch in a s ingle clock 
cycle and instruction letch-ahead. Instruction register lOS 
receives four 8-bit byte instruclion words 1--4 on 32-bit 
internal data bus 90. lbe four instruction byte 1--4 locations 
of the instruction register lOS are connected to multiplexer 
170 by busses 172, 174, 176 and 178, respectively. A 
microprogram counter lSO is connected to the 1nulliplexer 
170 by lines 182. The multip lexer 170 is connected 10 

decoder 184 by bus 1S6. Tbe decoder 1S4 provides internaJ 
sig11als to tbe rest of the microprocessor 50 on lines 18S. 

Most significant bi ts 190 of each ins truction byte 1-4 
location arc connected 10 a 4-inpul decoder 192 by lines 194. 
Tbe ou tput of decoder 1'92 is connected to memory control
ler US by line 196. Program counter 130 is connected 10 

memory controller J18 by internal addres.5 bus 136, and the 
instruction register lOS is connected Lo tbe memory control-
ler US by tbe in ternal data bus 90. Address/data bus 19S and 
contro l bus 200 are connected to tbe DRAMS 150 (FIG. 3). 

In operation, wben the most significant bits 190 of 
remaining instructions 1--4 arc " I " in a clock cycle of the 
microprocessor 50, there are no memory reference instruc
tions in tbe queue. Tbe output of decoder 192 on line 196 
requests an instruction fotch ahead by memory controller 
l18 without interference wi th other acces.5es. While the 
current instructions in instruction register JOS are executing, 
the memory cont roller ll8 obtains the address of the next set 
of fou r instruct ions from program counter 130 and obtains 
that sci of instructions. By the time the current set of 
ins tructions has completed execut ion, the next set of ins truc
tions is ready for loading into the instruction register. 

30 corresponding data terminals 262 of the EPROM 260. Data 
lines 52 09-018 provide addres.'SCs to addres.s terminals 264 
of the EPROM 260. Data Jines 52 Dl9-D31 provide inputs 
from the microprocessor 50 to memory and 1/0 decode logic 
266. RAS O/J control line 268 provides a control signal for 

35 determining whether the memory and 1/0 decode logic 
provides a DRAM RAS output on line 270 or a colLunn 
enable ou tput for the EPROM 260 on line 272. Column 
address strobe terminal 60 of the m icroproces.sor 50 pro
vides an output e nable signal on line 274 10 the corrcspond-

4-0 ing terminal 276 o f the EPROM 260. 
FIGS. 7 and S show the front and back of a one card data 

processing system 280 incorporating tbe microprocessor 50, 
MSM514258-10 type ORAMs 150 totalling 2 megabytes, a 
Motorola 50 MegaHertz crystal oscillator clock 282, 1/0 

45 circuits 2S4 and a 27256 type EPROM 260. "lbe 1/0 circu its 
2S4 include a 74HC04 type bigb s peed bex inverter circuit 
286, an IDT39C828 type 10-bit iavertiag buffer circuit 28S, 
an IOT39C822 type 10-bit inverting rt:gister ci rc u.it 290, and 
two IDT39C823 type 9-bit non-invert ing register circuits 

50 292. The card 280 is completed witb a MJ\.X12V type 
DC-DC converter c ircuit 294, 34-pin dua l AMP type headers 
296, a coaxial female power connector 298, and a 3-pin 
AMP rigb t angle header 300. The card 2SO is a low cost, 
imbeddable product that can be incorporated in larger sys-

55 terns o r used as an internal development tool. 
The microprocessor 50 is a very bigb performance (50 

MHz) RISC influenced 32-bit CPU designed 10 work closely 
with dynamic RAM. Clock for clock, the microprocessor 50 
approaches tbe theoretical performance limits possible witb 

60 a s ing le CPU configuration. Eventually, the microprocessor 
50 and any other proces.sor is limited by the bus bandwidth 
and the number of bus paths. The critical conduit is between 
the CPU and memory. 

One solution to the bus bandwidth/bus path problem is 10 

65 integrate a CPU directly onto the memory chips, giving 
every memory a di rect bus the CPU. FIG. 9 shows another 
microprocessor 310 that is provided integrally \vllb 1 mega-
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bit of DRAM 3U in a single integrated circuit 312. Until the 
present inven tion, this solu tion has not been practical, 
because most bigh per[o rmance CPUs require from 500,000 
to l,000,000 transistors and enormous die sizes just by 
themselves. The microprocessor 310 is equivalent to the s 
microprocessor 50 in FJGS. 1- 8. The microprocessors 50 
and 310 arc the most transistor efficient high performance 
CPUs in existence, requiring fewer tban 50,000 transistors 
for dual processors 70 and 72 (FIG. 2) or 314 and 316 (less 
memory). The very hig"h speed of l11c microprocessors 50 10 
and 310 is to a certain extent a fo oction of tbe small number 
of active devices. lo essence, tbe less silicon gets in tbe way, 
the faster the e lectrons can get where they are going. 

The microprocessor 310 is therefore the o nly CPU suit
able for in tegration on the memory chip die 312. Some is 
simple moclificat ioos to tbc basic microprocessor 50 to take 
advi1 n1age of the proximi ty to the DRAM array 311 cao also 
increase the microprocessor 50 clock speed by 50 percent, 
and probably more. 

'11:ie microprocessor310 core on board the DRAM die 312 20 
provides most of tbe speed and fooctionality required for a 
large group of applications from automotive to peripheral 
contro l. However, the in tegrated CPU 310/DRAM 311 con
cept bas the potential 10 redefine significantly the way 
mu h iprocessor solutions can solve a spect rum of very com- 25 

pule intensive problems. The CPU 310/DRAM 311 combi
nation eliminates the Yoo Neumann bolllcneck by dist rib
uting it across numerous CPU/ DRAM chips 312. The 
microprocessor 310 is a particularly good core for 
multiprocessing, since it was designed with the SDI target- 30 

ing array in mind, and provisions were made for efficient 
interprocessor commuaicatioos. 

Trad it ional multiprocessor implementa tions have been 
very eJCpensive io add ition to being unable 10 CJCploit Eu lly 
the available CPU horsepower. Mu hi processor systems have 35 
typically been buill up from numerous board level or box 
level computers. lbe result is usually an immense amount of 
hardware wi th corresponding wiring, power consumption 
and communications problems. By 1hc time the systems arc 
interconnected, as much as 50 percent of tbc bus speed has 4-0 
been utilized just gelling through the interfaces. 

lo addition, multiprocessor system software bas been 
scarce. A muhiproces.<;or system can easily be crippled by an 
inadequate load-sharing algorithm in the system software, 
wbicb allows one CPU to do a great deal of work and lbe 45 

o thers 10 be .idle. Grea t strides have beeo made recently in 
systems software, and even UNIX V.4 may be enhanced to 
s upport mu.ltiprocessing. Several commercial products from 
s uch manufacturers as DUAL Systems and UNtSOFT do a 
credible job on 68030 type microprocessor systems now. 50 

The microprocessor 310 arch i1ec1ure e liminates most of 
the inlerface friction, since up to 64 CPU 310/RAM 311 
processors should be able 10 intercommunicate witbout 
buffers or latches. Each chip 312 bas abou t 40 Ml PS raw 
speed, because placing tbe DRAM 311 oext to the CPU 310 55 
allows tbe microproceSS<>r 310 instruction cycle to be cu t io 
half, compared to the microprocessor 50. A 64 chip array o f 
these chips 312 is more powerful than any other existing 
computer. Such an array fits on a 3x5 card, cost less than a 
FAX machine, and draw about 1he same power as a small 60 
television. 

Dramatic cbanges io price/performance always reshape 
existing applications and almost always create new ones. 
Tbe introduction of microprocessors in the mid 1970s cre
ated video games, personal computers, automotive 65 
computers, electron ically controlled app liances, and low 
cost compu1er peripherals. 

10 
The integrated circuit 312 will rind applications in all of 

the above areas, plus create some new ones. A common 
generic parallel processing algori thm bandies coovolution/ 
Fast Fourier Transforrn (FF1)/pallcm recognition. Interest
ing product possibi lities using the in legratecl c ircuil 312 
ioclucle bigb speed reading machines, rea l-Lime speech 
recognition, spoken language 1raosla1ioo, rea l-time robot 
vision, a product lo identify people by their faces, and an 
automotive or aviation collision avoidance syslem. 

A real time processor for enhancing high density televi
sion (HDTV) images, or compressing the HDTV informa
tion ioto a smaller bandwidth, would be very. feasible . The 
load shari ng in HDTV could be very straight forvva rd. Spl it 
ting up the task according 10 color and frame would require 
6, 9 o r 12 processors. Practical implcmeotatioo might 
require 4 mcg RAMs integrated \vilb the microprocessor 
310. 

The microprocessor 310 bas the following specifications: 
CONTROL LINES 
4-POWER/GROUND 
1-CLOCK 
32-DATA 1/0 
4-SYSTEM CONTROL 

EXTERNAL MEMORY FETCH 
EXTERNAL MEMORY FETCH AUTO INCREMENT X 
EXTERNAL MEMORY FETCI I AUTO INCREMENT Y 
EXTERNAL MEMORY WRITE 
EXTERNAL MEMORY WRITE AUTO INCREMENT X 
EXTERNAL MEMORY WRITE AUTOINCREMENT Y 
EXTERNAL PROM FETCH 
LOAD ALLX REGISTERS 
LOAD ALLY REGISTERS 
LOAD ALL PC REGISTERS 
EXCI !ANGE X AND Y 

INSTRUCTION FETCII 
ADD TO PC 
ADD TO X 
WRITE MAPPING REGISTER 
READ MAPPlNG REGISTER 

REGISTER CONFIGURATION 
MlCROPROCESSOR 310 CPU 316 CORE 
COLUMN LATCH! (1024 BITS) 32x32 MUX 
STACK POINTER (16 BITS) 
COLUMN I.ATCH2 (J.024 BITS) 32x32 MUX 
RSTACK POINTER (16 BITS) 
PROGRAM COUNTER 32 BITS 
XO REGISTER 32 J3 ITS (ACf!VJ\TED ONLY FOR 

ON-CHlP ACCESSES) 
YO REGISTER 32 B ITS (ACTIVATED ONLY FOR 

ON-CHIP ACCESSES) 
LOOP COUNTER 32 BITS 
OMA CPU 314 CORE 
DMJ\ PROGRAM COUNTER 24 BITS 
INSTRUCTION REGISTER 32 Bl'l'S 
l/O & RAM ADDRESS REGISTER 32 BITS 
TRANSFER SIZE COUNTER 12 BITS 
INTERVAL COUNTER 12 BITS 

l b offer memory expans ion for the basic chip 312, an 
iotelligcot DRAM can be produced. This chip will be 
optimized for high speed operation with the integrated 
circui1 312 by having three on-chip address registers: Pro
gram Counter, X Register and Y register. As a rcsul1, to 
access the in1elligen t DRAM, no address is required, and a 
Iota! access cycle could be as short as 10 nsec. Eacb 
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expansion DRAM would main tain ilS own copy of the three 
registers and would be identified by a code specifying its 
memory address. locrementing and addiog to the tbree 
registers will actually take place on the memory chips. A 
maximum of 64 intelligent DRAM periphera ls would allow s 
a large system to be created without sacrificing speed by 
introducing multiplexers or buffers. 

There are certain di[ereoces between tbe microprocessor 
310 and the microprocessor 50 that arise from providing the 
microprocessor 310 on the same die 3 12 with the DRAM 10 
311. tmegrating the DRAM 311 allows architectural changes 
in tbe microprocessor 310 logic to take advantage of existiog 
o n-c hip DRAM 311 circuilry. Row and column design is 
inhere nt in memory architecture . The DRAMs 3 U acccs.5 
random bits in a memory array by first selecting a row of 15 

1024 bi ts, s1oring them into a column latch, and then 
selecting one of the bits as the data 10 be read or wrillen. 

'Ille time required 10 access the data is split between the 
row access and the column access. Selecting data already 
stored in a column latch is faster than selec1ing a random bil 20 
by al Jeasl a faclor of six. The microprocessor 310 takes 
advantage of this high speed by creating a number of column 
latches and using them as caches and shift registers. Select
ing a new row of information may be thought of as per
forming a 1024-bit read or write with the resu lting immense 25 

bus bandwidth. 
1. The microprocessor 50 treats iis 32-bi t instruction 

register 108 (sec FIGS. 2 and 4) as a cache for four 8-bit 
instructions. Since tbe DRAM 311 maintains a 1024-bit 
latcb for tbe column bits, the microprocessor 310 treats the 30 

column latch as a cache for 128 8-bit instructions. Therefore, 
lhe nexl instruction will almost always be already preseot in 

12 
limited ia terproces.wr communications ability. The micro
processor 310 is an excellent multiprocessor candidate, 
since tbe cbip 312 is a monolithic computer complete with 
memory, rendering it low-cost and physically compact. 

The shirt rcgislers implemented with the microprocessor 
310 10 perform video oulput cao also be configured as 
interprocessor communication links. 'Ibe INMOS transpu ter 
attempted a similar strategy, but at much lower speed and 
without the performance benefits inherent in the micropro
cessor 310 column latch architecture. Serial l/O is a prcrcq
ui5ite for many multiprocessor topologies because of the 
maoy neighbor processors which communicate. A cube bas 
6 neighbors. Each neighbor communicates LL5ing these lines: 

DATA IN 
CLOCK TN 
READY FOR D.<ITA 
D.<ITAOUT 
DATA READY? 
CLOCK OUT 

A special star1 up sequence is used to ini lialize tbe on-chip 
DRAM 311 in eacb of tbe processors. 

The microprocessor 310 column latch arch itecture allows 
neighbor processors 10 de liver information directly 10 inter
nal registers or even instruction caches of other chips 312. 
This technique is not used with existing processors, because 
ii only improves performance in a tigh tly coupled DRAM 
system. 

7. The microprocessor 50 architecture offers two types of 
looping slructures: LOOP-IF-DONE and MJCRO-LOOP. 
Tbe former takes an 8-bit to 24-bit operand to describe the 
entry point to the loop addres.5. The latter performs a loop 
entirely with.in the 4 instruction queue aod the loop catry 
point is implied as the firsl instruction io tbc queue. Loops 

the cache. Long loops wjthin tbe cache arc also possible aod 
more usefu l than the 4 instruction loops in the micropro
cessor 50. 

2. "Ille microprocessor 50 uses two 16x32-bit deep reg
ister arrays 74 and 134 (FIG. 2) [or the parameter s tack and 

35 
entirely within the queue run wi thout external instruction 
fetches and execute up lo three times as fast as the long loop 
construct. The microprocessor 310 retains both constructs 
with a few differences. The microprocessor 310 microloop 
functions io 1be same fashion as tbe microprocessor 50 

the return stack. Tbe microprocessor 310 creates two other 
1024-bit column latches to provide the equivalent of two 
32x32-bit arrays, which can be acces.5ed twice as rast as a 4-0 
register array. 

3. Tbe microprocessor 50 has a OMA capability which 
can be used for 1/0 10 a video shift register. The micropro
cessor 310 uses yet another 1024-bit column latch as a tong 
video shift register to drive a CRT display directly. For color 45 

displays, 11Jree oo-ctiip sbift registers could also be used. 
These shift registers cao transfer pixels at a maximum of 100 
MHz. 

operation, except the queue is 1024-bits or 128 8-bit instruc
tions long. The microprocessor 310 microloop can therefore 
contain jumps, branches, calls and immediate operations not 
pos.5ible in the 4 8-bit instruction microprocessor 50 queue. 

Micro toops in the microprocessor 50 can only perform 
simple block move and compare functions. Tbe la rger 
microprocessor 310 queue allows entire digital signal pro
cessing or floa1iog point algorithms 10 loop at higb speed in 
the queue. 

The microprocessor 50 offers four instructions lo redirect 4. The microprocessor 50 accesses memory via an exter
oal 32-bit bus. Most of tbe memory 311 for tbe micropro
ces.wr 310 is on the same die 312. External access to more 
memory is made using an 8-bit bus. The result is a smaller 
die , smaller package and lower power consumption thao the 
microprocessor 50. 

50 exc.cution: 

5. Tbe microprocessor 50 consumes about a third of its 55 
operating power charging and discharging the 1/0 pins aod 
as.50ciated capacitances_ 1be DRAMs 150 (FIG. 8) con
nected 10 tbe microprocessor 50 dissipate most of their 
power in tbe 1/0 drivers. A microprocessor 310 system will 
cons ume about one-ten th the power of a microprocessor 50 60 
system, since having the DRAM 3 ll next io the processor 
310 eliminates most of Lbe external capacitances to be 
charged and discharged. 

6. Mult iprocessing means splitting a computing task 
bet ween numerous pro-ccssors in order to speed up the 65 
solut ion. The popularity of multiprocessing is limited by the 
expense of curren t individual processors as well as the 

CALL 
BRANCH 
BRANCH-IF-ZERO 
LOOP-IF-NOT-DONE 

Tilese instructions take a variable length address operand 8, 
16 or 24 bits long. The microprocessor 50 next address logic 
trealS the three operands similarly by adding or subtracting 
them to tbe current program counter. For the microprocessor 
310, the 16 and 24-bi t operands function io the same manner 
as the 16 and 24-bit operands in the microprocessor 50. The 
8-bil class operands are reserved to opera te entirely within 
the instruction queue. Next address decisions can therefore 
be made quickly, because only 10 bits of addresses arc 
affected, ra ther than 32. There is no carry or borrow gener
ated past the 10 bits. 

8. The microprocessor 310 CPU 316 resides on an already 
crowded DRAM die 312. To keep chip size as small as 
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possible, the DMA processor 72 of the m icroprocessor 50 
has been rep laced wi th a more traditional DMA controller 
314. OMA is used with tbc microprocessor 310 to perform 
the following functions: 

Video output to a C RT 
Multiprocessor serial communications 
8-bit parallel 1/0 

The OMA controller 314 can maintain bo1h serial and 
paraJiel transfers simullaneously. The following OMA 
sources and destinations are supported by the microproces- 10 

sor 310: 

DESCRI l'l"ION 

l. Video sbffl register 
2. Multiprocessor' serial 
3. 8-bit parallel 

VO 

OUTPlJr 
BOTH 
BOTH 

LINES 

J to 3 
6 li1les/channel 
S data, 4 control 

15 

The three sources use separate 1024-bil buffers and scparale 
20 1/0 pitis. Therefore, all three may be active simultaneously 

wi1hout in1crfcrcncc. 
' l11e microproces.sor 310 can be implemented w it h either 

a single mu lt iprocessor serial buffer or separate receive and 
sending buffers for each channel, allowing simu.haneous 

25 
bid irectional communica1ions wi th six neighbors simulta
neously. 

FIGS. 10 and U provide de1ails of 1he PROM DMA used 

14 
pins. These signal5 will remain on the li nes until the 
daia [rom 1hc EPROM 260 has been read into the 
microprocessor 50. For !he first byte, the byte select 
bits will be binary 00. 

3. CAS goes low at 354, enabling the EPROM 260 daia 
onto the lower 8 bits of the external address/data bus 
350. NOTE: It is important to recognize that, during 
this pan of 1be cycle, tbe lower 8 bits or tbe externa l 
data/addres.s bus are fuoctiooing as inputs, bu t the rest 
of the bus is still acting as outputs. 

4. The microprocessor 50 latches 1hesc eight leas1 signifi 
cant biL5 in1ernally and shifts them 8 bits left to shift 
them to Lhe next s ignificant byte position. 

5. Steps 2, 3 and 4 arc repeated with byte addres.5 OL 
6. Steps 2, 3 and 4 arc repeated with byte add ress LO. 
7. Steps 2, 3 and 4 are repeated with byte address IJ. 
8. CAS goes high at 356, taking the EPROM 260 off the 

data bus. 
9. RAS goes high at 358, indicat ing the end of the 

EPROM 260 access. 
10. RAS goes low at 360, la1cbiag 1he DRAM select 

information from the high order address bits. Al the 
same lime, the RAS address bits are lalched ia to the 
DRAM 150. The DRAM 150 is selected. 

11. CAS goes low at 362, latching tbe ORAM 150 CAS 
addresses. 

12. The microprocessor 50 places the previously latched 
EPROM 260 32-bit data onto tbc external address/dala 
bus 350. W goes low at 364, writing lbe 32 bits into the 
DRAM 150. 

13. W goes b.igh al 366. CAS goes high at 368. The 
process continues with the next word. 

FIG. L2 shows deta ils of the microproces.sor 50 memory 

in 1he microprocessor 50. The microprocessor 50 execu1es 
faster than all bu1 the fastest PROMs. PROMS are used in 

30 
a microprocessor 50 system to store program segments and 
perhaps entire programs. The m.icroprocessor 50 provides a 
feature on power-up Lo allow programs to be loaded from 
low-cost, s low speed PROMs into high speed DRAM for 
execution. The logic which performs this function L5 part of 
the DMA memory controller 118. 'The operat ion is similar to 
OMA, bu t not iden tical, since four 8-bit bytes must be 
as.<;ernbled on the microprocessor 50 ch ip, then w rillcn 10 the 
DRAM 150. 

35 coo1roller 118. In operation, bus requests stay present uoti l 
they are serviced. CPU 70 requests arc prioritized at 370 in 
the order of: 1, Parameter S tack; 2, Return Stack; 3, Data 
Fetch; 4, Instruction Fetch. The resulting CPU req ues1 signal 
and a DMA req uest s ignal are supplied as bus requests 10 bus "The microprocessor 50 directly interfaces to DRAM 150 

over a triple mu l1 iplexed da ta and address bus 350, which 
carries RAS addresses, CAS addresses and data . The 
EPROM 260, on the other ha nd, is read w ith non
mu Lt iplexed busses. Tbe microprocessor 50 therefore bas a 
special mode wb.ich unmultiplcxes tbe data and address Lines 
to read 8 bits of EPROM da ta. Four 8-bit bytes are read in 
this fashion. l11e multiplexed bus 350 is turned back on, and 
the da ta is wrillcn to the DRAM 150. 

When the microprocessor 50 detects a RESET condition, 
tbe processor stops 1be main CPU 70 and forces a mode 0 
(PROM LOAD) instruction into tbc DMA C PU 72 instruc
tion register. The DMA instruction directs the memory 
controller to read tbe EPROM 260 data at 8 times the normal 
access time for memory. A5sumiag a 50 Milz microproces
sor 50, Ibis means an acces.s time of 320 nsec. The instruc
tion also indica tes: 

The selection address of the EPROM 260 to be loaded, 
The number of 32-bit words to transfer, 
lbc DRAM 150 address to transfer into. 
The sequence of ac1ivilies to transfer one 32-bi t word 

from EPROM 260 to DRAM 150 arc: 
1. RAS goes low at 352, latch ing the EPROM 2 60 select 

information from the high order address b its. The 
EPROM 260 is selected. 

4() control 372, which provides a bus grant signal at 374. 
Lntemal address bus 136 and a DMA counter 376 provide 
inpu ts to a multip lexer 378. Either a row address or a column 
address are provided as an outpu t to multiplexed addres.s bus 
380 as an output from tbe mu ltiplexer 3 78. The multiplexed 

45 address bus 380 and the in ternal data bus 90 provide address 
and da ta inputs, respectively, to multiplexer 382. Shift 
register 384 s upplies row address strobe (RAS) 1 and 2 
control signals LO multiplexer 386 and column add ress strobe 
(CAS) 1 and 2 control signa ls to multiplexer 388 on lines 

50 390 and 392. The shift register 384 also supplies output 
enable (OE) and write (W) s ignals on lines 394 and 396 and 
a cont rol signal oa line 3 98 10 multiplexer 382. The sh i(t 
register 384 receives a RUN signal on line 400 to generate 
a memory cycle and supplies a MEMORY READY signa l 

55 on Ii ne 402 wbeo an access is complete. 
STACK/REGISTER ARCHITECTURE 

Most microprocessors use on-chip registers for temporary 
storage of variables. Tbe on-chip registers access da1a faster 
tban olf-chip RAM. A few microprocessors use an on-chip 

60 push down s1ack for temporary storage. 

2. l\\•clve address b i ts (consisting of what is normally 65 

DRAM CAS addrcs.<;es plus two byte select bits arc 
placed on the bus 350 going to the EPROM 260 address 

A siack has 1hc advantage of faster operation compared 10 
on-cbip registers by avoiding the necessity to select source 
and destination registers. (A ma th or logic operation always 
uses the top 1wo stack items as source and the top of s lack 
as destination.) The stack's disadvantage is that it makes 
some operations clumsy. Some compiler act ivit ies in par-
t.icular require on-chip registers for efficiency. 
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N, !>hown in FIG. 13, the microprocessor SO provides 
bo1h on-chip regil>ters 13-4 and a Slack 74 and reaps 1he 
benefits of both. 

BENEFITS: 

16 
108 and cause the next four-instruction group to be loaded 
inro 1hc regis1cr 108. A~ shown, the SKIP operation is 
implemen1cd by rescuing 1be 2-bit microinstruction couo1er 
180 10 /.Croon line 422 and :,imuhaoeously !arching rbe nexr 

I. Slack math and logic is 1wice as fast as 1hose available 
on an equivalen1 register only machine. Mos1 program
mers and optimizing compilers can take advantage of 
1his fca1urc. 

s ins1ruetion group in10 the register 108. /\oy inslructions 
following 1hc SKJP in the instruction register are overwrineo 
by the new ins1ruction!> and not executed. 

The aclvan1age of SKu> is that optimizing compilers and 
smart programmers can often use it in place of the longer 2. Six1ccn regis1ers are available for on-chip s1orage of 

local variables which can transfer 10 1be stack for 
compu1a1ion. The accessing of variables is three 10 four 
times as fast as available on a s1riclly s tack machine. 

The combined stack 74/regisier 134 arcbi1ec1ure has no1 
been used previously due 10 inadequate understanding by 
compuler designers of op1imizing compilers and 1be mix of 
lransfcr versus math/logic inslruclioos. 

10 concl i1ional JUMP instruction. SKJP also makes possible 
microloops which cxi1 when the loop counts down or when 
lhe SKll' jumps 10 the ncxl inslruction group. The rcsuh in 
very fast code. 

01hcr machine~ (such as 1be PDP-8 and Data General 

AOAJYrlVl! MEMORY CONTROLLER 

JS NOVA) provide 1he abi li1y to skip a s ingle instruction. The 
microprocessor 50 provides 1he abili1y 10 skip up to tbree 
ins1ruc1ions. 
MlCROLOOP IN 'lll E INSTRUCTION CACHE 

The microprocessor 50 provides 1he MICROLOOP 
A microproces.sor mus I be designed 10 work wil h small or 

large memory configurations. As more memory loads are 
added 10 1he daia, address, and control lines, Lhc swi1ching 
speed of the i.ignals slows down. The microprocessor SO 
mulliplexes 1be address/data bus three ways, so timing 
be1weeo 1he phases is critical. A traditional approach to the 
problem allocates a wide margin of lime berweeo bus phases 

20 ins1ruc1ion to execute rcpeti1ively from one to tbrce instruc-
1ions residing in lhe instruc1ioo regis1cr 108. The microloop 
instruc1ion works in conjunc1ion wi1b tbe LOOP COUNTER 
92 (FIG. 2) conncc1cd 10 tbe ialernal da1a bus 90. To execute 

so that systems will work with small or large numbers of 25 

memory chips <X>nnected. A speed compromise of as much 
as soq is required. 

As shown in FIG. 14, the microprocessor SO uses a 
feedback technique 10 allow the processor to adjust memory 
bus timing 10 be fast with small loads and slower with large JO 

ones. The OUTPUT ENABLE (OE) line 152 from the 
microprocessor SO is connected ro all memories ISO on the 
cirt.'llit board. The loading on the output enable line 152 ro 
lhe micropr()(.'CSSOr 50 is directly related to the number of 
memories I SO connected. By monitoring bow rapidly OE 35 

152 goes high after a read, 1he microprocessor 50 is able to 
dc1erminc when 1hc data hold lime bas been satLsficd and 
place 1he nex1 address oo the bus. 

lhe level oflhe OE line 152 is monitored by CMOS inpul 
buffer 410 which generates an internal READY signal on 40 

line 4 12 10 lhc microprocessor's memory <X>ntro ller. Curves 
414 and 416 of the FIG. JS graph show the difference in rise 
lime likely 10 be encountered from a lightly 10 heav ily 
loaded memory sys1em. When the OE line 1S2 bas reached 
:1 prcd1:tcrmincd level 10 generate 1be READY signal, driver 45 
418 gcnera1es an OUTPUT ENABLE signal on OE line 1S2. 
SKIP WITlllN TllE INSTRUC rtON CACHE 

'lhe microproccs.sor 50 fe1chcs four 8-bit i11s1ruc1ioos each 
memory cycle and stores them in a 32-bit instruction register 
_108, as_ sbowo in FIG. 16. A class of •·1est and skip" 50 

ms1ruc11oos can very rapidly execute a very fast jump 
operation wi1hin the four instruction cache. 

SKJP CONDrnONS: 

a microloop, 1he program stores a count in LOOP 
COUNTER 92. M ICROLOOP may be placed in tbe firsr 
second, 1hird, or las1 byte 420 of the instruction regisrer 108'. 
If placed in the first po:.i1ion, execution will just crea1e a 
delay equal 10 1he number i.lorcd in LOOP COUNTER 92 
lime.-; the machine cycle. If placed in the second, third, orlast 
byte 420, when the microloop ill!>lruction is executed, i1 will 
rcs1 1hc LOOP COUNT for tero. If zero, execution will 
continue with the next iru.truction. If not zero, rhe LOOP 
COUNTER 92 is decremented and the 2-bit microinstruc
tion coun1cr is cleared, causing the preceding iostructioos in 
rhc insrruc1ion register to be executed again. 

M icroloop is U!>Cful for block move and search operations. 
By executing a block move <X>mple1ely ou1 of the instruction 
register I08, 1hc speed of 1he move is doubled, since all 
memory cycles arc used by the move rather tbao beino 
shared wilh ins1ruc1io11 fetching. Such a hardware imple: 
mcn1a1ion (lf micro loops is much Casler lhaa conventional 
sof1warc implemcn1a1ion of a comparable function. 
OPTIM/\L CPU CLOCK SCI IEME 

The designer o f a high speed microprocessor must pro
d~ce a producl which operate over wide temperature ranges, 
wade vollage swings, and wide variations in semiconductor 
processing. Tcmpera1urc, vohagc, and process all affect 
lransistor propaga1ion de lays. Traditiooal CPU designs are 
done so Iha I wi1h 1he worse case of the three parameters, the 
circui1 will func1ion a1 1he raled clock speed. The result arc 
designs thal mus1 be clocked a fac1or of 1wo slower 1bao 
their maximum tbeorc1ical performance, so they will operate 
properly in worse case coodi1ions. 

The microproces.<;0r SO uses the technique shown in FIGS. 
Always 

ACC non-.i:ero 

/\CC negative 

55 17- 19 ro gencraie rbe !>ystem clock and its required phases. 

Carry Dag equal logic one 

Never 
ACC equal Lero 

ACC positive 

Carry nag equal logic zero 
The SKIP instruc1ion can be localed in any of the four 

byte positions 420 in the 32-bii instruction rcgisrer 108. If 
lhe 1es1 is l>UCCessful, SKIP wi ll jump over 1he remaining 
one, two, or three 8-bi l instruc1ioos in tbe instruction register 

Clock circuit 430 is lhe familiar .. ring oscillator'" used to test 
process performance. lac clock is fabricated on the same 
silicon chip as the rest of rhe microprocessor SO. 

The ring oscillator frequency is de1ermined by the param-
60 eters of temperature, voltage, and process. At room 

rempcrature, the frequency will be in the neighborhood of 
100 Mll Z. At 70 degrees Centigrade, the speed will be 50 
MllZ. The ring osciUa1or 430 is useful as a system clock 
with i1s :stages 431 producing phase 0-phase 3 ou tputs 433 

65 shown [n flG. 19, because its performance tracks 1he 
parame1ers which ~imilarly affect all other traosistors on 1he 
same silicon die. By deriving system timing from the ring 
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bytes arc loaded with 7.eros by operation of decoder 440 and 
gates 442. 111e advan tage of this technique is the saving of 
a number of op-codes required to specify 1he cliliereot 
operand sizes in other microprocessors. 
TRfPLE STACK CACHE 

Computer performaoce is directly rela ted to the system 
memory bandwidth. The faster tbc memories, tbe faster the 
computer. Fasl memories are expeosive, so techniques bave 
been developed to move a small amounl of hjgh-speecl 

oscillator 430, CPU 70 w ill always execute at the maximum 
frequency possible, but never too fast. For example, if the 
processing of a particular die is oot good resulling io slow 
transistors, the latches and gates on the microproces.-;or SO 
wil l operate s lower than normal. Since the microprocessor s 
SO riog osci Uator clock 430 is made from the same transis
tors oo the same die as 1be latches and gates, it 100 will 
operale slower (oscillatiDg a l a lower freq uency), providing 
compensation which all.ows the rest of the chip's logic Lo 
operate properly. 10 memory around to the memory addresses where it is needed. 
ASYNCHRONOUS/SYNCHRONOUS CPU A large amouot of slow memory is constao1ly upda1ed by the 

fast memory, giving the appearance of a large fast memory 
array. A common implementation of the techn ique is known 
as a high-speed memory cache. The cache may be though! 

Most microprocessors derive all system timing from a 
single clock. The disadvamage is that different pans o f the 
system can s low all operat ions. The microproces.wr SO 
provides a dual-clock scheme as shown in FIG. 17, with the 
CPU 70 operating a synchrooously to 1/0 in terface 432 
forming part of memory controller 118 (FIG. 2) and the 1/0 
interface 432 operatiog syochronously with the external 
world of memory and 1/ 0 dev ices. The CPU 70 executes at 

15 of as fast acting shock absorber smoothing out tbe bumps in 
memory access. When more memory is required thao tbc 
sbock can absorb, it bouoms ou1 and s low speed memory is 
accessed. Most memory opera1ions can be handled by 1bc 
shock absorber itself. 

The mjcroprocessor 50 architecture has tbe ALU 80 (FIG. 
2) directly coupled to Lbe top two stack locations 76 and 78. 
The access time of the stack 74 therefore d irectly affects the 
execution speed of the processor. The microprocessor 50 
stack architecture is particularly s uitable to a triple cache 

25 technique, shown in FIG. 21 whjch of'l'ers the appearance of 
a large Slack memory operaling al the speed of on-chip 
latches 4SO. Latches 4SO arc tbe fastest form of memory 
dev ice built on the chip, delivering data in as lillle as 3 oscc. 
However latches 450 require large oumbers of traosistors to 

the fastest speed possible using the adaptive ring counter 20 
clock 430. Speed may vary by a fac1or of four depeoding 
upon temperature, vo ltage, and process. The exiernal world 
must be synchroniz.ed LO the microprocessor SO for opera
tioos such as video display updating aod disc drive rcadiog 
and writing. This synchJoni7..a tion is performed by the l/O 
interface 432, speed of which is controlled by a convenlional 
crystal clock 434 . The interface 432 processes requests for 
memory accesses from the mic.roproccssor SO and acknowl
edges the presence of l/O da ta. The microprocessor 50 
fetches up to four instructions in a single memory cycle aod 
can perform much usefol work before requiring another 
memory access. By decoupling tbe variable speed of the 
CPU 70 from tbc fixed speed of tbe 1/0 interface 432, 
optimum performance can be achieved by each. Recoupling 
between tbe CPU 70 aad tbe ioterface 432 is accomplished 
with haodshakc signals on lines 436, with data/addresses 
passing on bus 90, 136. 
l\SYNCHRONOUS/SYNCllRONOUS CPU IMBEDDED 
ON A DRAM CHIP 

System pcrforn1ancc is enhanced even more when the 
DRAM 311 and CPU 314 (FIG. 9) are located on tbe same 
die. The proximity of the traosistors meaos that DRAM 3ll 
and CPU 3 14 parameters will closely follow each other. At 
room temperature, not only would tbe CPU 314 execute at 
100 MHZ, but tbe DRAM 3 U would access fast enough 10 
keep up. Tbe syncbrooiza tioo performed by tbe 1/0 interface 
432 would be for OMA and reading and writing 1/0 pons. 
In some systems (such :as ca lcula tors) no 1/0 synchroniza
tion at a ll would be required, and the 1/0 clock would be tied 
to the ring counter clock. 
VARIABLE WIDTH OPERANDS 

Many microprocessors provide variable width operands. 

30 coostruct. On-chip RAM 452 requires fewer 1ransistors thao 
latches, but is slower by a factor of five (J 5 nsec access). 
Off-chip RAM 150 is the slowest s torage of all. The micro
processor 50 organizes tbe s tack memory bierarcby as three 
interconnected stacks 4SO, 452 and 454. The latch s lack 450 

35 is the fastest aod most frequen1ly used. 'The on-chip RAM 
stack 452 is next. The off-chip RAM stack 454 is slowest. 
The stack modula tion determines the effec1ive access lime o[ 
1he stack. If a group of stack operations never push or pull 
more than four consecutive items on the stack, operations 

4-0 will be en tirely performed in 1he 3 nsec latch stack. When 
tbe four la1cbes 456 are filled, the clala io the bollom of lhe 
latch s tack 450 is wriuen to tbe lop of the on-chip RAM 
stack 452. When 1he sixteen locations 458 in the on-chip 
RAM stack 452 are fiUecl, the data in the bouom of tbc 

45 on-chip RAM stack 4S2 is written to 1be top of tbe off-chip 
RAM stack 454. Wbeo popping da1a off a full stack 4SO, four 
pops will be performed before slack empty line 460 from the 
latch stack pointer 462 transfers da ta from the o n-chip RAM 
stack 4S2. By wait ing for the latch stack 4SO to empty before 

50 performing Lhe slower on-chip RAM access, the higb effec
tive speed of the latches 4S6 are made available to the 
processor. The same approacb is employed with the on-chip 
RAM stack 452 and 1he off-chip RAM s tack 454. 
POLYNOMIAL GENERIXrION INSTRUCTION 

Tbe microprocessor 50 handles operands of 8, 16, or 24 bits 
using the same op-code. FIG. 20 shows the 32-bit iostruction 
register 108 and the 2-bit microinstruction register 180 55 
which selects the 8-bit instructioo. Two classes of micro
processor 50 instruction.scan be greater than 8-bits, JUMP 
class and IMMEDIATE. A JUMP or IMMEDIAI'E op-code 

Po lynomials are useful for error correc1ion, encryption, 
data compression, and fractal geoeration. J\ polynomial is 
generated by a sequence of shift and exclusive OR opera
tions. Special chips are provided for 1his purpose io 1he prior 
art. is 8-bits, but the operand cao be 8, 16, or 24 bits long. This 

magic is possible because operands mtL~t be right jtL~tifted in 60 
the inStruction register. This means 1hat 1hc least s ign ificaa1 
bit of tbc operand is always located io the least significant bit 
of the instruction register. 111e microinstruc1ion counter 180 
selects which 8-bit instruction to execute. Jr a JUMP or 
IMMEDIATE instruction is decoded, the state of tbe 2-bit 65 
microinstruc1ion counter selects the required 8, 16, or 24 bit 
operand on to the address or data bus. "!be unselected 8-bit 

The microproces.wr 50 is ab le to generate polynomials at 
high speed wi1hou1 external ha rdware by slight ly modifying 
bow the ALU 80 works. As shown in FIG. 21, a polynomial 
is generated by loading the "order" (also known as the 
feedback terms) inlo C Register 470. 111e value lbirty one 
(resulting in 32 iterations) is loaded into DOWN COUNTER 
472. A register 474 is loaded with zero. B register 476 is 
loaded with the starting polyoomial value. When the POLY 
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ins1ruc1ioo executes, C reg.ister 470 is exclusively ORed 
wi th A register 474 if the least significant bit of B register 
476 is a ooe. Otherwise, the cooteots of the A register 474 
passes through the; ALU 80 una ltered. The combination of A 
and B is then shifted right (divided by 2) with s hi fters 478 s 
and 480. Tbe operation automatically repeats the specified 
number of iterations, and the resulting polynomial is left in 
A register 474. 
FAST MULTIPLY 

20 
·'pipelining'', the diffcren1 phases of consecu1 ive ins1ruc1ions 
can be overlapped. 

To understand pipelining, think of building five residen
tial homes. Each home will req uire in sequence, a 
foundation, framing, plumbing and wiring, roofing, and 
interior finish. Assume 1hat each activity takes one week. "lb 
bujld one house wiU take five weeks. 

Bu1 what if you want 10 build au entire subdivision'! You 
have only one of each work crew, but when 1he founda1ion 

Most microprocessors offer a 16xl6 or 32x32 bit multiply 10 men finjsb on the first house, you immediately start tbcm on 
instruction. Muhiply when performed sequentially takes ooe the second ooe, and so on. A t the cod of five weeks, 1be firs1 
shin/add per bi1, or 32 cycles for 32 bit data. The micro- home is comple1e, but you also have five founda tions. If you 
processor SO provides a high speed muhiply which allows have kepi the framing, plumbing, roofing, and in1erior guys 
mult ip lication by smal l numbers using only a small number all busy, from five weeks on, a new house wi ll be completed 
of cycles. FIG. 23 shows lbe logic used 10 implement the 15 each week. 
high speed algorithm. To perform a multiply, the s ize of the Thjs is 1he way a RISC chip like SPARC appears 10 
mult ip lier less one is placed in the DOWN COUNTER 472. execute an instruction in a s ingle machine cycle. In reality, 
for a four bit multjplicr, the number three wou ld be stored a RISC chip is executing one fifth of five instructions each 
in the DOWN COUNTER 472. Zero is loaded into the A machioe cycle. And if five instructions stay io sequence, au 
register 474. The muhiplier is wrillen bi t reversed in to the B 20 iostructioo will be completed eacb macruoe cycle. 
Register 476. For example, a bi1 reversed five (binary 0101) The problems wi tb a pipelioe arc keepiog the pipe (ulJ 
would be wrillen into B .as I 010. The multipl icand is wriuen with ins1ruc1ioos. Each lime an out of sequeoce iostruction 
in to the C register 470. Execu ting the FAST MULT inslruc- such as a BRANCH or CALL occurs, the pipe must be 
tioo will leave Lbc result io the A Register 474, wbeo the refilled witb the next sequence. Tbe resulting dead time lo 
count bas been completed. The fast multiply ias1ruc1ion is 25 refiU the pipeline cao become substantial when many 
importan t because many applications sca le one number by a IF{ll-!EN/ELSE sta1cmen1s or subrout ines arc encoun tered. 
mucb smaller number. The difference in speed between THE PIPEIJNE APPROACH 
mu ltip lyioga32x32bit .anda32x4bit isa fac1orof8. lf Lhc The microprocessor SO bas no pipeline as such. Tbe 
least sigoillcaot bit of tbe multiplier is a ""ONE", tbe coo1en1s approach of this microprocessor 10 speed is to overlap 
of the A register 474 and the C register 470 are added. lf the 30 instruct:ioo fetching with execu1ion of the previously fetched 
leas1 significant bit of the mu lt iplier is a ''ZERO", lhe ins1ruc1ion(s). Beyond tha t, over half the instruct ions (the 
contents of the A register are passed through the ALU 80 most common ones) execute entirely in a s ingle machine 
unaltered. The output of the ALU 80 is shilled left by shifter cycle of 20 osec. This is possible because: 
482 in each iteration. The contents of 1be 13 register 476 are l. Iostructioo decoding resolves ia 2.5 nsec. 
shifted righ1 by tbe shifter 480 in eacb iteration. 35 2. locremeotecVdecremented and some ma th values are 
INSTRUCTION EXECUTION PHILOSOPHY calculated before they are needed, requiring only a 

"l11e microprocessor SO uses high speed D latches io most latching signal 10 execute. 
of tbe speed critical areas. Slower on-chip RAM is used as 3. Slower memory is hiddea from bigb speed operations 
secondary storage. by high-speed D latches which access in 4 nscc. 

The microprocessor 5 0 ph ilosophy of instruction execu- 4-0 The disadvantage for this microprocessor is a more complex 
tioo is lo create a bierarchy of speed as follows: chjp design process. The advantage for the chip user is faster 

Logic and D latch transfers 
Math 
Fetch/store o n·chip RAM 
Fetch/store in currcnL RAS page 
Fetch/store with RAS cycle 

J cycle 
::? cycle.~ 
2 cycles 
4 c)·clcs 

1J cycles 

20 nscc 
40 nsec 
40 nsec 
80 nscc 

220 nsec 

With a 50 MHZ clock, many operations can be performed in 
20 nsec. and almost everyth ing else in 40 nsec. 

To maximize speed, certain tecboiq ues in processor 
design have been used. They include: 

ELimina tiog arithmetic operations on addresses, 

Fetching up 10 four instructions per memory cycle, 
Pipcl ineless instruction decoding 
Genera ting results before they are needed, 
Use of tbree level s tack caching. 

PLPELINE Pll!LOSOPHY 
Computer instructions arc usually broken down into 

sequent ial pieces, for example: fetclJ, decode, register read, 
execute, and s tore. Each piece will require a single macbioe 
cycle. In most Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) 
chips, ins1ruc1ioo require from toree 10 six cycles. 

RlSC instructions arc very parallel. For example, each of 
70 different instructions in the SPARC (SUN Computer's 
IUSC chip) has five cycles. Using a tecbnjque called 

ultimate tbroughpu l since pipeline s taUs cannot exist. Pipe
line synchronization with availability nag bits and other 
such pipeline handling is not required by tills microproces-

45 sor. 
For example, io some RISC machioes ao instruction 

which tests a status flag may have to wail for up 10 four 
cycles for the flag set by the prev ious instruction to be 
availab le lo be tested. Hardware and software debugging is 

50 also somewhat easier because the user doesn't have 10 
visua lize five instructions s imultaneously in 1he pipe. 
OVERLAPPING INSTRUCTION FETCH/EXECUTE 

The slowest procedure the mforoprocessor SO performs is 
to access memory. Memory is accessed when da ta is read or 

55 wrilleo. Memory is also read wben instructions are fetched. 
The microprocessor SO is able to bide fotcb of the oexl 
instruction behind the execu tion or the previously fetched 
ios1ruc1ioo(s). The microproceswr 50 fetches instructions io 
4-byte instruction groups. Ao instruction group may coataio 

60 from one to four instructions. The amount of time required 
10 execute the instruction group ranges from 4 cycles for 
simple instructions 10 64 cycles for a multiply. 

When a new instruction group is fetched, the micropro
cessor instruction decoder looks at lbe most significant bit or 

65 all four of the bytes. The most significant bit of an instruc
tion determines if a memory access is required. For example, 
CALL, fETCIJ, and STORE all require a memory access 10 
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clocked into the latch . Branches and Calls arc made 10 32-bi I 
word boundaries. 

INSTRUCTION SET 
32-BIT INSTRUCTION FORMAT 

The thirty two bit instructions arc CALL, BRANCH, 
BRANCl l-IF-ZERO, and LOOP-JF-NOT-DONE. These 
instructions require lbc calculation o[ an effective address. Ia 
many computers, the effect ive address is calculated by 

execute. If all four by tes have nonwro most significant bits, 
lhe microproces.~or ini1iates the memory fetch of the nexl 
sequential 4-bytc instruction group. When the last instruc
tion in the group finishes execuling, the next 4-byte ins truc
tion group is ready and waiting oa the data bus needing ooly 5 
10 be latched into tbc instruction register. If tbc 4-bytc 
instruction group required four or more cycles to execute 
and the next sequential access was a column address strobe 
(CAS) cycle, 1be instruction fo1ch was completely over
lapped with execution. 

10 adding or subtracting an operand with the current Program 
Counter. 'Ibis math operation req uires from four lo seven 
mach ine cycles 10 perform and can definitely bog down 
macbine execut ion. The microproces.<;a r's s1ra1egy is 10 
perform tbc required math operation at assembly or linking 

INTERNAL ARCHlTECTURE 
'!1Je microprocessor 50 architecture consists of the fol

lowing: 

PARA~ETER STACK 

<-32 BITS-> 
J6 DEEP 

<---> 
ALU• 

Y REGISTER 
RETURN STACK 

<--32 arrs-, 
16 DEEP 

15 time and do a much s impler "Increment 10 next page" or 
"Decrement 10 previous page" operalion at run time. A5 a 
result, the microprocessor branches execu te in a single 
cycle. 

Used ror math a nd logic. 

Push down s tack. 
Can overflow into 
olf-chip RAM. 

LOOP COUNTER 

X REG ISTER 

Used for subroutine 
and interrupt f'Clurn 
addresses as well as 
local ,·nri•bles. 
Push down stack. 
Can overflow into 
olf-chip R1\M. 
Can also be accessed 
relative to lop o( 
s lack. 

(32·bits, can decrement by l) 
Used by class of test and loop 
inst ructions. 
(32-biti, can increment or decrement by 
4). Used to point to RAM locations. 

PROGRAM COUNTER (32-bits, increments by 4). Points LO 
4 .. byte inslruction groups in RAM. 

20 

25 

30 

24-BIT OPERAND FORM: 

Byte J Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 

\VW\VWW\V XX - YYYYYYYY - YYYYYYYY - YYYYYYYY 

With a 24-bi t operand, the current page is considered to be 
defined by tbc most s ignificant 6 bits of the Program 
Counter. 

16-BIT OPERAND FORM: QQQQQQQQ-WWWWWW 
XX-YYYYYYYY-YYYYYYYY With a 16-bil operand, 
the current page is considered to be defined by the most 
significant 14 bits of tbe Program Counter. 

8-BIT OPERAND FORM: QQQQQQQQ-QQQQQQQQ
WWWWWW XX-YYYYYYYY With an 8-bi I operand, 
Ibc current page is considered to be defined by lbe most 
significant 22 bits of the Program Counter. 

INSTRUCTION REG (32-llits). Holds 4·byte instruction 
groups whi le they are being decoded 
and execuled. 

MODE - A register wilh mode. and status bits. 
MODE-BITS: 

35 QQQQQQQQ-Any 8-bit instruction. 

• Slow down memory accesses by S if "1". Run full 
speed if -0". (Provided for access to s low EPROM.) 

- Divide the system clock by J023 if "l" 10 reduce 
power consumption. Ru n full speed if "O". (On-chip 
oounters slow down if this bit is set ) 
- Enable external interrupt J. 
- Enable external i.ntcrrupt 2. 
• Enable external interrupt 3. 
- Enable external interrupt 4. 

WWWWWW-lastruction op-code. 
XX--Sclect how the address bits will be used: 

00-Make all high-order bits zero . (Page zero addre$ing) 

01-lncrement the high-order bits. (Use next page) 

10-Decre meot the high-order bi1s. (Use previous page) 

11- Leave tbe high-order bits unchanged. (Use current 
page) 

YYYYYYYY- Thc address operand field. This fie ld is · Enable external interrupt S. 
· Enable external interrupt 6. 
- Enable external interrupt 7. 

ON·Cl llP MEMORY LOCA110NS: 
MODE-Brrs 
OMA-POINTER 
OMA-COUNTER 
f>1i\CK· f'Oll'\'TER 
STACK-DEPTH 
RSTACK-POl l'\'TER 
RSTACK·DEf11 I 

45 always shifted left two bits (to generate a word rather 1han 
byte address) and loaded into the Program Couo1er. The 
microprocessor instruction decoder figures out the wid1b o f 
the operand field by the location of the instruc1ion op-code 
in the fou r byres . 

· Pointer into Parameter Stack. 
- Depth of on-chip Parameter Sl8ck 
· Pointer into Return Stack 
• Depth of on-chip Return Stack 

50 

•Math and logic operations use the 1'0 P item and NEXT to top Par3meter 
St:tck ltems as the operands. Tbe resuh ts pushed onto the l')arameter $1.a~k. 
•Return nddresscs [rom subroutines nrc placed on the Return St3Ck. The Y 55 
REGISTER is used as a pointer 10 RAM locations. Since the Y REGISTER 
is the top item of the Return S tack. nesting of indices is straightforward. 

ADDRESSING MODE HIGll POINTS 
'The data bus is 32-bits wide. All memory fetches aod 

s tores arc 32-bits. Memory bus addresses are 30 biL5. The 60 
least sigoificanl 2 bilS are used to selcc1 one-of-four bytes in 
some addressing modes. The Program Counter, X Register, 
and Y Register arc implemented as 0 latches with their 
ourp uts goiog Io Ihe memory address bus and ttJe bus 
incrcmenter/decremeotcr. lncrcmcoting one of these regis· 65 
ters can happen qu.ick ly. because the incremented value has 
already rippled through lhe inc/dee logic aod need ooly be 

Tbc compiler or assembler will normally use the shortest 
operand req11ired 10 reacb the des ired addrcs.-; so that the 
leading bytes can be used to bold other insrruc lions . The 
effective address is calculated by combining: 

The c urrent Program Coun ter, 
Tbc 8, 16, or 24 bit address operand in the ios1ruc1ion, 

Using one of tbe four a.llowed addressing modes. 

EXAMPLES OF EFFECflVE ADDRESS 
CALC UUXllON 

Example I 

B)1c l Byte 2 Bylc 3 Byte 4 

QQQQQQQQ QQQQQQQQ 0000001 I 1001 1000 

The "QQQQQQQQs" io Byte 1 and 2 indicate space ia 
the 4-bytc memory fetch which could be bold 1wo other 
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instructions to be executed prior 10 the CALL instruction. 
l3yte 3 indica tes a CALL instruction (six zeros) in the 
curreol page (indicated by 1bc 11 bits). 13yte 4 indicates tbal 

24 
microprocessor because of the extensive use of implied 
s1ack addressing. Many 32-bil arc hitectures use 8-b its to 
specify the operation lo perform but use an additional 

the hexadecimal number 98 will be forced into the Program 
Coualer bi1s 2 through 10. (Remember, a CALL or 5 
BRAN Cl-I always goes 10 a word boundary so lhe 1wo least 
sigoificanl bits are always sel 10 zero). Tbe effect of ibis 
instruc1ion would be to CALL a subroutine at WORD 
locat ion HEX 98 in 1be c urren t page. The most significan1 22 
bits of lhe Program Counter define tbe current page and will 

10 
be unchanged. 

24-bits 10 specify 1wo sources and a destination. 
For matb and logic opera1ions, lhe microprocessor 50 

explo its the inherent advantage of a slack by designating tile 
source operand(s) as the top stack item and tbe next s tack 
item. Tue math or logic operation is performed, the operands 
are popped from the s tack, and the result is pushed back on 
the s tack . The result is a very efficient u1iliza1ion of instruc
tion bi ts as well as regis1ers. A comparable s ilua1ion exists 

Example 2 

Byte l By1c 2 BytcJ By1c 4 

000001 OJ 00000001 00000000 00000000 

If we assume that the Program Counter was llEX 0000 
0156 which is binary: 

between Jlewlell Packard calculators (wbich use a stack) 
and Texas Instrument calcula tors which don' t. The iden tica l 
operation on an HP will require one half to one third the 

15 keystrokes of the 11. 
Tbe availability of 8-bil instructions also allows another 

arcili1ectural innovation, the fc1cbing of four instructions in 
a single 32-b it memory cycle. The advantages of fetching 
multiple instructions arc: 

00000000 00000000 00000001 OlOlOHO~OLD PRO-
20 

GRAM COUNTER. 
Increased execu1ion speed even with slow memories, 
S imilar performance to the Harvard (separa te da1a and 

instruction busses) withou t the expense, 
Opportunities 10 op1imize groups of instructions, 

Byte l indicates a BRANCH instruction op code (000001) 
and "01" indicates selccl the next page. By1c 2,3, and 4 arc 
1be address operand. These 24-bi ts will be shiCted to lhe lef1 
lwo places 10 define a WORD address. HEX 0156 shifted 
left 1wo places is HEX 0558. Since this is a 24-b it operand 
instruclion, the mos1 signi ficant 6 bits of the Program 
Counter define tbe current page. Tbese six bits will be 
incremented to se lect the next page. Executing this instruc
tion will cause the Program Counter to be loaded wi th HEX 
0400 0558 which is binary: 

00000100 00000000 00000101 OIOllOOO·NEW PRO
GRAM COUNTER . 

lNSTRU C"DONS 
CALL-LONG 

0000 OOXX-YYYYYYYY-YYYYYYYY-YYYYYYYY 
Load 1be Program Counter wilh the effective WORD 

address specified. Push tbe current PC contents ooto the 
RETURN STACK. 

01HER EFFECTS: CARRY or modes, no effe-ct. May 
cause Return Slack 10 force an external memory cycle if 
on-chip Return Stack is full. 
l3RANCll 

The capabili1y 10 perform loops within th.is mini-cache. 
25 The microloops ins ide the fou r ins truction g roup arc etfcc

tive for searches and block moves. 
SKlP INSTRUCTIONS 

The microprocessor 50 fetches instructions in 32-bil 
chunks called 4-byle instruction groups. These four bytes 

30 may contain four 8-bit ins truct ions or some mix of8-bi t and 
16 or 24-bil instruclions. SKIP instructions in the micropro
cessor skip any remaining instructions in a 4-byte instruction 
group and cause a memory fetcb to get the next 4-byle 
instruction group. Conditional SK1Ps when combined with 

35 3-byte BRANCHES will c rea te condi1ional BRANCHES. 
SKll's may also be used in situat ions when no use can be 
made o f tbe remaining bytes in a 4-instruci ion group. A 
SKIP executes io a single cycle, whereas a group of three 
NOPs would take three cycles. 

4-0 SKJP-ALWAYS- Skip any remain ing instruc1ions in 1his 
4-byle instruction group. Increment the most significant 
30-bits of tbe Program Coun1er and proceed lo fetcb tbe 
next 4 -byie instruct ion group. 

0000 OlXX-YYYYYYYY-YYYYYYYY-YYYYYYYY 
Load the Program Counter with the effec1ive WORD 45 

address specified. 

SKlP-IF-ZERO-Jf the TOP item of the Pararoe1er Stack is 
zero, skip any remaining instructions in the 4-byte 
ins1ruc1ion group. Increment the most signilicanl 30-bits 
o r the Program Counter and proceed to fetch 1be next 
4-byte instruclion group. If 1bc TOP item is not zero, 
execute the next sequential instruction. 

01ll ER EFFECTS: NONE 
BRANCH-IF-ZERO 

0000 I OXX-YYYYYYYY-YYYYYYYY-YYYYYYYY 
Tes1 the TOP value oo 1be Pararoeler Slack. II the value is 

equal lo zero, load the Program Coun1er wi tb lbc effective 
WORD address specified. If the TOP va lue is not equal 10 
zero, incremenl 1be Program Coumer and felch and execute 
lhe next instruction. 

so SKlP-IF-POSffiVE-If tbe TOP item of tbe Parame1er 
Stack has a the most significant b it (the sign bit) equal to 
·'O", skip any remaining in~tructions in 1hc 4-byte inst ruc
tion group. locremenl lbe most sigoificanl 30-bits of the 

O"llfER EFFECTS: NONE 
LOOP-IF-N01~DONE 

0000 llYY-(XXXX XXXX)-(XXXX XXXX)-(XXXX 
XXXX) 

55 

If tbe LOOP COUNT ER is nol zero, load tbe Program 
Counter wi1b tbe effective WORD address specified. If the 60 
LOOP COUNTER is zero, decreme nt the LOOP 
COUNTER, increment lhe Program Counte r and fetch and 
execute the next instruc tion. 

0 1HER EFFECTS: NONE 
8 -13IT INSTRUCTIONS PHILOSOPHY 

Most of the work in the microprocessor 50 is done by the 
8-bil instruct ions. Eight bit instructions are pos.~ible with the 

65 

Program Coun1er and proceed to fetch the ncxl 4-by1c 
instruction group. Tf the TOP ilem is not .. CY', execule Lhe 
ncxl sequential ins1ruc1ion. 

SKlP-IF-NO-CARRY- If the CARRY Hag from a SHIFf 
or ari1bme1ic operation is 001 equal 10 '·1" , skip any 
remaining instructions in tbe 4-byle instruction group. 
Increment the most s ignificant 30-bitS of lbc Program 
Counter and proceed 10 [etch the next 4-byle instruc1ion 
group. lf tbe CARRY is equal 10 .. 1" , execute the next 
sequential instruc1 ion. 

SKJP-NEVER (NOP) execute the next sequen tial instruc
tion. (Delay one machine cycle). 

SKIP-IF-NOT-ZERO- If the TOP item on the Paramcler 
Slack is not equal 10 "0", skip any remaining instructions 
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in the 4-byie instruction group. Increment the most s ig
nificant 30-bits of the Program Counter and proceed LO 

fetch the ocxt 4-byle instruction group. If 1he TOP iiem is 
equal "O'', execute the next sequential iosiructioo. 

SKIP-IF-NEGATIVE-JC 1he TOP item oo the Parameter s 
Stack has its most significant bi t (sigo bit) set to "l", skip 
any remaining instrucrions in 1be 4-byte instruction group. 
Increment tbe most significant 30-bit5 o[ the Program 
Counter and proceed to fetch the next 4-byte ins1ruc1ioo 
group. If the TOP item has its most s ignificant bit set 10 10 
"O", execute the next sequential instruction. 

SKIP-IF-CARRY-If the CARRY flag is set to ''l" as a 
result of Sl-nFr or arithmetic operation, s kip any remain
ing instructions io the 4 -byte ios1ruc1ion group. locrement 
the most significant 30-bits of the Program Counter and is 
proceed to fetch the next 4-byte instruction group. If the 
CARRY nag is ' '0", execute the oext sequential instruc
tion. 

MICROLOOPS 
Microloops are a unique fea ture of the microprocessor 20 

architecture which allows controlled looping within a 4-byte 
ins truction group. A roicro loop ins1ruc1ioo tests the LOOP 
COUNTER for "O" and may perform an additional test. I[ 
the LOOP COUNTER is oat ·'O" and the test is met, 
instruction execut ion continues with tbe first iastructioa in 2s 
the 4-byte ins1 ruc1ioa g roup, and the LOOP COUNTER is 
decremented. A microloop instruction will us ually be the last 
byte in a 4-byte instruction group, but it can be any by1e. If 
tbe LOOP COUNTER is "0" or tbe \est is not met, instruc
tion execution continues with the next instruction. If tbe 30 

microloop is the last byte in 1he 4-byte instruction group, the 
most significant 30-bits of the Program Counter arc iocre· 
mcn1ed and lbc ocxt 4-byte instruction group is fetched from 
memory. On a termination of 1he loop on LOOP COUNTER 
equal to "0", the LOOP COUNTER wiU remain at "0". 35 

Microloops allow short itera tive work s uch as moves and 
searches to be performed without slowing down 10 fetch 
instructions from memory. 

Byte I 
F'ETCI I· VIA· X·Alll'O
INCREME1''f 
Byte 3 
ULOOP·UN'ITl..-DONf! 

EXAMPLE 

13)1< 2 
STORE· VIA· Y· AUTOINCREMENT 

13yte 4 
QQQQQQQQ 45 

26 
ULOOP-IF-POSITIVE- lf the LOOP COUNTER is no1 

"0" and the most significant bit (sign bit) is "O", con1inue 
execu1ion witb the 6rst instruction in the 4-byte instruc
tion group. Decrement the LOOP COUNTER. If the 
LOOP COUNTER is "O" or the TOP item is" l ", con1inue 
execution with the next instruction. 

ULOOP-IF-NOT-CARRY-CLEAR- l f t he LOOP 
COUNTER is not "0" and the floating point exponents 
found in TOP and NEXT are not aligned, con1 inue execu
tion with the first instruction in Lhe 4-byte ins truction 
group. Decrement the LOOP COUNTER. If tbe LOOP 
COUNTER is "0" or tbe exponents are aligned, con1inue 
execution with the next instruct ion. This ins1ruc1io n is 
specifically designed for combination with special S HIFT 
instruc1ioos to align two floating point numbers. 

ULOOP-NEYER- ( DECREMENT-LOOP-COUNTER) 
Decrernen1 the LOOP COUNTER. Continue execut ion 
wi tb the next instruction. 

ULOOP-IF-NOT-ZERO- lf the LOOP COUNTER is not 
"0" and tbe TOP item of tbe Parameter S tack is "O'', 
continue execution with tbe firs! instruction in 1be 4-byle 
instruction group. Decrement the LOOP COUNTER. If 
1he LOOP COUNTER is "0" or the TOP item is ''I", 
continue execution with tbe next instruction. 

ULOOP-!F-NEGATIVE-If the LOOP COUNTER i5 not 
''0" and the most sign ificant bi t (sign bit) of the TOP item 
of the Parameter Stack is "l ", coo1inue execution with the 
first instruction io the 4-bytc instrucLion group. Decre
men t the LOOP COUNTER. If tbe LOOP COUNTER is 
·'O" or the most significant bit of tbe Parameter Stack is 
·'O", cont inue execu tion with the next instruction. 

ULOOP-!F-CARRY-SET-lf the LOOP COUNTER is oot 
·'O" aod the expooeotsof the ftoatiog point numbers found 
in TOP and NEXT are not al igned, continue execution 
wi th the first instruction in tbe 4 -byte instruction group. 
Decrement the LOOP COUNTER. If the LOOP 
COUNTER is "0" or the exponents are aligned, continue 
execu tion with the nexl instruction. 

RETURN FROM SUBROUTINE OR INTERRUPT 
Subro utine calls and in terrupt acknowledgements cause a 

redirection of oormal program execution. lo botb cases, the 
current Program Counter is pushed onto the Re turn Stack, so 
the microprocessor can return to its place in the program 
after executing tile subrou tine or interrupt service routine. 

NOTE: Wbco a CALL 10 subroutine or interrupt is 
acknowledged tbe Program Counter bas already been incre
mented and is pointing 10 tbe 4-byte inst ruc tion group 
fo llowing the 4-bytc group cu.rrent ly being executed. The 
instruc tion decoding logic a llows the microprocessor 10 

lhis example will perform a block move. To initiate the 
transfer, X will be loaded with the starting address of the 
source. Y will be loaded with the starting address of tbe 
des1ina1 ion. The LOOP COUNTER will be loaded with the 
number of 32-bit words to move. The microloop will 
FETCH aod STORE and count down the LOOP COUNTER 
until ii reaches zero. QQQQQQQQ indicates aoy instruction 
cao follow. 

50 perform a test and execute a return conditiooal on the 
ouicome o f the 1cs1 in a single cycle. A RETURN pops an 
address from the Return Stack and stores it to 1he Program 
Counter. 

MICROLOOP INSTRVCllONS 
ULOOP-UN11L-DONE- If the LOOP COUNTER is not 

RETURN INSTRUCTIONS 
55 RETURN-ALWAYS-Pop the top item from the Return 

Stack and transfer it 10 tbe Program Counter. 

'·O", continue execution witb tbe first ios1ruc1ion in the 
4-byte instruction group. Decrement the LOOP 
COUNTER. If the LOOP COUNTER is "0", continue 60 
execution with the nex1 instruction. 

RETURN-IF-ZERO- If the TOP item on the Parameter 
Stack is ·'O", pop the top item from tbe Return Stack and 
transfer it to the Program Counter. Otherwise execute the 
next instruciio n. 

RETURN-Ir-POSITIVE-Ir the mos1 s ign ificant bit (sign 
bit) of the TOP item oo tbe Parameter Stack is a "O", pop 
!he top item from the Return Stack and transfer it to the 
Program Counter. Otherwise execute tbe next instruction. 

ULOOP-IF-ZERO- lf (be LOOP COUNTER is 001 "O'' and 
1he TOP item on the Parameter S tack is "CY', continue 
execut ion with ibe first instruction in 1he 4-byie instruc
tion group. Decrement the LOOP COUNTER. If the 
LOOP COUNTER is "O" or the TOP item is ··1 ",continue 
execution with the nexl iostruction. 

65 RETURN-IF-CARRY-CLEAR- If the exponents of the 
floating point numbers found in TOP and NEXT arc not 
aligned, pop 1be top item from the Return Stack and 
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transfer it LO 1he Program Counter. Otherwise execute the 
next instruction. 

RETURN-NEVER (NOP)-Exccute tbe next instruction. 
RETURN-IF-NOT-ZERO- If the TOP item on the Param

eter Stack is not "0", pop tbe top item from tbe Return 5 
Stack and transfer it to the Program Counter. Otberwise 
execute 1be next instruction. 

RETURN-IF-NEGJITIVE-lf tbe most significant bit (sign 
bi t) of the TOP item on tl1e Parameter Stack is a "l", pop 
tbe top item from tbe Return Stack and transfer ii to tbe 

10 
Program Counter. Otherwise execute the next instruction. 

RETURN-I F-CARRY-SET-lf the exponents of the floating 
point numbers found in TOP and NEXT arc aligned, pop 
the top item from the Return Stack and transfer it 10 the 
Progra m Counter. Otherwise execute tbe next instruct ion. 

HANOUNG MEMORY FROM DYNAMIC RAM 15 
'fbe microprocessor 50, like any RISC type arcilitccture, 

is optimized to handle as many operations as possible 
on-chip for maximum speed. External memory operations 
take from 80 nscc. to 220 nsec. compared witb on-chip 
memory speeds of [rom 4 nsec. to 30 nse.c. 'lb ere are times 20 
wben external memory must be accessed. 

Exteroal memory is accessed us ing th ree registers: 
X-REGISTER-A 30-bi t memory pointer which can be 

used for memory access and simultaneously incre
mented or decremented. 

Y-REGISTER-J\ 30-bit memory pointer which can be 
used for memory access and simultaneously incre
mented or decremented. 

25 

PROGRAM-COUNTER- A 30-bit memory pointer nor
mally used to point to 4-byte instruction gro ups. Exler- 30 
nal memory may be accessed at addresses relative to 
lhe PC. 'llie operands are sometimes called " Immedi
ate" or '·Literal" io otber computers. When used as 
memory pointer, tbe PC is also incremented after each 
operation. 

35 MEMORY LOAD & STORE INSTRUCTIONS 
FETCll-VIA-X-Fetch the 32-bit memory content poin ted 

LO by X and push it onto lbe Parameter Stack. X is 
unchanged. 

FETCH-VIA-Y-Fetch the 32-bit memory content poin ted 
to by X and push it onto the Parameter Stack. Y is 4-0 
unchanged. 

FET CH-VIA-X-AUTOJNCREMENT- Fctch tbe 32-bit 
memory content pointed to by X and push it onto the 
Parameter Stack. After fetching, increment tbe most sig
nificant 30 bits of X to poin t to the ocxt 32-bit word 45 

address. 

28 
STORE-VIA-X-AUTOINCREMENT- Pop tbe top item of 

the Parameter S tack and s tore it in the memory location 
pointed to by X. After s!Oring, increment tbe most sig
nificant 30 bits of X 10 point to the next 32-bit word 
address. 

STORE-VIA-Y-AUTOINCREMENT-Pop tbe top item of 
the Parameter Stack and store it in tbe memory location 
pointed to by Y. After storing, increment tbe most sig
nificant 30 bits of Y to point to the oext 32-bit word 
address. 

STORE-VIA-X-AUTODECREMENT-Pop tbe top item of 
tbe Parameter Stack and slore it in 1be memory location 
pointed to by X. After storing, dccremem the most sig
nificant 30 bits of X to point 10 the previous 32-bi t word 
address. 

STORE-VIA-Y-AUTODECREMENT- l'op the top item of 
the Parameter Stack and store it in the memory locaiion 
pointed to by Y. After s1oriog, decrement the most sig
nificant 30 bits of Y to point to the previous 32-bit word 
address. 

FETCH-VIA-PC-Fetch lbe 32-bit memory content pointed 
to by the Program Counter and push it onto the Parameter 
Stack. After fetching, increment the most significant 30 
bits of tbe Program Counter to point to the next 32-bit 
word address. 

*NOTE When this instruciion executes, the PC is pointing 
to the memory location following the instruction. The 
effect is of loading a 32-bit immediate operand. Tb is is an 
8-bit instruction and therefore will be combined with 
other 8-bil instructions in a 4-byte instruction fotcb. It is 
possible to have from one to four FETCH-VIA-PC 
instructions in a 4-byte instruction fetch. 'J11e PC incre
men ts after each execution of FETCH-VIA-PC, so it is 
possible to push four immedia te operands on the stack. 
The [our operands wou Id be the found in tbe four memory 
locations following the instruction. 

BYfE-FETCll-VIA-X-Fetch tbe 32-bi t memory content 
pointed to by the most significant 30 bits of X. Usiog tbe 
two least s ignificant bits of X, se lect one o f four bytes 
from the 32-bit memory fetch, right justify the byte in a 
32-bit field and push the selected byte preceded by 
leading zeros onto lhc Parameter Stack. 

BYrE~5TORE-VIA-X-Fetch the 32-bit memory content 
pointed to by tbe mos1 significant 30 bils of X. Pop the 
TOP item Crom tbe Parameter Stack. Using tbe two least 
signilicaot bits o[ X place tbe least significao1 byte in to tbe 
32-bil memory data and wri te tbe 32-bit entity back to the 
loca tion pointed to by the most significant 30 bits of X. 

FETCH-VlA-Y-J\UTOJNCREMENT-Fetcb the 32-bit 
memory content pointed 10 by Y and push it onto the 
Parameter Stack. After fetching, increment the most s ig
nificanl 30 bits of Y to point to tbe next 32-bit word 
address. 

OTHER EFFECTS OF MEMORY ACCESS INSTRUC-
50 TlONS: 

Any FETCH instruct ion will push a value on the Param
eter Slack 74. If the on-cbip stack is full, the stack v;iJ l 
overflow ioto off-cbip memory stack rcsull ing in an addi
tional memory cycle. Any STORE instruction will pop a 

FETCll-VIA-X-AUTODECREMENT-Fetch the 32-b it 
memory content pointed to by X and push it onto tbc 
Parameter S tack. After fetching, decrement the most 
significant 30 bits of X to point to tbe previous 32-bil 
word address. 

55 value from tbe Parameter S tack 74. If tbe on-cbip s tack is 
empty, a memory cycle will be genera ted to fetch a value 
from off-chip memory s tack. FETCH-VIA-Y-AUTODECREMENT- Fetch the 32-b it 

memory content pointed Lo by Y and push it onto the 
Para meter Stack. After fetching, decrement the most 
s ignificant 30 bilS of Y to point to the previous 32-bit 60 
word address. 

STORE-VlA-X- Pop tbe top item of the Parameter Stack 
and s tore it in 1bc memory location pointed to by X. X is 
unchanged. 

STORE-VIA-Y- Pop tbc top item of the Parameter Stack 65 
and store it in the memory location pointed 10 by Y. Y is 
unchanged. 

l!ANDLING ON-CIUP VARJABLES 
High-level languages often allow tbe creation of LOCAL 

VARIABLES. The.~e variab les are used by a particular 
procedure and disca rded. In cases of nested procedures, 
layers of these variables must be maintained. Oo-cbip s tor
age is up to five times faster than off-chip RAM, so a means 
of keeping local variables on-chip caa make operations ruo 
faster. The microprocessor 50 provides the capabi lity for 
both on-chip s torage of local variables and nesting of 
multiple levels of variables through tbe Return S tack. 
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'Ille Rc1urn S1ack 134 is implcmen1ed as 16 on-chip RAM 
locations. The most common use for the Re1urn Stack 134 is 
s torage of return addresses from subroutines and in tcrrupl 
call~. The microprocessor allows these 16 locat ions to also 
be used as addressable regislers. The 16 locations may be 5 
read and written by two instructions which indica1e a Rc1urn 
Stack relative address from ~15. When high-level proce
dures arc nested, 1bc current procedure variables push Lbe 
previous procedure variables rurlher down 1he Return Stack 
134. Eveo1ually, 1be Return Stack will aulomatical ly over-

10 
now in10 off-chip RAM . 
ON-Cl llP VARIABLE INSTRUCTIONS 
READ-LOCAL-VARIABLE XXXX- Read the XXXXth 

loca1ion rela tive 10 1he lop or the Reium Stack. (XXXX is 
a binary number from 000~1 lll). Push Lhe item read 
onto the Parameter Stack. 15 
O'fl-1.ER EFFECTS: lf the Paramclcr S tack is full, Lhe 
push operation will cause a memory cycle to be generated 
as one item of the slack is automa1icaliy slored 10 external 
RAM. 'lbc logic which selects the loca1ion performs a 
modulo 16 subtrac1io11. If four local variables have been 20 
pushed onto the Reiurn Stack, and an ins1ruc1ioo attempts 
to READ the fifth ite m, un known data will be rerumed. 

WRITE-LOCAL-VARIABLE XXXX-Pop lhe TOP item 
of 1bc Parameter S ia.ck and write ii into Lile XXXX1b 
localion rela1jve 10 the !Op of 1be Rei um Slack. (XXXX is 25 

a binary number from 000~1 Ill.) 
OTHER EFFECTS: If 1be Parameter Slack is empty, the 
pop opera1ion will cause a memory cycle to be genera ted 
to fe1cb 1be Parameter S tack ilem from external RAM. 
111e logic wb.icb selects the location performs a modulo 30 

16 s ubtrac1ion. If l'ollr local variables have been pushed 
onlo lhe Reiurn Slack, and an instruciion auempls 10 
WRJTE to tbe fifth item, ii is possible to clobber return 
addresses or wreak 01her havoc. 

REGISTER AND FLIP-FLOP TRANSFER AND PUS! l 35 
INSTRUCTIONS 
DROP-Pop the TOP ilem from the Parameter S1ack and 

discard it. 
SWAP- Exchange the data in the TOP Parameter Slack 

location with 1he da ta in lhe NEXT Parameter Stack 4-0 
location. 

DUP-Duplicale the TOP iiem on tbe Parameler Stack and 
push it onto the Parameter Slack. 

PUSH-LOOP-COUNTER- Push the value in LOOP 
COUNTER on to Lile Parameler Stack. 45 

POP-RSTACK-PUSll-TO-STACK-Pop 1be 1op ilem from 
the Reiurn Stack and push it onto lhe Parameter Stack. 

PUSH-X-REG-Push tbe value in the X Register on10 the 
Paramelcr Slack. 

PUSH-STACK-POINTER-Push the value of the Param- 50 

eter Slack poinler onto 1he Parameler Stack. 
PUSH-RSTACK-POINTER-Push the value or 1he Reiu ra 

Slack poinler onlo lhc Return Stack. 
PUS H-MODE-BITS-Push the value of the MODE REG-

ISTER onio 1be Parameler Slack. 55 
PUSH-INPUT-Read the 10 dedicated inpul bils and push 

the value (righ t justified and padded with leading zeros) 
onto 1be Parameter Slack. 

SE1~LOOP-COUNTER-Pop the TOP value from the 
Parameler Slack and store it inlo LOOP COUNTER. 60 

POP-STACK-PUSH-TO-RSTACK-Pop 1he TOP i1em 
from 1he Parameter Stack and push it onto 1be Return 
Slack. 

SET-X-REG-Pop lhe TOP i1em from the Parameter Slack 
and s tore it into the X Register. 65 

SET-STACK-POINTER- Pop the TOP item from the 
Parameter Slack and store it iillo 1be Slack Poinier. 

30 
SET-RSTACK-POINTER- Pop the TOP item from the 

Paramc1er 
Stack and s tore it into the Return Slack Poioier. 
SET-MODE-BITS- Pop 1he TOP value from 1he Parame1c r 

Stack and s1ore it into 1he MODE BITS. 
SE1:ouTPUT-Pop 1he TOP ilem from the Parameter 

Slack and outpul it 10 the 10 dedica1ed ou1pu1 bils. 
OTllER EFFECTS: Instructions which push or pop the 
Parameter Stack or Return Siack may cause a memory 
cycle as the stacks overflow back and forth between 
on-chip and oJI-cbip memory. 

LOADTNG A SHORT LITERAL 
A s pecial case of regisler transfer instruction is used 10 

push ao 8-bit li1eral onto the Parameier S tack. This instruc
tion requires !hat 1he 8-bils to be pushed reside in the lasl 
byte of a 4-byte inslruction group. Tbc ins1ruc1ion op-code 
loading the li1eral may reside in ANY o( the 01her three bytes 
in lbe iustruction group. 

EXAMPLE 

BYTE l 
LOAD-SHOR1:LrrERAL 
BYTE4 
00001111 

UYTE2 
QOOOQOQO 

UYTE3 
OQOQQOQQ 

In this example, QQQQQQQQ indicates any other 8-bi t 
instruc1ion. Wben Byte l is exccu1ed, binary 00001111(HEX 
Ol) Crom Byte 4 will be pushed (rigb t j11s1ified and padded by 
lcadjog zeros) onto Lhe Parameter Stack. Then Lbc ins1mc
tions in Byte 2 and Byte 3 wil l execu te . The microprocessor 
inslruction decoder knows not to execute By1e 4. II is 
possible lo push three identical 8-bit values as follows: 

BYTE J BYfE 2 
LOAD-SHOIIT-LITERAL l..OJ\D·SHORT-LffERAL 
BYI'E 3 BYTE 4 
LOAD-SHORT· LITERAL OOOOllJl 
SHOR'!' LITERAL-INSTRUCTION 

LOAD-SHORT-LITERAL-Push the 8-bit value found in 
By1e 4 o( the curreal 4-byie insiruction group on10 the 
Parameter Slack. 

LOGIC INSTRUCTIONS 
Logical and math operalions used the s lack for the source 

of one or two operands and as 1he desiina tion for results. The 
slack organiza1ioa is a particularly convenien t arrangemenl 
for evaluating expressions. TOP ind ica tes the 1op value on 
Lhe Parameter S tack 74. NEXT indicates the next to lop 
value on the Parameler Slack 74. 
AND- Pop TOP and NEXT from tbe Parameter Slack, 

perform tbe logical AND operalion on tbese two 
operands, and push the resu ll onto 1he Pararneler S lack. 

OR-Pop TOP and NEXT from the Parameter Stack, per
form 1he logical OR operation on these two operands, and 
push 1be result onto the Parameter Slack. 

XOR-Pop TOP and NEXT from the Parameter Slack, 
perform the logical exclusive O R on 1hcsc two operands, 
and push lhe result onlo 1he Parameier Slack. 

BIT-CLEAR- Pop TOP aud NEXT from Lile Parameler 
Stack, toggle all bits in NEXT, pe rform lhe logical AND 
operation on TOP, aod push tbe resul t 0010 lhe Parameler 
Stack. (Another way of undcrs1anding this instruc1ion is 
thinking of ii as c learing all bilS in TOP 1hat are se1 in 
NEXT.) 
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MATH INSTRUCTIONS 
Math ins truc1 ion pop the TOP item and NEXT to 1op i1em 

of the Parameter Stack 7'4 10 use as the operands. ll1e results 
are pushed back on the Parame1cr S1ack. The CARRY llag 
is used to la1ch lhe "33rd bil" of the ALU result. 
ADD-Pop the TOP item aod NEXT 10 top i1cm from the 

Parame1er Stack, add the va lues together and push the 
resull back on the Parameter Stack. The CARRY flag may 
be changed. 

ADD-WITH-C/\RRY-Pop the TOP item and the NEXT Lo 
10 

!Op item from the l>arame1e r Stack, add 1he values 
together. If the CARRY llag is "l" incremeat 1be result. 
Push the uJtimate result back on the Parameter Stack. The 
CARRY llag may be changed. 

ADD-X- Pop lhe TOP item from the Parameter Stack and 
read lhe th ird item from the top of the Parameter Stack. 15 

Add the values 1ogetber aud push the result back on the 
Parame1er Siack. The CARRY llag may be changed. 

SUB-Pop the TOP item and NEXT lo top item from the 
Parameter Stack, Subtract NEXT from TOP and push the 
resuh back on the Parameter Stack. The CARRY Hag may 20 
be changed. 

SUll-WTTI-1-CARRY-Pop the TOP item and NEXT to top 
item from the Parameter Siack. Subtract NEXT from TOP. 
If the CARRY llag is. '"1" increment the result. Push thc 
ullimate result back on 1he Parameter Stack. The CARRY 25 

llag may be changed. 
SUB-X
SIGNED-MULT-STEP
UNSIGNED-MULT-STEP-
SIGNED-F/\ST-M ULT
FAST-MULT-STEP-
UNSIGNED-DIV-STEP-
GENERArE-POLYNOMIAL-
ROUND-

30 

COMPARE-Pop the TOP item and NEXT to 1op item from 35 

the Parameter Stack. Sub1ract NEXT from TOP. If the 
resuh has 1he mosl significant b it equal to "0" (the resuh 
is positive), push tbe resul t onto 1be Parameter Slack. If 
the result has the most significant bi1 equal lo "I" ( the 
resulL is nega1ive), push the old value or TOP omo the 4-0 
Parameter Stack. The CARRY flag may be affected. 

SHIFT/ROTATE 
SI TfFT-LEFT-Shift the TOP Parameter Stack item left one 

bit The CARRY Hag is shifted into the leas1 sigaificao1 bit 
of TOP. 45 

SIUFT-RlGHT-Shifl 1be TOP Parameter Stack item right 
one b it. The leasl sigoificant bit of TOP is sbifled into the 
CARRY flag. Zero is shifted in to th" most signilicaat bit 
of TO P. 

DOUBLE-SHJFl~LEFT-Treatiog the TOP item of the so 
Parameter Stack as the most significant word of a 64-bit 
number and the NEXT s tack item as the least sign ificant 
word, shifl the combined 64-bit enti1y left one bit. The 
CARRY Hag is shifted in to Lbe least significant bit of 
NEXT. 55 

DOUBLE-SHIFT-RlGHT-Treatiog the TOP item of the 
Parame1er Stack as the most s ignificant word of a 64-bit 
number and the NEXT stack item as the least significant 
word, sbifl the combined 64-bit enti ty right one bit. The 
lea.~t significant bi t o[ NEXT is s hifted into the CARRY 60 
flag. Zero is shifted in10 1he most s ignificant b it or TOP. 

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS 
FLUSH-STACK- Empty all on-chip Parameter Stack loca

tions into off-chip RAM. (This inst ruclion is usefu l for 
multi tasking applical ions). This instruction accesses a 65 
counter which holds the depth of the on-chip stack and 
can require from none to 16 external memory cycles. 

32 
FLUSH-RSTACK- Empty all on-chip Return Stack loca

tions in10 off-chip RAM. ('This instruction is usefuJ for 
multitasking applicalioos). This instruction accesses a 
counter which ho lds the depth of the on-chip Return S tack 
and can require from none to 16 external memory cycles. 
h should further be appareo1 to 1hose skilled in the an that 

various changes in form and details of the invention as 
shown and described may be made. h is intended 1ha1 such 
changes be included within the spirit and scope of 1he c laims 
appended hereto. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A microprocessor system, comprising a single in te

grated c ircuit includiog a central processing unit and an 
entire ring oscillator va riable speed system c lock in said 
single integrated circuit and connected to said central pro
cessing unit for clocking said central processing uoi1, said 
ceat ral processing uoi1 and said ring oscilla tor variable 
speed system clock each including a plurality of electronic 
devices correspondingly construc1cd of the same process 
technology with corresponding manufacturing variations, a 
processing frequency capability of said centra l processing 
uni t and a speed of said ring osci llator variable speed system 
clock varying together cl ue 10 said manufacturing variations 
and due to at least opera ting voltage and temperature of said 
single integra1ed circu it; an on-chip input/ou tpu t interface 
connec1ed to exchange coupling control signals, addresses 
and daia with said central processing uni t; and a second 
clock independent of said ring oscilla1or variable speed 
system clock connected to s11id input/output interface. 

2. The microprocessor system of claim 1 in which said 
second c lock is a fixed frequency clock. 

3 . In a microprocessor integrated circuit, a method for 
clocking the microprocessor within the in tegrated circuit, 
comprising the steps of: 

providing an entire ring oscilla1or system c lock con
s1rucled of electronic devices within the integrated 
ci rcuit, sa id e lectronic devices having operating char
actcristic.s which will, because sa id emire ring oscilla
tor system clock and said mkroprocessor are located 
within the same integrated circuit, va ry togc1her with 
opera1ing characterislics of e lectronic devices included 
within lhe microprocessor; 

using the ring oscillator system clock for clocking the 
microprocessor, said microprocessor operating at a 
variable processing frequency dependen t upon a vari
able speed of said ring oscillator system clock; 

providing an on chip inpul/ou1put interface for the micro
processor integrated circuit; and 

c locking the iapul/output interface with a second clock 
independent of the ring oscillator system clock. 

4 . The me1hod of claim 3 in which the second clock is a 
fixed frequency clock. 

5 . The method of cla im 3 further including the s tep of: 
transferring information to and from said microprocessor 

in synchrony wi1h said ring osc illator system clock. 
6. A microprocessor system comprising: 
a cenlral proces.sing unil disposed upon an integrated 

circui1 substra1e, said central processing unit operating 
al a processing freq uency and being constructed of a 
first plurality of electronic devices; 

an entire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuit 
subs1rate and connected to sa id central processing u11i1, 
said oscillator cloclcing said cemral processing uni1 at a 
clock rate and being constructed of a second plu ral.i1y 
of e lectronic devices, 1hus varying the processing fre 
quency of said first plurality of electronic devices and 
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the clock rate of sa id second plura lity of electronic 
devices in the same way as a function of parameter 
variation in one or more fabrication or operational 
parameters associated wi th said integrated ci rcuit 
substrate, thereby enabling said processing frequency s 
to track said clock rate in respoosc to said parameter 
variation; 

an on-chip input/output in terface, connected between said 
said central processing unit and an external memory 
bus, for facilitali.ng exchanging coup ling control 10 

s ignals, addresses and data with sa id c.-cntral processing 
unit; and 

an external clock, independent o r sa id oscillator, con
nected to said ioputfoutput interface wherein said exter
nal clock is operative at a frequency iodcpendent of a 15 

clock frequency of s aid oscillator. 
7. "!be microprocesso• system of claim 6 wherein sa id one 

or more opera tional parameters include operating tempera
ture of said substra te or operati ng voltage of said substra te. 

8. Tbe microprocessor system of claim 6 wberein said 20 

external c lock compris.cs a fixed-frequency clock whic h 
operates synchronously relative lo said oscillator. 

9. ]be microprocessor system of claim 6 wbercin said 
oscillator comprises a ring oscillator. 

10. Jn a microproces.<;or system including a centra l pro- 25 

cessing unit, a method for clocking said central processing 
unit compris ing the steps of: 

providing sa id cen1ral processing unit upon an integrated 
circuit substrate, said centra l processing unit being 

34 
constructed of a first plural ity of t ransi.~tors and being 
operative at a processing freq uency; 

provid ing an entire variab le speed clock disposed upon 
sa id integrated circuit substrate, sa id variable speed 
clock being constructed or a second plurali ty or tran
sistors; 

clocking said central processing unit at a clock race using 
said variable speed clock witb said central processing 
uni t being clocked by said variable speed clock at a 
variable frequency dependent upon variation in ooe o r 
more fabrication or operational parameters associated 
with sa id integrated circui t substrate, said processing 
frequency and said clock rate varying in tbe same way 
relative to said variation io said one or more fabricalioo 
or operational parameters associated with said in te
grated circuit substraic; 

connecting an on c hip input/output interface between sa id 
cen1ral processing unil and an external memory bus, 
and excbaoging coupling control signals, addresses and 
data between sa id input/outpu t interface and said cen
tral proces.5ing unit; and 

c locking said input/ou tput in terface us ing ao external 
clock wherein said exiernal c lock is operative at a 
frequency independent of a clock frequency of said 
oscillator. 

* * * * 
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EXPARTE 
REEXAMINATION CERTIFICATE 

ISSUED UNDER 35 U.S.C. 307 

TIIE PATENT IS HEREBY AMENDED AS 
INDICATED BELOW. 

2 
processing frequency capability of said central processing 
unit and a speed of said ring oscillator variable speed system 
clock varying together due to said manufacturing variations 
and due 10 at least operating voltage and temperature of said 
single integrated circuit; an on-chip input/ou1put inicrface 
collllected to exchange coupling control signals, addresses 
11nd dMa witb si1id centriil processing unii ; 11nd a second 
clock independent of said ri11g oscillator variable speed sys
tem clock cormected to said input/output interface, wherein Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appeared in the 

patent, but has been deleted and is no longer a part off he 
patent; matter printed in italics indicates additions made 
to the patent. 

10 a clock signol o.fsaid second clock originates from a source 
other thon said ring oscillator variable speed system clock. 

ONLY THOSE PARAGRAPHS OF THE 
SPECIFICATION AFFECTED BY AMENDMENT 

ARE PRINTED HEREIN. 

Coltmm 17. lines 12- 37: 

15 

Most microprocessors derive all system timing from a 
single clock. 1lie disadvantage is that different parts of the 
system can slow all operations. ·nie microprocessor 50 pro- 20 

vides a dual-clock scheme as shown in FlG. 17. with the 
CPU 70 operating [a synchronously] asy11chro11ously to 1/0 
interface 432 forming pan of memory controller 118 (FIG. 
2) and the 1/0 interface 432 operatiog syncbrooously with 
the external world of memory and 1/0 devices. Tbe CPU 70 25 
executes at 1he fastest speed possible using !he adaptive ring 
cowller clock 430. Speed may vary by a factor of four 
depending upon temperatu.re, voltage. and process. The 
external world must be synchronized to lbe microprocessor 
50 for operations such as video display upda1ing and disc 30 

drive reading and writing. This synchronizaiion is performed 
by the 1/0 interface 432. speed of which is controlled by a 
conventional crystal clock 434. Tbe interface 432 processes 
requests for memory accesses from 1be microprocessor 50 
and acknowledges the presence of 110 data. The micropro- 35 

cessor 50 fetches up to four ins1n1ctions in a single memory 
cycle and can perform much useful work before requiring 
another memory access. By decoupling the variable speed of 
lbe CPU 70 from !he .fixed speed of the 1/0 interface 432, 
optimum pcrfonnancc can be achieved by each. Rccoupling 40 

between the CPU 70 and 1he interlace 432 is accomplished 
wi th bandshake signals on lines 436, with data/addresses 
passing on bus 90, 136. 

AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION. IT HAS BEEN 45 

DETERMINED THAT: 

Claims 3-5 and 8 arc cancelled. 

Claims I. 6 and JO are detem1ined 10 be patentable as so 
amended. 

Claims 2. 7 and 9. dependent on an amended claim. are 
determined 10 be paternable. 

New claims 11- 16 are added and determined to be patent
able. 

55 

1. A microprocessor system, comprising a single inte
grated circui t including a central processing uni t and ai1 60 

entire ring oscillaior variable speed system clock in said 
single integra1ed circuit and connected 10 said central pro
cessing wlil for clocking said central processing uni l, said 
central processing unit and said ring osci llator variable 
speed system clock each including a plurality of electronic 65 
devices correspondingly constnrcted of the same process 
technology wilb corresponding manufacturing variaiions. a 

6. A microprocessor sysicm comprising: 
a central processing unit disposed upon an inlegrated cir

cui t substrate, said central processing unit operating at 
a processing frequency and being constnrcted of a first 
plurality of electronic devices: 

an eniire oscillator disposed upon said integrated circuil 
subs1ra1e and collllected to said central processing unit. 
said osci llator clocking said central processing unit at a 
clock rate and being constructed of a second plurality 
of electronic devices. thus varying the processing fre
quency of said firs! plurality of ckctronic devices and 
lbe clock raie of said second plunility of electronic 
devices in the same way as a function of parameter 
va riat ion in one or more fabrication or operational 
parameters associa1ed with said integrated circuit 
substrate. thereby enabling said processing frequency 
to track said clock rate in response lo said parameter 
variation; ao on-chip inpulfoutput inierfacc, conncctt'CI 
between said central processing unit and an oj:chip 
extemal memory bus, for facilitating exchanging cou
pling control signals. addresses and data with said cen
tral processing unit: and 

an o./fchip extemal clock, iodepeodenl of said oscillator, 
connected to said input/output interface wherein said 
o.ff-chip external clock is operative at a frequency indc
pendem of a clock frequency of said oscillator and 
wherein o clock sig11alfro111 said oj:chip exlernal clock 
originates from a source other than said osc illator. 

10. ln a inicroprocessor system including a cenlral pro
cessing wlit, a method for clocking said centra I processing 
unit comprising the steps of: 

providing said central processing unil upon an integrated 
circuit substrate, said central processing unit being con
structed of a first plurality of transistors and being 
operative at a processing frequency : 

providing an entire variable speed clock disposed upon 
said iutegra1ed circuit subs1ra1e, said variable speed 
clock being constn1cted of a second plurality of trans is
tors: 

clocking said central processing mlit at a clock rate using 
said variable speed clock wi th said central processing 
unit being clocked by said variable speed clock al a 
variable frequency dependent upon variat ion in one or 
more fabrica1ion or operaiional parameters associated 
wi1b said integrated circuit substrate. said processing 
frequency and said clock rate varying in tbc same way 
relative Lo said variation in said one or more fabrication 
or operatioaal parameters associated with said in1e
gra1cd circuit subsirate; 

collllecting an [on chip] 011-chip input/output interface 
between said central processing m1i1 and an o./fchip 
external memory bus, and exchanging coupling control 
signals, addresses and data between said inpulfou1pu1 
interface and said central processing unit: and 
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clocking said illput/outpul in terface using an ojfchip 
external clock wherein said off-chip external clock is 
operative at a frequency independent of a clock fre
quency of said variable speed clock and wherein a 
clock signal from said off chip external clock originates 
from a source other than said variable speed clock. 

4 
memory bus, for facilitating e.i:changing coupling co11-
1rol signals, addresses and data wirh said central pro
cessing unit; and 

an off-chip external clock, independenr of said oscillator. 
connected to said inputloulpul inteiface wherein said 
off-chip external clock is operarive at a frequency inde
pendent of a clock.frequencv of said oscillator andfur
rher wherein said cemral processing unit operares 
asynchronously to said inputloutpul inte((ace. 

I j_ A microprocessor sys/em. comprising <> single inle
grated circuir including a cenrral processing uni/ and an 
entire ring oscillaror variable speed system clock in said 
single integrated circuit and cormecred to said cenrral pro
cessing unit for clocking said central processing unit, said 
cenrra/ processing unit and said ring oscillaror variable 
speed system clock each including a plura/iry of electronic 
devires correspondingly construcred of the same process 
technology with corresponding marn!fac111ring variations, a 15 
processing frequency capability of said central processing 
unit and a speed of said ring oscillator variable speed sys
tem clock VOIJling rogether due 10 said manufacturing varia
tions and due to at least operating voltage and 1emperallfre 

10 14. The microprocessor syslem o_{claim 13 wherein said 
one or more operational paramelers include operating tem
perature of said substrate or operating volrage of said sub
strate. 

of said single integrared circuir; an on-chip inputlourput 20 

interface connected to exchange coupling control signals, 
addresses and da1a wi1h said cenlral processing unir; and a 
second clock independent of said ring oscillator variable 
speed system clock connected to said inp111/011tp111 inrerface, 
wherein said central processing unit operates asynchro- 25 
nously to said inputlourput inleiface. 

l 2. The microprocessor sysrem of claim 1 /, in which said 
second clock is a fixed frequency clock. 

13. A microprocessor sys1em comprising: a cenrral pro
cessing unit disposed upon an integrated circuir substra1e, 30 

said central processing unit operating at a processing fre
quency and being constructed of a first plurality of elecrronic 
devices; 

an enrire oscillaror disposed upon said integra1ed circuit 
subs1ra1e and connected 10 said cenrral processing unit, 35 

said oscillaror clocking said central processing unit ar 
a clock rate and being conslructed of a second plurality 
of electronic devices. thus varying the processing fre
quency of said first p/urali1y of electronic devices and 
the clock rate of said second plurali1y of electronic 40 

devices in the same way as a function of parameter 
varia1ion in one or more fabrication or operational 
parameters associared wi1h said integrated circuit 
subs1rate, thereby enabling said processing frequency 
to track said clock rate in response to said parameter 45 

variation; 

an on-chip inputlourput inteiface. connected between said 
cenrra/ processing unit and an ojfchip exrerna/ 

15. The microprocessor system o.f claim 13 wherein said 
oscillator comprises a ring osci/laror. 

16. In a microprocessor system including a central pro
cessing unit, a method/or clocking said ce111ral processing 
unit comprising the steps of-

providing said central processing unit upon an integrated 
circuit s11bs1ra1e. said cemral processing 11ni1 being 
construc1ed of a firs/ plurality of transisrors and being 
operalive al a processingfrequency; 

providing an entire variable speed clock disposed upon 
said i111egrated circuit substrate, said variable speed 
clock being constructed o.f a second plurali1y of 1ra11sis
tors: 

clocking said central processing unit at a clock rate using 
said variable speed clock with said central processing 
unit bei11g clocked by said variable speed clock at a 
variable frequency dependenr upon variation in one or 
more fabrica1ion or operational parameters associated 
with said i111egrated circuit s11bs1rate, said processing 
frequency and said clock rate varying in the same way 
relative to said variation in said one or more.fabrica
tion or operarional parameters associated with said 
integrated circuit subs1ra1e; 

connecting an on-chip input/0111p111 imeiface between 
said central processing unit and an ojfchip e.,·temal 
memory bus. and exchanging coupling co111ro/ signals. 
addresses and da1a between said input/011tp111 interface 
and said central processi11g w1i1; and 

clocking said input/output inteiface using an o_ffchip 
eA1emal clock wherein said ojfchip external clock is 
operative at a .frequency i11depe11denl of a clock fre
quency of said variable speed clock, wherein said cen
rra/ processing unit operates asychronous~1· to said 
inpurloutpul interface. 

* * * * * 
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